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PREFACE 

In January, 1978, Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, as Chairman 
of the Board of the Federal Judicial Cen:1~er, appointed the Federal 
Judicial Center Advisory Committee on Experimentation in the 
Law lito identify, define, analyze, and recommend resolution of 
issues bearing on the propriety, value and effectiveness of con
. trolled experimentation for evaluating innovations in the justice 
system" and lito provide guidance to researchers, judges and ad
ministrators who must deciqe what areas are appropriate for con
trolled experimentation." These terms of reference are contained in 
a letter from the-,Chief Justice to the committee'~ chairman, Chief 
Judge Edward D. Re, dated January 24, 1978. This l~tter is reprint
ed as Appendix A. 

The committee was established because of questions about 
whether the operation of the justice system could be improved 
through empirical research without violating important ethical 
values. Experimental programs have been undertaken at an in
creas~ng -pace, but evaluation often has not produced clear conclu
sions about the achievements of these initiatives. Many observers 
have recognized the IItrue controlled exp2riment" or "randomized 
experiment" as a powerful tool for evaluatiug innovative programs 
and procedures, but its use in the justice system raises ethical and 
legal questions. 

The Judicial. Center recognized a need to improve the evaluation 
of experiments conducted within the justice system, and that scien
tifically rigorous evaluation methods might meet that need if and 
when they" were acceptable. It also recognized that responsible ar
guments could be made both for and against methods such /:lS that 
of the randomized experiment. . 

The Chief Justice therefore undertook to t:lppoint a committee to 
address and suggest resolution of these issues. Two goals guided the 
appointments. First, the committee membership should include the 
rather broad spectrum of interests and disciplines pertinent to the 
task. Relevant fields of study include constitutional law,research 
methodology, legal. ethics, and the ethics of research involving 
human: subjects. Specially relev&):}t interests include those of the 
bench, the bar, program administrators, and potentialexperimen
tal subjects. Second, the committee should be as free aspossihle 
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he/ita: 

frOnil prect>n~ptfol1'Sl that would incline it to favor or oppose experi
nf~ntaitfo:ro itt the justice system .. Although the Center'& Research 
Di~fsiott p'trowdhdl :financial and staff support for the committee" it 
ha:dl no, say fu tFre: C{)mmittee's decisions. No member of the commit
~ Bad! any plrlor 8P'ecial commitment to research or experimenfa... 
tron: in- the jr.rstice system. 

.At its; mst meetfug~ the committee resolved to ask thE~ Depart- ;1 
ment: o£ Jrrstice mr& the National Center for State Courts to desig- \L 
l1ate a:cf~gn'r3. w serve as nonvoting members

7 
in order to broaden 

1ff1~ CtjmmitWs; fuse 6f knowledge about actual research activity in 
the jlJstfc~ s~ .. In mfdffion" three of the committee's early meet
ings; were devnte& to consultation with experts in social science re,. 
sea:rcln a:1r6at tEIe scientific debate and consensus regarding evalua
tfo~ metf:ro'dor~gy .. 

The co:mmntee"s: deliberations continued through ten two-day 
me~tilIgs; .. TIre snbject. matter has presented and continues:to pres
ent a rich. challfenge tl;Iat this report only begins to address. It is 
the committee's: hope that it has provided a fruitful starting point 
f6r jilltttnmatfug tbe need for and proper role of experimentation to 
aia po1i<!y decisions in the administration of justice, as well as in 
related al'~ of' public administration. 

It W6U!d be dfftreult to exaggerate the contributions made by the 
oommitfee"s staff in. the preparation of this report. The committee, 
representing dive:rse disciplines and orientations, has had to cOlli1id
(31:' dftficult and complex: matters. In attempting to move from basic 
C'6rtC'e'Pi's to specific guidelines for justice system experiments, we 
r;liE!d.h~aviI~ on the staff ~ gather and p;esen~j9~Qur considela
tum the ISSUes an4 perspectIves of experts ill the relevant fields. 

John Shapard deserves special recognition for his sustained con
tributions, He served throughout the project as our secretary, prin
cipal staff person:, and general assistant. He prepared a number of 
reperts for OUr early meetings that surveyed the questions with 
which we were to deal, made numerous contributions to our analy
sis in the course of OUr meetings, distilled the ~onsensus ~m our 
evolving' debate, and was of great assistance in connection with 
drafting of the report at all stages. The wise and experienced'coun
sel of William B. Eldridge was also of invaluable assistance at criti-
cal points in OUr deliberations. . 

The Committee: 

Honorable Edward D. Re, Chairman 
Chief Judge, United States Court of International Trade 
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~=~~~r~~s:::!:,E;~:i~ational. Prison Projedt of the American 
Civil Liberties Union FoundatIon 

Alexander Morgan Capron . I a's Execu
Professor of Law, Uni~ersit,Yc of Pen.ns!lva~~at~: S::~; of Ethical 
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Honorable Wilfred Feinberg . d C· 't 
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'()CHAPTER I. INTn~ODUCTION .AND 
( SUMMARY 

A. Introduction 

Experimentation has a long and, important history in our system 
ofHustice and in public policy generally. A great strength of our so
ciety is that we are open to innovative methods for solvingprob- . 
lems and are willing to accept the diverse approaches of various 
states, cOlru;~lUnities, and authorities within our federal system of 
government. Justice Brandeis, dissenting in New state Ice Co. v. 
Liebmann, expressed this spirit eloquently; c>' 

'" 
[A]dvances in the exact sciences and the achievements in inveh'" 
tion . . . [i]n large measure . . . have been due to experimenta
tion .... It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system 
that a single courageous State may, if its citizens choose, serve as 
a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments with
out risk to the rest of thecountry;~"This Court has the power to 
prevent an experiment. . . . But In the exercise of this high 
power, we'lliust be ever on our guard, lest we erect our prejudices 
into legal principles. If we would guide by the light of reason, we 
must let our minds be bold.1 . 

Experimentation is. an effective tool' for improving the adminis
tration of justice. Achieving the goals of the justice system-which 
include preventing' as well as punishing crime, ensuring justice in 
civil and criminal cases as expeditiously as possible, and reducing 
the costs of providing and obtaining justice-requires that the, 
systeIl1, be flexible and willing to adopt new programs and proce
dures. Although "our Constitution and laws establishcerlain basic 
procedural guarantees that are not readily subject to modification, 
other featUres of our .justice system are more ope~, to change. 
Among these are programS and institutions administered by pris
ons, courts, ,and probation agencies, for example. These are ele
ments of the administrative, structure of justice-the. par.t.icular 
means for affordIng proced~es guaranteed by the Constitution, 
suc~ as trial by jury and due process of law. 

1.,285 u.t 262, '310-311 (1932). . d , It 
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Chapter! 

. I~ considerinKand evaluating the various methods of achievin 
JustIce, one mW3t be concerned with the effectiveness of ~ . r g 
proce~ures, pmgram~, and institutions compared with the p~~~:1 
effectIveness of available alternatives. Proposed innovations 
fr~quentlY ~f unce~tain valu~, for it is often unclear whether t::

e 
( 

~ll result ill the Improvements they are intended to acme Y ,\ 
will do so at accep~able costs and without unaccePtablea;:~r~r 
~onseq~en~es. SometImes, reasoned judgment based on avail bl . e 
ormation and experience will be sufficient to determin a e In-

proposed innovation should be adopted or not Oft he whether a 
certainties regarding 'th th . ks . en, owever, un-
the possibility that th:

I 
in~~va~o~swillo~ea~ve;;e t:onsequences or 

~ossible to reach a rational judgment with:: a~~;~ mal~e}t im-
, tIon. Ion mlorma-
" When available information' . d 

tainties to be resolved? The a~s~:~ ~ft:;:ow ~rethese uncer
form of experiment that.ts . n be. only by some 
of the proposed innovatf:~d at~ompan:n between the results 
method of pursuing a given a1 ose ac eved ?y the existing 
experiment is the form that ;~r~i~h:h controlled,. z.e., randomized, 
However, because the nature 1 ' e most ~eliable comparison. 
controlled experimentation ca~n:~ ~e, and ethic~ acceptability of 
other research methods we' Ide. asse~sed Without reference to 
issues involved in justic~ Syst::

c 
u e I~ this r~port a discussion of 

than that of the randomized m expenment?tlOn by methods other 
in some form, it will often b e:rperlIl~ent. WIthout experimentation 
adequately before it is imple~ ImtPOds~Ible to evaluate an innovation 

Th dt ene. e nee 0 evaluate proposed . t. 
periments has been recognized . illnov~ IOns. through scientific ex-
number of highly inform t' mcrea~illgly In recent years, and a 

'thin halve exper~ments ha b 
WI t e justice system. But th 1 £r . ve een conducted 
the administration of justice h ~ re a IOnship between science and 
innovation has proceeded with

as 
teen tenuou.s. All too often, either 

periments have been undert:ennee~ed prIor experiment, or ex
about whether and how they will ~thout enough ,forethought 
In other instances, experiment broVl , e the required information. 
for both precision and cIa . t ; ave been undertaken with zeal 
attention to the relevance

rI 
Yf tOh results, but without corresponding 

. d toe results Thu h " , nusse 0 evaluate reliably the f£ t' . s, c ances have been 
for administering justice. e ec Iveness of alternative" methods 

,2. Ex~pt where the conte t 
throughout this r rt· . x suggests otherwise, the ter" . " 
concept or progra:orrm: Its general, popular meaning to %fe~xferlDlent is used 
~ar;ow,~r technical' Bense~e~~c~o: ~ot generally u~e the tel1b "e~:e;:~~f"ai:~;; 

eSlgn, as defIned at page 17, infra. ynonymoUs WIth Ifrandomized experimental 

2 
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Introduction and Summary 

Moreover'; poorly designed experiments may be worse than no ex
periments at all. They may lead to unjustified faith in the merits of 
innovations and to unjustified lack of faith in the value of experi
mentation. They may expose individuals involved with the justice 
system to unwarranted risks or harms and deprive them of the re
spect and principled treatment that is their due. 

Finally, even well-designed justice system experiments may raise 
ethical issues. Indeed, the more rigorously designed the experi
ment, the more risk that it could create significant disparities 
among subjects or could deceive the subjects about its true nature 
or' intent. 

Recognizing the complexity of these problems, Chief Justice 
Warren E. Burger appointed the Federal Judicial Center Advisory 
. Comm.ittee on Experimentation in the Law. The committee's mis
sion was to recommend ways to ensure that experimentation 
within the justice system proceedf! soundly, in a manner that will 
advance the cause of justice both '.in the means employed and the 
ends achieved. 

This report addresses what thf~ committee has called "program 
experiments" within the justice system. A program experiment is 
an alteration in the actual operation of the justice system designed 
to show whether such an alteration would be an improvement ove:t' -./ 
the status quo. Program experiments are sometimes used to deter
mine whether an existing program should be abolished, or whether 
one or more existing programs should be employed in ,a new 
manner. Usually, however, program experiments involve limited 
implementation of an innovative program. Any practice, rule, pro
cedure, law, or policy carrieii~~put as part of the administration of .' 
justice can be considered a «'Program". for our purposes. Other 
kinds of research and .experimf=lntation can sometimes inform deci
sions about the effectiveness of proposed innovations in the admin
istr~tion of justice, an<l can therefore have an important role in im
proVing the operation of the justice system. This committee's man
date, however, is limited by the distinctive feature of a program ex
periment-experimental change iil.=the actual operation of the jus
tice system-which h~s as a necessary consequence some direct in
fluence on the interests of individuals involved with the justice 
system. 3 Hence, although a program . experiment might produce 

3. Program experiments are distinguished from research that does not directly 
alter the operation of the justice system, including, in particular, experiments that 
merely simulate or test by analogy. Simulation e~periments, such as one in which 
new jury instructions are tested by obtaining verdicts from jurors who v"tew a simu

Jated trial, may raise ethical questions of their own. These questions are"llest .consid-
ered. as part of a general discussion of the ethics of experimentation upon human 
subjects. The report of the National Commission for the Protection of Human Sub
jects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research discusses them usefully and construc-

3 
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Chapter I 

basic insights into. hUman capabilitie~, attitudes, or behavior which 
~e .valu~d for theIr own sake, its purpose is not to be' found 'ts 
JUstIficatIOn sought, on that basis. ' or 1 

Throughout this report, we' emphasize that a ro am . 
~ent must be evaluated not in isolation but in a Pdo~l experl-
t~ye: as a segment in. the ong~ing proces~ of administrat~::7~~c: 
!IC~ ~~ the e[fon to Improve It, and as one of the choices aVail~bl: 
t
? JUS Ice sys em administrators, who must compare the alt 
lves open to them. erna-

th:ec~:S~d~~:;~~~n c~;!;:~::ei~the adh~inistr~tion of justice, 
si It· h ree c Olces F'r3t they may 

mp y re.am t e existing practice and forgo th~ ~j; 't' B' 
often the mnovation will h b nova Ion. ut 
present practiC'e is though~V~ eben pr~posed precisely because the 

, 0 e serIously inadequate h 
even ~ Source of injustice. Maintainin th ' per aps 
undeSIrable. Second, the rna g . e. status quo may thus be 
basis without prior testi~g B~t:~Pt th~ mnovation on a general 
tainties about whether the' eri. Will often be sedous uncer
theory, will in fact produce th m~o~a ~~' although promising in 
desirable consequences. AdoPt~ :~lr~ lmpr~ve~ents without un
uncertainties would thus I 1 e Inn?VatlOn m the face of such 
adopt the innovation on a: s:xp:ri~:~:~~nabl? ~hird, they may 
program experiment) to resolve th bas~.s (~.e . .1 undertake a 
permit a more informed future h.e ~certamtIes and thereby 
tions. But a program ex erim c Ol~e. etween the first two op
uncertainties may requi~e ent th~t IS effective in resolving the 
ates pr. dblems of legal and e:~' ealxPde.rlIDe~tal design that itself cre-

E . IC ImenslOns 4 
. xperlIDents must be designed t . '. . 

that requirement may lead t . 0 .avold mIsleading results. But 
problems because of the wa s 

0 ~r~c~ICes. th;a~ raise serious ethical 
justice system arecategorizY d ~~Ch mdlVlduals involved in the 
providing the innovative P;Ogr an reated. Such practices include 
while providing the present (st::'s or t~eatment to some persons 
have the same or similar rele t ~uo tre~t~ent to others who 
mation that is normally priva;~n Cd aracterI~tIcs; acquiring infor
certain information about the e~ an . concealIng from participants 
periment acc.urately predicts hextPerIment, to ensure that the ex-

d w a would happ 'f th . 
1.1 ~ere a opted on a nonexperim tal b ." en 1 e mnovation 

tlOn is aPI?1ied o~ly to those w;: co aSIS. Even ~he~. an innova-
. .. . . nsent~ not all mdl'nduals with 

tzvely <Belmont Report: Ethical P . . . I 
H~~~o~~~cts !,f Researcll, 44. Fe:'~c:~. ~~.~: (1~~d»elines for the Protection of 
. option may be aVailable' ret . . . . 
!:~: ~~rime~t ?r some other form ~f in:~: !h~~~esent practice While a sUnula- , 

. . preliminary course can sometimes b ertaken to resolve uncertain-
made about actually changing the operation ('<f th p.urst~ed before a choice .must be 

, e JUS lee system. 
4 
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similar relevant characteristics might be allowed.to participate in 
the experiment. 

Experiments within the justice system will often unavoidably in
volve compulsory participation on the part of individuals because 
the justice system has many compulsory aspects. The clearest ex
ample is an innovation that is ~ntended for mandatory application; 
an experiment involving voluntary participant.s might not predict 
the effects of the program when mandatorily imposed. If, for in
'stance, the innovation under consideration is a change from volun
tary.to mandatory pretrial conferences, it might be impossible to 
desigrl a useful test iJ:lvolving voluntary participants. . 

Because.program €l'xperiments in the justice system often involve 
mandatory participation, they create possible conflicts with societal 
and' legal commitment to certain fundamental ideals. These con
flicts must be resolved in a manner consistent with our legal and 
ethical norms. Disparate treatment of individuals must be recon
ciled with the constitutional requirement that differences in the 
treatment of similarly situated persons be justified. Likewise, ex
perimental methods that compromise privacy or the obligation of 
candor must be justified in accordance with the importance of 
these concepts in our system of justice under law. 

This report does not seek to discourage experimentation, but 
rather to foster responsible experimentation within the justice 
system. Because program experiments often generate conflicts 
among fundamental principles of our system of justice, however, 
the decision to experiment ,demands the kind of careful analysis 
and precautionary procedures recommended in this report. I) 

An effectively designed program experiment can have ethical jus
tification stronger than its ethical shortcomings. The .alternative to 
such an experiment may .often be a choice between continuing a 
present practice that is seriously flawed, or adopting a proposed in
novation generally and risking the possibility that it maY be worse 
than the present practice.,. Without sound experiment~tion, it may 
never be discov.erep that we have rejected fUl innovation that 
would have advanced the ideals of justice, and it maybe discovered 
too late that we have adopted an innovation that undermines those 
ideals., 

The committee recognizes that a sound experiment will some
times require the most rigorous scientific methods, which may in
volve disparate treatment:' intrusions on privacy, and less than 
total candor .. Less significant, but still deserving concern, are the 
sometimes substantial cost and inconvenience associated with con
ducting such an experiment. Accepting these practices and conse
quences temporarily in order to obtain necessary information will 
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Chapter I 

someti.mes be preferable to accepting the risks associated with al
ternative courses of action. 

I~ approa~hing .its task, the committee has focused primarily on 
~th~cal conSIderatIOns. Legal and constitutional principles set outer 
l:mlts on what may be permitted within the administration 'of jus
tIce. But not all. experiments that might be legally or constit~tion
ally tolerable will also be acceptable on ethical grounds Th 
m 'tt ' t k t . e com-

I e? s as was o. address officers of the justice system regarding 
exper~ments they mlgh~ ~ndertake as administrators, in contr~st to 
exp~~lment~ whose valIdIty they might have to decide in their ca
paCltlf:s a~ Judges, counsel, or other legal officers. Therefore the 
comn:;~tee s wor~ focus:s ~n whether an experiment is justifiable 
accor mg . to .ethical prInCIples perceived as fundamental to our 
sys~em of Justrce. Although this approach with its emph' bal 
ancIng comp t· thi I I' ' asiS on -
standards th:n In;'o:ld ca c allms

l
, malay produce more restrictive 

h a pure y eg and constitutional anal . 
:. e rrlationship ~f these ethical principles to fundamental cons~~~~ 
lOna precepts will be appa,(~nt. 5' . 

no;::~:~Ol~~e:d~tio:sd offered. in this report are neither intended 

~~;:=:.;;:e aq~~~o: a~:'!B~r:!r .!n~:~e;:~':l:~: 
Iy. They must b:~o ~deddadequatelY at first impression or abstract-

eCI e on a case-by-case basi d th 
timately be resolved by the ad .,. t ' t s, an ey must ul-
program experiment is to b m~lls ra or under whose authority a 
offer rules that prescribe wh:t~aer~aken. The committ:e does not 
experiments' rather it t y r may not be done In program 
questions th~t will h I sugges s an approach to analyzing those 

e p ensure responsible a Wh 
need to be considered? What factors sh ld nswers.. at factors 
do permissible considerations relat t ou ~t be c.onsldered? How 
what kinds of arguments will su e to eac . ?ther? And, finally, 
not undertake a particul ppor a decl~Ioli to undertake or 
Whether and how particula::t::~:~:a experIment? })eterminin?" 
ment must remain part of th . d pply to a particular experl
trator. A more comprehensiv: J11 t gmen~ c0;IDmitted to the adminis
accu.mulated record of case-by-cS:Se o.f ~rmclples will. arise from the 
the committee recommends roc JU gments, and m Chapter VII, 
body of such jUdgments. p edures for developing an accessible 

5. Th~ issues presented by program ex eri . 
al scrutmy, but have yet to be faced sq~ ~entsdhave receIved Borne constitution
process has just begun. See ''dg "gu arRe.y an thoroughly by the courts That 
U .' , ... ., n ayo v lchards 473 F . 

mted Sta.tes v. ThompsOIi, 452 F.2d 1333 1339 on, . .2d 1090 (2d Cir. 1978); 
Motor VehlCles v. Hardin, 58 Cal. A . 3d ' (D.C. Cir. 1971); Department of 
Colon, 29 Cal. App. 3d 397, 105Ca!. R~~r. 69:~;;n~~~ Cal. Rptr. 311 (1976); People V. 
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Introduction and Summary 

B. Summary 

This report recommends that in deciding whether or not to un
dertake a program experiment, the decision maker consider four 
questions: 

1. Do the circumstances justify consideration of a program ex
periment? 

2. What experimental designs-will be adequate to produce the re
quired information? 

3. What ethical problems might these experimental designs pres
ent, and how can they be resolved? 

4. What authority and procedures are necessary for undertaking 
the experiment? 

The first three questions address the general issue of whether a 
proposed program experiment would be justified according to cer
tain basic ethical principles. The fourth question concerns both the 
authority of the administrator to undertake the proposed experi
ment and the procedures that should be followed in order to ensure 
that all four questions are adequately addressed. 

Chapter II addresses the first question. Because experimentation 
within the operation of the justice system presents unavoidable 
ethical difficulties, program experimentation should only be consid
ered when certain threshold conditions are met. First, the status 
quo must in fact warrant substantial improvement or be of doubt
ful effectiveness. Second, there mu.st be significant uncertainty 
about the value or effectiveness of the innovation. Third, informa
tion needed to clarify the uncertainty must be feasibly obtainable 
by program experimentation, but not readily obtainable by other 
means. And fourth, the information sought must pertain directly to 
the decision whether or not to adopt the proposed innovation on a 
general, nonexperimental basis. 

If these threshold conditions are met, the second question is 
reached: HWhat experimental designs will be adequate to produce 
the required information?" Chapter III briefly presents the theory 
and methods of experimental research design, illustrating the ways 
in which different types of experiments may, or may not, yield suf
ficiently precise and unambiguous results. An understanding of ex
perim.,ental design helps highlight ethical problems that emerge 
from such ·designs. In addition, such an understanding reveals that 
experimental design is not merely the technical concern of re
searchers, but is a crucial ethical consideration in the decision to 
undertake a program experiment. 

Chapters IV through VI address the third and most complex 
question: "What ethical problems might a particular experiment 
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Chapter I 

pre~ent, ~nd how can they be resolved?" Ch 
basIC ethIcal principles that th : apter IV sets forth 
f . e commIttee has I d ramework for ItS analysis Two . . I emp oye as a 
spect for persons are reco'gnlZ' dPrmchIP ~s, equal treatment and re-
. , e as avmg para t . 
In evaluating experiments in th . t' moun Importance 
experimental practices encroac: ~us Ice system: T~ the extent that 
the interests of individuals and m~~t ~hese prmcIples, they harm 
rate burden of justification: t erefore carry a commensu-

The necessary basis for justif' . fl" '; 
likely to be achieved. In weighi;m~ mICtIOn. of harm is the benefit 
recognize the varying sign'fi g arms agrunst benefits, one must 
~arm or benefit. The cruci:II~an~~ attached to different kinds of 
Involve weighing harms to pa:~~~~:: ~bo.u~ program .experiments 
to some larger group or to the' IndIVI.duals agamst benefits 
ard for evaluating program ge~eral publIc. An essential stand
lIlay be exposen +" ;;:lome eXPt~rIml ents requires that individuals . 
(1) . - w.., par ICU ar harm . k 

some partlculal~ benefit can be . . or r18 only when 
(2) the benefit to b\) achieved clearfchIeved. m no other way, and . 
Program experiments often includ y out,;eIghs the harm or risk. 
me~tal subjects they harm' th e potentI~ benefit for the experi-
or Inconvenience to the ge~era~yp~~rc a;~ Inv~lve. risk, harm, cost, 
benefits must take account of th ./!.. e WeIghing of harms and 

Th b I ese lactors as w II e a ance of harms d be. an enefits ass . t d . program experiment must al OCla e WIth a proposed 
harms and benefits that ways be evaluated in light of the 
action-retaining the statu may ensue. from alternative courses of 

. s quo or mn t' . 
perIment. FUrthermore the bal' ova mg WIthout prior ex-
solute limitations: som~ harms ~n~m~ :process is constrained by ab
solely by benefits to others ndiVIduals cannot be outweighed 
may be. ' no matter how great those benefits 

Chapter V applies the general e . 
Chapter IV by evaluating the ki d thlCal principles described in 
ments may entail and su esti n s of harms that program experi
essary to justify those ha;mgs Tnhg fjthie

l 
le~el of probable benefit nec-

. e 0 OWIng . . I 1. Mandat . . . . prmclp es emerge: 
.ory ImpOSItIOn of harm . 

lems; rISks or harms th t POS?S the most dIfficult prob-
~!. rarely require the d~::s~fo~SI~~ sU.bjects freely accept 
SImIlar harms or risks are m JUS 1.lCa~IOn demanded When 
use of persons as means for :ndat~rIlY Imposed. Mandatory 
~arm, even When the experim ~p~rImentation is a separate 
ltV. en Involves no harmfiul di ", spar-

2. Disparate treatment of ' 
t persons invol d . 

sys ern creates potential for h ve WIth the justice 
particular concern for (a) th ar~ ~nd must be evaluated with 

e SIgnIficance of the interests af-

---""--------.-~'-- .-,-~--
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fected; (b) the extent of the differE1Pce between treatments; 
(c) a comparison of the disparity with standard treatments or 
expectations; (d) the degree to which the disparity reflects dif
ferences in qualification of subjects; (e) whether the experi
mental treatment is harmful or beneficial to the subjects; and 
(f) :whether participktion is mandatory or voluntary. 

3. When an experiment risks infringing subjects' privacy, the 
risk not only carries a burden of justification, but also triggers 
an obligation to protect the confidentiality and, where possi
ble; the anonymity of SUbjects. 

4. Finally, even if, the research process might be strengthened by 
concealing from the subjects that they are involved in an ex
periment in the justice system, or the nature of the eJcperi
ment, concealment is a doubtful course and imposes a special 
burden of justification. 

Chapter VI offers guidance on the central question whether or 
not ethical difficulties associated with a proposed experiment are 
justified-or can be justified-in light of benefits likely to be ob
tained. The chapter illustrates the kind of analysis that may prop
erly be employed in certain recurring situations. For example: 

1. It is possible to justlfy experiments involving very serious 
harms to individuals, but only when alternative courses of 
action-retaining the status quo or adopting the innovation 
without experiment-involve risking harm that is more sig
nificant than harm risked in the experiment. 

2. Experiments involving less serious harm may be justified 
more easily, but only if they are the least harmful way to re
solve satisfactorily the uncertainties that led to considering 
program experimentation. 

3. Some expe:dments may be impossible to justify, because their 
harm to subjects exceeds outer limitations on what may ever 
be justified by benefits to others. 

Chapter VII addresses the fourth question: IIWhat authority and 
procedures are necessary for undertaking a program experiment?" 
The chapter analyzes the elements of authority that should exist as 
a precondition to undertaking program' experiments, and then sug
gest~procedures to ensure that such authority does, in fact, exist. 

Two conditions are necessary to ensure adequate authority for 
undertaking a program experiment. First, the administrator under 
whose authority the experimental program is to be implemented 
must have legal authority to adopt the program on a nonexperi-
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:~::l bas~. ~econd, apPloval by an officer or body with a broader 
man a e may be needed before proceeding with the . 

ment, because the administrator's authority to undertake t~xperI
gra~ may no~ necessarily encompass the kinds of h the pro
penment entaIls A t' I ',arms e ex-
~he authority of' a :r:~!~~o~r :r~:fa~~omay be qritebclearly within 
Imposition of that ro . ' r examp e, ut mandatory 
ficial's mandate. p gram on a dIsparate basis may exceed the of-

ne~~::~~r e~!~:~o tecognizes. t~at procedural mechanisms may be 

with sufficient p~~~ct~~!:~~::'1l::~t~2)r:h a~p:~ved b~- authoriti:s 
recommended is undertaken and d a . e e~hICal analysIS 
sions regarding experiments. To thocumendted to rud future deci
mends: ese en s, the chapterrecom-

1. That advisory bodies be c t d . h' 
of the justice system to r:r~e~ w:~ In th~ vario~s .institutions 
matters of ethical al' gUl ance to admiDlstrators on 
and provide approp:t:s~s and experimental methodology, 
ethical problems tha.L may pprovai of experiments involving 
ministlator's manda;e'" dappear 0 exceed the sponsoring ad-, an 

2. That the justification for an ex eri 
by the responsible administ f me~t be reported in writing 
made available as informal :~ or, an . that these reports be 

. experimentation. p cedents In the field of program 

The ethical problems of pro am . 
tinuing attention and sensitivif De e:r~er:un"e~tation deserve con
ments must also consider th y. ClSions With regard to experi-

t t ' e consequences of in d te . men a Ion or of innovating w'th t . a equa experI-
si~le .experimentation, condu~te~U ~~or eX~~ri.mentation. Respon
prInCIples of justice can be . WI sensItIvIty to fundamental 
tice system. It is ou; hope th:~ t~portan~ tool to improve the jus
in this report will assist adm' . t e tanalytlcal framework suggested 
fi 11 t t InIS ra ors to use exp' t u es ex ent, consistent with th th' erlmen s to their 
pose as guides for decisj,on. e e Ical standards that we pro-
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CHAPTER II. CIRCUMSTANCES I!\, WHICH 
PROGRAM EXPERIMEN"ATION Slq:OULD 

BE CONSIDER~ , 

The value of program experimentation should not obscure the 
practical and ethical difficulties that such experimentation almost 
inevitably entails. These difficulties will be considered in detail in 
later chapters. But their existence requires us to recommend ini
tially that certain threshold conditions must normally be met 
before a decision to experiment is considered. 

First, the present practice mutst either need substantial improve
ment or be of doubtful effectiveness. Even .though an experiment 
may promise to yield valuable information about the proposed in
novation, committing resources or risking the harms associated 
with experimentation will be difficult to justify unless there is a 
genuine need for improvement. Experiment for experiment's sake 
has no place in the justice system. 

Second, there must be significan.t uncertainty about the value of 
the proposed innovation. Recall that when an innovation has been 
proposed as an alternative to some present practice in the adminis
tration of justice, three choices are open: to adopt the proposed in
novation on a general} nonexperimental basis; to adopt it on an ex
perimental basis; or to forgo it entirely. Experimentation should be 
considered only when a lack of particular knowledge precludes 
making any satisfactory choice between the innovation and the 
status quo. 

Third, there must be no other practical means to resolve uncer
tainties about the effectiveness of the proposed innovation. If essen
tial information can be obtained satisfactorily through simulation 
orpther forms of research that do not directly affect the operation 
of the justice system, considerations of ethics, and perhaps of prac
ticality and economy as well, militate against a program experi
ment. 

Fourth, the experiment must seriously be intended to inform a 
future choice between retaining the status quo or implementing 
the innovation. Thus, the information sought must pertain directly 
to the value of thG proposed innovation. Program experimentation 
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should not be considered where fiscal, political, or other constraints 
are likely to preclude adopting the innovation on a general basis. 

A last threshold condition may confine experimentation in the 
justice system to a narrower area than in science and medicine, 
where research is generally conducted on a wholly voluntary basis. 
Reasonable risks that subjects knowingly accept'in these fields can 
be justified by the general scientific, medical, or social value of the 
information that the $search may yield. As long as 'subjects are 
competent, adequately informed of the risks involved, and able to 
exercise their judgment freely, consent serves as a powerful safe
guard against unwarranted experimentation. 

Experiments within the justice system, however, almost always 
involve the imposition of some mandatory element upon the experi
mental subjects, because of the the mandatory character of the jus
tice system itself. If the innovation would not be voluntary when 
generally implemented, an experiment involving consent might not 
be adequate to predict the consequences of the mandatory program. 
In the justice system, then, informed consent is often not available 
to serve the protective purpose it does in other fields. 6 

That there are threshold conditions for undertaking a program 
experiment in the justice system should not imply a general pre
sumption against experimentation. Existing procedures or proposed 
innovations may also compromise individual interests or place bur
dens on the pUblic. A decision to innovate without experimentation 
or even to retain the status quo requires the same careful consider
ation of practical, economic, and ethical consequences that is re
quired for. a decision to experiment. But with few exceptions, it will) 
only be when neither of these alternatives is acceptable that a pro-
gram experiment may be justified. / 

Consider the hypothetical ex:';,Unple of a. court that requires the 
parties in all civil cases to participate in a pretrial settlement con
ference conducted by a designated judge. Suppose that the judges. of 
the cout,t have come to q1,lestion the value of requiring this confer
'ence. They suspect that the conference rarely produces positive re-
sults unless at least one of the parties actually desires to partici
pate. It has been suggested that the conference be conducted:-bnly 
when at least one party requests it. The judges hope. this procedure 
will save time and money that is now wasted,. by counsel, judges, 
and parties in unproductive, obligatory ~conferences. Yet t1~ere is 

6. There are,; of course, some types of medical and scientific research that do raise 
probl,:ms similar to those of' exper~ments within the justice system, such as research . 
Qn children or on adults who are Incompetent to .make the relevant decisions. Also 
!lome experiments within ~he justice system cau,be conducted .on a wholly voluntary 
basis. So the contrast between medical or scientific research and experiments within 
the justice sysUm ought not to be drawn too sharply. Nonetheless it would be mis-
leq.~ing to ignore the gel;leral difference. '. 
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Circumstances for Experimentation 
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some uncertainty whet~er the ~:~:~~::::smo:yt~=v:h::a~l1s~c_ 
be ben~ficial .. So~e ~b~;g::~~~ments and saved parties the expense 
ceeded In achieVing al 1 had been unwilling to negotiate and 
of trial, alth~ugh cou~se ed the matter to trial. Assume further 
wouldhother;;~e ::::le ~:c find any other jurisdiction that has com
that t e cou lS= does not appear to be any sat
pared the two procedures l' andth:-;r~ncertainties other than so~e 
isfactory means to reso ve 

f . tal test ..' . 
form 0 ~xp~rIm~n th' threshold conditions are met. Thl~re IS 

In this SItuatIOn, . e. . f the existing mandatory conference 
doubt about the e~ectlveI~e~s ~ about the value of the proposed in
procedure. There 15 uncer a~ Y e wa s but worse in others than 

. novation: it may be bettTehr 111 sompears ~o be no satisfactory way to 
th' . ting procedure. ere aP . t t' .e eXIS ., "thout an experiment. Experimen a Ion 
resolve the uncertalntIes Wl 

should therefore be con.:~~red" d.tions however does not demon-
Meeting the~e thres 0 con 1 '. nt Wl' '11 be J'ustified on 

rt' 1 I' program expenme 
strate that any pa l~~ a b t the justification of particular ex-
ethical grounds. Decls~ons ~ ~~ tel' VI. Before reaching this de'Ci
periments are· the subJec.t 0 :~dditional factors: the potential of 
sion,. one must fi:rst conslde~ tWa to resolve tlncertainties effectiv~ly, 
partlcular exper~mental deSlr III' d the harms or risks assoClat-' 
which is the subject of Chap ~r 't an hlch are examined in Chap
ed with conducting an experIDlen, w 
ters IV and V. ' 
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CHAPTER III. EXPERIMENTALDESIGN 

"It may be accepted as a maxim that a.poorLy or improperly de
signed study involviftg human subjects~'/~js by definition unethi-. 
cal. Moreover, when a study is i~elf scientifically invalid, all 
other ethical considerations become irrelevant . . . . A worthless 
study cannot possibry benefit anyone, least of. all the experimental 
subject himself. Any risk to the subject, however small; cannot be 
justified. In essence, the. scientific validity of a study on human 
beings is in ~tself an ethical principle. 7 -

" 

. David Rutstein's observitioll regarding medical research applies 
equally to experimentation within the justice system. Experiment
ingwithout a· clear understanding of the questions to be addressed 
and the means Jor discovering·usefulanswers not'only is likely to 
be wasteful and seriously misleading, but also violates a basic ethi
cal.requirement not to expose people to needless liarm. 

Effective design requires an' understanding of what experiments 
can and cannot accomplish, and' of how different' aspects of experi
mental design may influence the results'

a 
This chapter presents an 

overview of the theory and methods of experimental design. 8 In 
doing so, it draws upon expertise from the sciences, where refine
ment of experimental methods has produced techniques capable of 
yielding highly certain answers to .questions about cause-and-effect 
relationships. 

A program exp~rimellt, in iWhatever' "field, seeks to discover 
whether the program produces intended consequences while avoid
ing unintended ones. Experiments are ,--f1esigne~ to test the cause
and-effect relationship implied by such questions a'3 "What level of 
fertilization produces the optimal yield in. prQduction of sugar. 
beets?Hor "Does simple mastectomy afford the same rate of survj\;V
al as radical mastectomy?" Or "Does the 'new math' result in great
ercomprehension of mathematics tha,;n traditional teaching m~th .. 
ods?" or "Does .court-annexed arbitration reduce the incidenc~, of 
civil trials?" .1)0 

7 .. D. Rutstein; Phe Ethical ,~sign of Human .Experiments, in Experimentation 
with Human Subjects 384 (P. ,Freund ed., 1970). . ", ' 

8, Appendix,B presents a more thorough discussion, useful fot,the administrator 
planning I3,nexperiment,but not necessa!'y to an understanding of this l'~Jlort. 
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Chapter III 

"Experimental methods" reD .;'. 
achieve reliable and valid c er

l 
to. sCIentific techniques devised to 

cause-and-effect relationShips 01: USlOns . about particular kinds of 
needed to answer the questio~ "Doe~p:r~mellt~ research method is 
program sUcceed inreducin ' . his partIcular halfway house 
ry of narcotics addiction?" i nar?otlcs Use by parolees with a msta-
from descriptive research w~fc~lm~~:~ methods are distinguished 
question "What percent~ge f mIg I e employed to answer the 
house program refrain f: 0 paro ees completing the halfway 
question seeks a comp .rom bsubsequent narcotics use?" Thefill'st (' 

d arlSon etween d . 
pose to the halfway house ro rug Use among parolees ex-
have experienced in th b P gram and the drug use they .. would 
t' . e a sence of th 
Ion SImply asks for a description Of de program. The latter ques-
po~ed to the program,. but does not ~ r~g use among parolees ex
ship. A finding that 50 percent of t~qUIre about a causal relation
~am refrain from subseauent na t ~ parolees completing the pro
t at the program causes ~redu' ~co ~cs Use W?uld not demonstrate 
som~ additional information (f~;IO: In narcotICS Use. Knowledge of 
preVIously addicted prlS' on t xample, that 80 percent of all 
s t' I t ers re urn to d . en Ia. 0 any inference that th rug use Upon parole) is es-
·.An Inference about a c Ie Plrogram reduces addiction . ausa re at· hi . 

~~lSon between what occurred withI~~~ p thu~ r~st.s upo~, a com-
ri :;1 would ~ave occurred without it ~~gram In operation and 

g y place In suchan in£ . . . e confidence One may 
underlying comparison. If t:~e~ce depends on the validity of the 
only to selected parolees 'ud alfw~y house, program is applied 
house treatment, partiCip~ts ged partlCul~lysuitable for halfway 
al. In that case, the com:';'). may be atYPIcal of parolees in' ener: 
parolees with 50 percenff:~~ of 8? percent addiction for t~iCal 
pants would be highly sus e se ect group of program artici
~oes not: reduc'e addi~tion,P~~~ It could well. be that the p;ogram 
who are especially likely to OVe rather t~at. It selects participants 
program. rcome addIctIOn with or without the 

A. Creating or Identifyi . ~ 
. ng roups to Be Compared'\ 

It IS sometimes Possible t 
ments app~ed to the same S~b ~tudy the. effects of different treat
ent analgeSICs given toa sin leoects, for Instance, a series of differ
natur~ of the justice system g ho:~uP of c.hronic pain sufferers The 
s~ns Impossible-one cann~t er, USUally makes Such co· . 

:~;St~fc~%apIS for the same c~s!~~n:~:a~P~~' i~onlduct twodi:Fe~:~~ 
, '. are results of th . ,a most always 

group of subjects with resul~ Infntohvative treatment applied ~ec~s- . 
o e present I 0 lone 
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ment applied to some other group. Such comparisons are valuable 
only if the groups are truly comparable;9 

The comparison can take a number of forms. Results of an ex
perimental program can be compared with results obtained from a 
randomly selected group that does not participate in the program; 
or they can be compared with results obtained from some other 
group chosen for its similarity to the program group; or they can 
be compared with results obtained before the program was put into 
effect. These approaches, or designs, are discussed briefly in the fol-

'lowing sections, with an evaluation of the clarity of inference that 
each may allow. 

1. Randomized Designs 

Randomized experimental designs are an especially useful start
ing point because they best illustrate both the methodological 
strengths and the ethical problems of rigorous .forms of experimen
tation. IO In its simplest form, a randomized design requir~s that 
potential program participants be divided randomly-that is, by 
lottery-into two groups: an experimental group to which the ex
perimental program or treatment is applied,'and a control group, 
which receives the status quo treatment or some other program 
with which the experimental program 'is to be compared. The char
acteristics or actions of participants that the program is expected 
to affect are then monitored. If differences between the groups are ", 
sufficiently clearr in statistical terms,Il those differences can be un~' 
derstood as effects caused by the differences in treatment. 

In any experiment, dif.ferences between the groups' exposed to 
different treatments can stein from any of three sources: (1) differ
ences in the treatment or experience of the groups, (2) preexisting 
systematic differences between the groups, or (3) differences ,be
tween the g'roups that arise when characteristics of the subjects 
happen, purely by chance, to be distributed unequally between the 
groups. All. experimentation seeks to eliminate the second and 

9. Comparisons of noncomparable groups can be valuable if sophisticated methods 
of analysis mentioned in Appendix Bcan be employed (see pages 110-112). But these 
methods are~pplicable only llpder conditions in which the differences between the 
groups and the causal influence of those differences are very well understood. Those 
conditions can rarely be met in program experiments. 

10. This teport's emphasis on randomized designs shoul(i not suggest that rando
mization is always the preferred mode for program experiment.s. But its combina
tion of methodological advantage ~)nd ethical disadvantage often makes it the most 
challenging example in the ethical analyses presented in subsequent chapters. 

11. Whether a difference is clear in statistical terms will depend on the size of the 
groups, tlu\; magnitude of the difference between groups, and the extent of usual 
variation in the matter observed. Known technically as /lstatistical significance," 
the concept is diScUl3sed in more detail in Appendix B (see page 93). 
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Chapter III 

third explanations for difference I . . . ' 
for causal inference. s, eaVIng the first as the sole basis 

What distinguishes the rand . d' .,. 
random assignment procedur O~Ize desIgn from others is the 
tial differences in the ch"-;;ac:' ~~Ch ~e~ds. t? assure that any ini
distributed equally betwe~~ ther~s ICS 0 .. IndI,:dual participants are 
indi~dual to one groUp or the ~t:; ~ou~~. SInce assignment of an 
acterIstic of the individual th IS WIthout regard to·any char
groUps will not differ in an's : av~rage characteristics of. the 
explanation for differences y b ~s ematlC way .. The second potential 
~y initial differences betwe:n w:~n groUps IS simply inapposite .. 
tIc-explainable only by the 1 fe grOUp~. must be nonsystema~ 
outcomes of the groUps aw~ 0 probabIlIty. If the behaviors or 
extent that cannot feasibl~ee S~t ~~quentlY found to differ to an 
ence ~an only be accounted fo: b rI ~:d to cha~ce, then the differ
experIence of the groUps occu . Y b erences In the treatment or 
ation. . rrIng su sequent to their random cre-
. ~tatistical techniques can dete . 
Ity that a particular difference co~z;::~e the ~athethatical probabil
balance in the groups wh' h ft. ave arIsen from a chance im
explanation as improbable

lc 
T: e,!,,, enables us to dismiss the third 

cal methods together can ~ar us, t ra:qdom assignment and statisti
served differences, leavin a:;.0w he~otential explanations for ob
ences between the groups gw unambIguOus inference that .differ
or experience follOwing rand ere. cat~sed by differences in treatment 

In cont t Olmza IOn . ras , groUps selected . . th . , 
dIffer in some systematic Wa :- out randomization will always 
me~tal program. Statistical t~chn~e: than e:q~os~re to the experi- ',; If 

f?aslble explanation for differenc q es can elImInate chance as a ", 
tIons for difference to two But .~~ and thus narrow the explana
certain methods for deter~inin w~h out randomization th~re are no 
grOUP~ are not related to the r~extt. observed differences between 
e~perlmental comparison bet p stmg, sy~tematic difference. An 
WIll produce ambiguous imp1i:

e
;n systematIcally different groups 

ferenr:e affords a plausible ex ~ lOn~ whenever the systematic dif
experImental program. P anatlOn for apparent effects of the 

If a randomized experiment' . 
house program mentioned previ:~:~ T Used to. evaluate the ha.lfw~y 
be assIgned randomly to either an.}' pot«:ntlal participants would 
the hal£:vay house or a control expe7I~ental groUp placed in 
~ent. DIfferences between tho::~uP reCelvmg the status quo treat
ICSR

use w0';1itl reveal effects of th~ :~ grOUps in subsequent narcot-
andom1Zed"exp~riment .? gram. , 

groUps f s may also emplo d 
are 0 .P?rsons, or of institutions such y ran om assignment of 

not lImIted to random selection at th ~ co.u: ts or prisons; they 
18 e mdIVIdual level. For ex-

""!!;J',' '11 
--____ . .".,....:.:.:.;.., "M, 

Experimental Design 

ample, if a number. of district courts we're involved in an experi
ment, it would be possible to assign entire districts randomly. 
Random assignment of each of twenty districts to either the experi
mental or the control group would allow inferences about the pro
gram's effects on both the functioning of the districts and the be
.havior of individuals within the districts. 

Although randomization eliminates preexisting systematic differ
ences, the use of random selection to determine who receives the 
experimental treatment may itself cause cproblems if participants 
know of its existence and therefore behave differently. And it is 
sometimes very difficult to ensure that the only difference in subse
quent treatment of rando:rply selected groups is the difference that 
was intended for purposes of comparison. For instance, participants 
in an experimental halfway house program may be treated· differ
ently by the police because of their special status, and that differ
ence may contaminate the measurement of recidivist behavior in 
the experimental group. Nonetheless, for many program experi
ments, randomization permits more credible inferences about ef
fects of the experimental treatment than does any alternative 
design. The strengths of the randomized experiment are perhaps 
best appreciated when contrasted with the potential weaknesses of 
alternative strategies. 

2. Compari~6n Group Designs . 

It is often possible to locate two existing groups that appear to be 
similar in ways relevant to the program to be tested, but that are 
exposed to different programs, and then to compare the two groups 
in order to draw inferences about the program's effects. Such "com
parison group" designs permit evaluation of program eff(~cts by 
using differences in treatment that occur naturally, or by manufac
turing such differences intentionally but not randomly. For exam
ple, if participation in the halfway house program is voluntary, the 
program's effectiveness might be tested by comparing narcotics use 
of the volunteer-participant group to that of the nonvolunteer-non-
participant group. . 

Problems arise hi this type of comparison because differences ob
served between the groups can often be explained by potential 
causes other than the experimental program-that is, by rival hy
potheses. If volunteers choose the program because they are more 
interested in avoiding narcotics use, they are likely to experience 
less subsequent narcotics use than the nonvolunteers, whether or 

. not they participate in the program. ThiEl possibility reduces the 
credibility of experimental results that suggest the program is ef-
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Chapter III 

fective in redu~j,ng narcotics use. Randomly assigning participants 
to the two groups, by contrast, would more definitively rule ,out 
any such alternative explanation based on preexisting dissimilari-
ties between the groups. " 

In some instc:mces, however, comparison group designs can pro
duce very credible results. If preexisting differences between the 
groups could not reasonably account for differences in outcome as 
substa~tia~ as tho~e anti~ip~ted from the experimental program, 
the d7s~gn s pote~tIaI ambIguIty may be insufficient to warrant any 
s~eptIclsm. ~or mstance, if there were evidence that two jurisdic
tIons, one WIth a halfway house program and one without had sub
sta?tiall! similar patterns of narcotics use, and if it wer~ possible 
to IdentIfy persons in the jurisdiction without the.· halfway house 
progr~ who wou~d ~a~e been placed in the program if they h~d 
been m the other JurIsdiction, a comparison group design could be 
a useful research method. Yet in many cases it is difficult to 
ens?re that the comparison group is sufficiently similar to the ex
perImental group, and the validity of any inferences about the pro
gram's effects will therefore be uncertain. 

3. Before-After Designs 

tlB:6 af""" d . . . e ore- l-er eSIgns permIt comparisons using'the same cate-
gory or. pop~lation of subjects at different periods of time.12 The 
comparIson IS ~etween the results of the status quo, obtained 
berore the experImental program was instituted, and the results ob
tamed thereafter: Narcotics use by parolees who participate in .a 
ha~fway house program, for instance, may be compared to the nar-

,':COtlCS use of their counterparts paroled before the halfw h 
t bli h a.y ouse program was es a sed. 

. A co~mon problem with this design is determining ~vhich indi
Vldual~ m ~he past comprised the popUlation for which the pr~
gram. IS deSIgned. That problem may make it impossible to produce 
a reliable comparjson ~th the "after-the-program" group. If the 
haln;ay ho~se program IS voluntary, it might be impossible to de
termme whic~ ?f the "before" parolees would have volunteered for 
the program if It had been offered. 

Befor~-after designs. are also subject to some of the problems of 
comparISon group desI~s. ~ome relevant diSSimilarity other than 
exposure to the expe;,rImental program could cause differences 
thought to be effects of the program. With the passage of t' 
many changes OCcur in a population and its environment; the ahlr~~ 

41!~· (~~~lr.°r example, the experiment described in Chandler v., Florida, 49 U.S.L.W. 
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ty to exclude possible. effects of such changes determines the credi
bility of inferences derived from before-after comparisons. One 
needs strong evidence of such ability in' order to rely on before
after designs. 

Despite these difficulties, before-after designs have their place in 
experimental evaluation. When characteristics thought to be affect
ed by the experimental program are stable over time, and when 
the appropriate "before-the-program"·, group can be identified, a 
before-after comparison can warrant confident inferences about the 
program's effects. Such research designs are suspect, however, 
when time-related changes occur frequently in the population in 
question or when the effects of the experimental program are 
likely to be subtle. 

Consider an experimental program designed to increase the rate 
of pretrial settlement in some class of civil cases for which the set
tlement rate has historically fluctuated between 80 and 90 percent. 
If the settlement rate for cases litigated after the program is imple
mented does not SUbstantially exceed 90 percent or fall substantial
ly below 80 percent, the results will be. ambiguous. Suppose the 
"after" rate is '85 percent. That could be an improvement over 
what would otherwise have been a-cnormal fluctuation to as low as 
80 percent, or it could just as plausibly be a deterioration. froz;n 
what would otherwise have been 90 percent. If the questIon IS 

whether a proposed innovation produces significant but subtle. iD?-
provements in similarly unstable conditions, before-after analysIs IS 
usually not adequate. If, on the other hand, the consequences of a 
program will be dramatic if they occur at all, or if the! must .be 
dramatic in order to warrant the costs or harms assOCIated WIth 
the program, a simple before-after design may well ~e quiteade
quate. Thus, if the program just mentioned had to achleve a settle
ment rate of more than 95 percent to be considered worthwhile, a 
before-after design could probably provide the needed informa~ion. 

Before-after designs are often chosen by default. because httle 
forethought is given to experimental desi~ befor-e \~ innovative 
program" is instituted. When the opportUnIty to construct a :an
domized experiment or to identify an appropriate comparIson 
group-either of which might be more appropriate:--~s lost, before
after analysis applied to routinely collected statIstIcs should be 
greeted with considerable skepticism. Routine statist~cs are . ofte~ 
inadequate, whether as measures of the factors the mnovatlOn IS 
designed to affect or as bases for identifying the relevant "before" 
group. ~ 

An especially pernicious difficulty of such after-the-fact analyses 
is that innovative programs are often implemented in response to a 
sudden exacerbation of a problem, even though the change may 
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Chapter III 

simply be an unusual variation in a naturally fluctuathtg pattern 
as in t~e rate of pretrial settlements. The program cotlld then b~ 
predestmed to appear effective if the factors contributing to the 
p:obl~m would in any case have returned at some point to their 
h~tonc lev7l. Moreover, avoiding after-the-fact analysis requires 
pnor attentIon to the goals of both the experiment and the experi
n;ental ~rogram. This attention can improve the value of informa
tIOn derIved from the experiment as well as the quality of the 
future program. 

B. Relevance and Comparability of Measurel\'~nts 

The validity of inference from experimental results will depend 
not only on the comparability of groups, but also on the means 
used to m~asure r7sults and the relevance 'of such measurements to 
the, questIons at ISSue, Regardless of the choice of experimental 
des~gn to study the halfway house program, the narcotics use of all 
subJ7cts (those partiCipating in the halfway house as well as those 
ServIng ascon~rol~) would have to be monitored acctirately. A 
method for,measurmg narcotics USe would be required-':one that is 
both reasonably accurate and applicable to both groups. 

A n~mber of such methods will often be available.'1 In the case of 
narc?tIcs use, for example, perhaps the most accurate would be / 
prOVIde? ~y weekly Urinalysis tests of all SUbjects. Record~ ofarre:;tY 
o~ conVI~tIOn for ~arcotics offeIlf3es would be less accul'at~ but pos
SIbly satIsfac~oz:y, if one could be confident that the incidence of ar
rests or conVIctIOns reflects actual narcotics use with reasonable ac
curacy. Even less suitable would be some very indirect measure 
such as the frequency of subject participation in a voluntary pro: 
gram of therapy for ex-addicts. 

't~O Si~Cial techniques exist tq overcome the problems of assuring 
el er e relevance or comparability of measurements: the nature 
of the gr~UP~ to be compared often precludes the use of any ade
quate yardstIck. In these instances the only solution I' . h 
ing other gr t h' h . Ies In c oos:-~ups, 0 W IC a satisfactory yardstick can be appl' d 
The most serIouS problem with employing a befbre-a"+e d' Ie 0 

be the virt l' . 'bil' .. . 11, resIgn can 
b th ua ImPOSSI Ity of applYIng a satisfactory yardstick to 
o groups, even though the groups themselves may be q °t d 

qUately comparable. Similarly, the advantage of a rand U,I eda e-
. t b . ~ omLZe ex-~erIme~ ~ay. ,e not only in the compara,bility of groUps produced 

y ran omIZa~lOn, but also in the creation of contemporar and 
equ~l1~ ~~esslble grOUP~ to which a satisfactory yardstick :an be 
app Ie, us, a randomIZed d(~sign might be superior for the half-
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way house experiment simply because itwould allow collection of 
weekly urinalysis data from both experitl'itmtal and control groups. 

c. Comparability of the Experimental Treatment to Its 
Future Nonexperimental Application 

Regardless of the apparent reliability of the experimental design 
and yardstick employed, credibility of results can be undermined 
by factors that distort the behavior of participaets or the experi
mental program itself. 

Social scientists have demonstrated that people who know they 
are being studied often do not behave as they would without that 
knowledge. Participants who know that a program is experimental 
rather than routine may behave differently than they would if the 
same program were established on a nonexperimental basis. Conse
quently, the experiment might seem to shoW that the program was 
ineffective, when in fact it simply showed that the program was in
effective when implemented in the experimental context, although 
a non experimental prugram might work quite well. Similarly, ex
perimental subjects who perceive an innovation as "IInew and 
better" might assess their experience more favoraJ?ly than they 
would if the program were thought to be routine. From a purely 
methodological point of view, the obvious solution is to conceal the 
experimental aspect of the program from the participants, but ethi
cal constraints may preclude that choice. 

Finally, credibility of results requires that the experimental pro
gram has, in fact, been implemented and conducted in the manner 
intended. Even when rigorously designed, an experiment will pro
duce unreliable results if the experimenters do not have a clear un
derstanding of the program they are testing. For example, it is of 
little use to find that a rule calling for pretrial conferences in some 
class of cases does not reduce the incidence of trial1 unless we also 
know the nature of the pretrial conferences actually conducted and 
the extent of adherence to the rule. The rule's failure to decrease 
the incidence of trials may be attributed to failure of the concept 
or to -failure in its implementation. An effective experimental 
design must include a plan for thoroughly describing the imple
mentation and operation of the experimental program. 
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C,HAPTER IV~ BASIC ETHICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS ' 

The preceding chapter suggested that experiments involvirtg 
randomnassignment of subjects to treatments, use of reliable but in
trusive "yardsticks/' and concealment of experimental purposes or 
actions can produce very accurtllte, unambiguous assessments of an 
innovation. But these features of a properly designed experiment 
conflict with ethical, principles favorIng' equal treatment, individual 
autonomy, respect for privacy, and candor. Encroachments upon 
these values represent the ethical price to be paid f01' the benefits 
of e:Aperimentation. Even a temporary encroachment is justifiable' 
only if narrowly confined and if likely to provide an important con
tl'ibution to our system of Justice. The question i;n each case is 
whether 'the benefits exact too high a price. And, there are, of 
course, types of encroachment that are unacceptable in any circum
stance. 

Ordinarily, evaluating the ethical strengths and weaknesses of a 
proposede,xp,etiment must involve a caref':ll balancing of the antici
pated harms against the benefits expected from the experiment. Of 
course, an innovative program itself may gen~rate harms and"bene
fits, but the techhiques for their evaluation are beyond the scope of 
this report, which is concerned only with the ethical qu~stions in
volved in a decision to experiment. The proposed program's antici
pated results should have been adjudged ,socially desirable before 
the difficult ethical issues involved in experimentation are con
fronted. 

Before turning to a detailed analysis of theharm~ and benefits 
involved in the decision whether to experiment (see Chapters V 
and VI), we "'ill consider here some general() ethical principles ~hat 
provide the fr, ~'mework for the hi\~r discussion~ These gener, al prin
ciples proVide i.mportant ethical gft~atlce to those who must decide 
whether, and hhw, to experiment with individuals and institll;~ions 
in the justicesys,ten,:.13 ' , II" 

~ ~~~ ~ . 
13. Our'formulation of principles owes mueb to the work of the National Commis· 

,j sion for the Protectior,\, of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 
to which the "committ~e gratefuUy 0 acknowledges its indebtedness. (The" Belmont 
Report, supra note3.HBut this committee's interpretation of'principles is clearly 
not the same as the coinmission's, because of the spec~al place these princ!ples,al-
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Chapter IV 

A. Equality of Treatment 

Equal treatment is a principle of fairness requiring that individ
uals who are similar in relevant ways be treated similarly. The 
ethical principle of equal treatment enjoys special statuB in our 
legal system, and is therefore of special relevance in the gesign and 
conduct of program experiments. 

Program experiments usually entail introducing an innovation 
on a limited basis; not all persons who are similar in ways relevant 
to the innovation are afforded its benefits or ex,posed to its harms. 
Sometimes the rationale for limited application is economy. A pilot 
program may be tested in only a few locations so that implementa
tion Custs may be saved if the innovation proves unsuccessful. Dis
parity may also be created to help ensure that the experimellt will 
proVide valid and reliable information, in accordance with appro
priate standards for the design of experiments. 

Whether it is chosen for purposes of economy or credibility, dis
parate application of an experimental program presumptively con
flicts with the principle of equal treatmel1t and harms individual 
interests. Experimental disparity emerges in its sharpest form 
when a program involving harm to subjects is mandatorily imposed 
on randomly c4~sen individuals. Disparity, whatever its purpose, is 
a pervasive and serious ethical problem in program.' experimenta
tion.

I4 
A dominant concern of this report is to analyze experimen-· 

tal disparity, the burden of justification assQciated with it, and the 
countervailing benefits that mayor may not meet that burden. Is 

The principle of equal treatment requires that the harm or risk 
associated with program experimentation be allocated equitably .. A 
partiCUlar class of persons should not suffer an undue share of 
harms or risks. Programs that are ultimately intended for applic;a" 
tion to all civil cases or all prison inmates ought not to be tefflted 
initially on partiCUlar groupS of litigants or offenders bec~use those 

ready occupy within our system of justice. We are not importing principles from 
outside the system to evaluate the, design and conduct of experiments; rather, we 
iire app,lying to the. relatively new field of program experimentation existing princi-
ples to which OUr system Qf justice is already deeply committed. . 

14. ·Of Course the ethical problem is not unique to experimentation. In a variety of 
contexts, randomness as a basis of classification is recognized as not ultimately in
compatible with the norm of equal treatment and indeed is accepted as an ethically 
desirable procedure: e.g., the selection of. jury panels, the assignment of cases to 
judges, or the order of call in compulsory military service. > 

15. This report's use of the terms "harm" and "burden of justiQIcation" should be . 
spelled out. Experimental practices that conflict with the principle of equal treat
ment or the principle of respect for persons are considered as harms, in order to 
emphasize the" special place these principles occupy in our legal system. These 
harms range from modest to severe, and carry corresponding burdens of justifica
tion. "Burden of justification" simply refers to the weight. Of benefits necessary to justify the harm. 
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e for example too powerless or passive to contest being groups ar , . , 
singled out for experimental purposes. 

B. Respect for the Person 

The principle of rel:!pect for persons .fav,ors ac.tio~s. that respect 
the autonomy, integrity, ,privacy, and dIgnIty of IndIVldual~. Tr~at
in rational adults in accord with this principle means. respe~tI~g 
th:ir 'udgments regarding what is to their benefit and ~n t~:Ir m
terest~ Within broad limits, it should be presumed that In~IVldu~s 

t 'tl d to make their own decisions on matters affectmg theIr 
aTe en 1 e;. bIt I hibited l' There are ways in which government IS a so u e y pro 
fIves, . ding individual autonomy, but it is important to empha-
rom Inva t b t d by prop . that .Invasions not thus prohibited mus e suppor e -

SIZe . t'fi t' erl delegated authority and adequate JUS 1 Ica lon, , , 
:"'pect for persons requires that, whenever pOSSIble, collSlStent 
'th experimental objectives, experiments should .be conducted :1 with the participants' fully voluntar~ and iPfo:med conse?~, 

Th,Y ans that there is harm in compelling a subject to parbcI
lS me . . I di individual for te ~ an experimental program, In exc u ng any 

p~ I~he program is intended, in compelling a subject to divulge 
:f~;:ation, or in allowing a subject to be misled about the nature 
and purpose of the experiment, . , 

ConCerning children, mentally incompetent adults, or o~hers In
ca able of exercising autonomy, respect for persons ~eq~Ires pro
viXing adequate representation and protection of theIr rI~hts and 

. interests, It is crucial that their interests be rep~esent:d, m~epe~-
dently and competently in any decision about theI~ partICIpatIOn 10 

, t Children or the mentally Incompetent may a program experlmen , . ' b t ' case 
sometimes be subject to experim~nts man~atorIly, ~ ,In t~~ best 
shohld the experimenter be '"I Howed to deCIde what IS In 
interests of such persons.. , , 

t 'ts >. tonomy m varIOUS The justice system frequently res rIC au d t fi 
wa" S' b imprisoning by compelling obedience to ju gmen s or 
da~~ge: and less d;astically, by imposing rules of£ court p;oce-

, bl' in riorities for the use of lawen orcemen re-
dure, esta IS ng p 'I d " Respect for per-

d tt' . delines for paro e eClSIOns, 
sources, an se mg gUl ." ator j~e uirement imposed 
sons requires that any addItIonal mand , . y. q rdenof 'ustifi-
for the purpose of experimentation carry Its own bu J . 
cation, 
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Chapter IV 

c. The Justification for Imposing Harm 

Individuals should be exposed to harm or risk only when the ex
pected benefit clearly outweighs the burden or harm. Alternative 
experimental designs can. be evaluated by asking whet~r the 
greater benefit available from one alternative will clearly out\'veigh 
an associated increase in harm. ' 

Even when the benefits clearly outweigh the risks of harm how
ever, no experimental method should be employed when ~ less 
harmful, reasonably available method can produce the information 
needed: If a les.s harmful alternative is likely to produce less ade
quate Informat~on, the. more harmful alternative can be justified 
only by comparIng the Increased harm with the increased probable 
benefit. 

. Whether expected benefits clearly outweigh harm. done to indi
VIduals will of Course depend on the nature of the benefit as well as 
that of ~he harm. Benefit to persons or groups other than those 
h~rmed. In the course of the experiment will carry much less justi
fying force than expected benefit to the individuals harmed. As the 
~ert~inty and significance of harm to individual subjects increases, 
It WIll become cohespondingly difficult to consider the harm to be 
clearl~ outweighed by benefits to others. Because, in general, thos~ 
most likely to benefit from a program experiment are futuremem
bers of the class of experimental subjects, while those most lik~ly 
to be harmed .are the actual subjects, the reql!irement that benefits 
clearly out:reIgh harms must be regarded as"'a',stringent standard 
for responSIble program experimentation. !) 

D. Harms to the PUblic 

. ~r~gram experiments may harm the public in general, as weD as 
In~IVId~al~ who. participate in them. Harm to the public always're
~uIres Just~ficatlOn, but need not require the same kind of justifica
tIon that IS demanded when individuals participating in expeI'i
me~ts are .ha~ed. Because t~e essential reason for program ex
p~:nnentatlOn IS the public's interest in informed decisions th t f _ 
ciht~te the effective administration of justice, harm to the ge:er~ 
pubhc that may ensue from an experiment car!, generally be evalu
ated t~rough a more direct weighing of costs against benefits. The 
fInanCIal ~ost of c?~ducting an experiment, for instance, ,can be bal
anced agrunst antICIpated savings.d ,', 
. An experiment may have harmful or beneficial effects on various 
Interests of the. public. Among those effects are economic conse
quences (of the Innovation or of maintaining the status quo, as well 
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as the costs of conducting the experiment) and any other potential 
consequence that. could affect individuals simply because they are 
members of the society in which the experiment talh~a place. 
Indeed, the practice of disparate treatment might be regarded as a 
public harm if it would create an appearance of inequity that could 
undermine public faith in the justice system. , 

The public benefits likely to enslie from an e?Cperiment must be 
evaluated in light of the factors that initially led, to consideration 
of program experimentation. Factors mentioned in Chapter II-in
adequacy of the status quo, uncertainty about the effectiveness of 
the proposed innovation, and lack of alternative means for resolv
ing those uncertainties-identify the information needed. from an 
experiment and the ,importance of obtaining it. ,The ,benefit that 

. might ensue from the results of al1i experiment is limited by the po
tential for improvement over the status quo, by the increased cost 
and potential adverse cons~quences of the 4lnovati~n, and by the 
possibility that uncertainties could be resolved by;, other means, 
even if more costly, less certain, or less practical. Th~ievaluation of 
benefits as justification for harms is explored more :thoroughly in 
Chapter VI. 

'E. Applying General PrinCiples 

Although the principles we havejdentified provide a basic: frame
work for determining whether and how a program experiment 
should be conducted, they also underscore the difficulty of the task. 
Considering a program experiment calls for a measurement of 
benefit, principally in the form of reliable information about p~o
gram consequences, weighed or balanced against such harms as dis
parate treatment, of similar persons ,and limitation of individual 
autonomy. 

It is only m~taphorically that one can speak of "weighing" or 
"balancing" such incommen~urate factors. In easy cases, where an 
experiment offers great b~p.efit and minimal harm, or gr~at ha~m 
and minimal benefit the metaphor provides a form for artIculatIng 
the obvious" conclusi~n that the experiment should or should not be 
performed. In difficult cases th~ suggested "weighing" will provide 
a proc~dure, but cannot provide a formula to guarant~e cor~ect an
swers. The best availa:bie answer will be a judgment made In good 
faith, and rea.sonable people will sometimes disagree. This d~es not 
mean,howev~r, that"ethical judgments aboutprogr~ml experIments 
are always to beinade on an isolated, ad hoc basis. . 

The context for judgments~l include alternatives of, ad~ptmg 
the innovative program without prior experiment or of SImply: 
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Chapter IV 

maintaining the status quo; Either ,alternative will present its own 
set of harms and benefits. These alternatives are ,frequent~l chosen 
in the administration of justice, and those choIces p,rovlltle some 
guidance on the mixtUres of harms, r~3ks, and potential.for benefit 
that are normally tpought acceptable, Such norIl1s provide a useful 
standard for evaluating proposed experiments.' 

Exatiiining analogous" har.ms that are common practice in the ad
ministration of justice can also guide evaluation of th~ particular 
harms associated with experimental designs. Although random as
signment of court cases to differezyf procedures is not commonplace, 
there are relevant similar practic4s: for, instance, the Hpilot test" of 
an innovative procedure in one !iourt among several, or variation 
in local rules and in the practices of individual judges. The exist
ence of some forms of disparity obviously does not automatically 
justify other forms. But it is reasonable to compare forms of dispar
ity in order to judge their relatiV-J harm. The acceptability of prac
tices that are commonplace in nonexperimentaFsettings is a guide 
for evaluating the same or similar practices undertaken for experi
mental purposes. 

There will not be universal agreement about what should be in
cluded in each of the various classes of harm or benefit arising 
from program experiments, Does an experimental rule of civil pro
cedure limit individual autonomy, so that it must be counted as a 
rharm? Does an experiment involving the elimination of oral arg-u
ment for some cases entail disparity that affects any substantial in
terest of litigants? Is routine, compulsory taking of blood samples 
from parolees in order to monitor narcotics use a harm of a type 
that cannot be justified? 1 6 

These are matters that general principles alone cannot satisfac
torily resolve; they must be decided by judgment in the circum
stances of particular proposed experiments. Accordingly, the com
mittee has not tried to define the boundaries of either individual or 
societal interests that may be affected by experimen~s. We recog
nize, for example, that experiments may entail infringements of 
privacy, but we have :pot tried todeflne privacy interests or the 
limits of justifiable intrusions of privacy, Instead, we offer a frame- \\ 
work in which the practices and consequences of experiments may 
first be recognized as harms or benefits and then be accounted for 
in'deciding whether to undertake an experiment. 

16. In using these illustrations, the committee takes no position on the merits of 
the issues. We simply recognize that they may generate responsible disagreements. 
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CHAPTER V. ANALYZING HARMS I~ 
PROGRAM EXPERIMENTS 

A. The Harm of Disparate Treatment 

eriment is undertaken, it shOUld be with the 
When a program exp b . g tested would apply to some de-

expectation that the pr~r~m ~:doPted on a general basis. Mem
finable class of personshl 1 :,e~'al sUbjects. An experiment creates 
bers of tq.at cla~s ar7 t e POn:~e~ the experim~ntal program is ap
experimental dlsparltr w~e t' al subjects. An expe;piment to test an 
plied to fewer than al iO 

en : exnerimental disj,arity if the rule 
innovative rule of cou~ ;real es to : particular clj~ss of cases with 
is experil'D:en,tally app ,Ie ~~ be a tI. lied to all civil cases if it is 
the expectatIon tha~ It ~I '1 rl ~~xperimental disparity occurs 
shown to be effectIve. ImI a Y'ir. tit 'al discovery pro-

bl' h experlmen a pre rI 
when a state esta IS es ~~ 'th the expectation that the pro-
gram in a single commUnI y th

WI 
t te should it prove successful. 

gram will app.ly t~rou~hout e B t~e individual level within the 
Randomized dIsparIty Imposhe~ ~t raises this problem in acute same jurisdiction o~ geograp Ica area 

form. ., distin ished from other, closely 
Experimental d~spar~ty ca.n be. res~s when all cases before a 

related kinds of dISparIt!, DISparIty that a neighboring court 
particular court are sub~t t~i: P,:;!:~s attention and justifi~a
has not adopted, Such pa y analogous to those arlS
tion but the questions it presents are more age' neral nonexperi-

' , , , "t d t a program on , 
ing from a deCISIon 0 a op , ' d e that applies only to 

' S' il I a speCIal proce ur '. 
mentl,il basIS, ,1m ar, y, of a court's backlog may create 
those cases that constItute the ,bU.~k . . ses before that court, These 
disparity in! respect to othe~, smn a~ ~a e not peculiar to experi-
types 0: disparity, present I~suee~ td: e:~s on the accep,ta]:>ility, of 
mentatIOn, Resolvmg such ISSU , t Pf the ongoing admInIstratIOn 
nonuniform trea~ment as, a~ aspec t o does not specifically address. 
of justice, a subject that this repor t orne harm that must be 

. al d' 't always crea es s , 't Experiment Isparl y d the burden of juljificatIon 1 justified, The degree .of ~hat har~ an , ' 
carries will depend on SIX factors, 
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Chapter V 

1. the significance of the interests aff~cted; 
2. the extent of the difference between treatments; 
3. a comparison of the disparity with standard treatment !lr ex-

Pectations; }. . .. .. 
4. the degree to which the dJJ~parIty reflects differences In qualI

fication of subjects; 

5. whether the experimental treatment is harmful or beneficial; and 

6. ' whether participation is mandatory or voluntary., 

1. Significance of the Inte~ests Affected 

Experim,entaI disparity may involve interests of varying levels of 
importance.

17 
A disparity in trial procedures, for example, will 

generally be regarded as more significant than a similar disparity 
in pretrial procedures. An experiment substituting Inagistrat"" for 
judges in voir dire may present more troUblesome disparity" than 
one in which magistrates conduct pretrial conferences because voir 
dire is an element of trial, which is generally of greater concern to 
litigants than a pretrial conference. 

2. Extent of the Difference Between Treatments 

Tbe extent of the difference between treatments-the magnitude 
of the disparitY-will directly influence the associated burden of 
justification. In some instances measuring the difference is easy 
and quantitative. Disparate allocation of one-year and five-year 
terms of probation, for instance, is more severe than disparate allo
cation of one- and two-year terms. Rarely are matters so simple. 

Consider, for example, disparate application o( an experimental 
-'program requiring juveniles who commit offense~,\against property 
to make re,stitution. The class of potential subjecj) comprises juve
niles who, under the status quo, would be sentenced to' a short 
term of incarceration. Asswne that incarceration involves a very 
brief period of detention, while restitution require. weekIyobliga. 
tions for an extended period. AsseSSing the difference between 
treatments---:and . establishing the consequent. burden of justifica-

17. Although "experimental disparity" usually refers to the difference between experimen~ and status quo treatments, thE) expressionenco-\!lpasses morecolllplex 
situations, such as when more than one experimental treatment is tested (e.g., two 
alternative tyjes of pretrial conference, tested against each otber or against the status quo treatment). 
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. '11 be difficult. The difficulty lies in comparing the severity tIon-WI , 

of two dissimilar harms. 'bl harms should always be considered 
The full r~ge of :OJ' so:',.e of the juveniles sentencE1d to in~. 

carefully. For .Instan 'ffi sychological or physical harm whIle 
ceration are I.Ike~y tol . sUd e~h~ difference between restitution and 
they are instItutIona lZe , b t tial disparity. If some o,f the 

t" y emerge as a su s an th 
incarcera 10": lIla th restitution 'program need psycho era!'y 
juveniles assIgned to, e b incarceration the harm of the dis
that is available only t?rougIfl . ks f this kmd cannot be predict .. 

. b quite serIOUS. rls 0 th 
panty IIlB;y e d the statU'l quo, however, the,;, ey pres. 
ed or avoIded even ubnl er . exp-eriment involving dIsparate ap-t 'dditional pro em ill an en no a • ,I •• am 
plication of the restItutIOn progr . 

, ." f the Disparity with Standard Treatment or 3 ComparIson 0 . '. t t' .:.' 
' Expec a Ions 

..' erimental disparity depend to a The difficulties arIsmg from .exp 'th the status quo. Under the 
significant extent on a cO~:::~~v:\dentiCal treatment. Or, they 
status quo" ~l p~rsons mIg t 'nts according to procedur~s other 
might receIve different tre.a ~~e course of an experiment. Conven .. 
than those to be employed ~ 'ffi t treatments may be of two 
tiona! procedures for allo?atm~ dl er:~Signment of different treat-ki

nds. One in.volves the dls,crbetI~nary dl'ng to the need, merit, or ' 'd al' 'd aSIS accor 
ments on an indlVl u lze " dure involves explicit rules 
desert of each individual. Ano~her froce s or cases are given dif
under which separate categoni, 0 ~so:ted with the disparity in
ferent treatments. Each s~oUldd e ctonasrsa, ess the difference between . t m or er 0 , volved in the experImen 'ental disparity. 
the status quo and the experIm 

. I n.' ·ty Compal'ed with Individualized a. Experlmenta Isparl 

Treatment t , t of individuals ,. d" about trea men 
'rhe individuahzatIon of eC1S1~~ lue in certain areas of the 

reflects an important an~ accep e I v~ecisions and decisions in 
legal system-in sentencmg, par~e e broad disc~etion, such as the 
which njudges or. other officers h~t or the prosecution of a par
use of a court:.appointed expert :VI ness ts further the principle of 
ticular offense. In IVl ua lZ , 't' of the uniqueness of m _ d· . d r ed Judgmen , di 
respect for 'persons because recognl IOn the concept of human dig
viduals and their circumstances, h?n~r~ Moreover individualized 
nity that is at the ~eart of tJ.'e !'r~'f :;'ual treatm'ent, which CO~
judgments accord WIth the prmClt e there are no identifiable dlf .. notes identical treatment only w en 
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Chapter V 

ferences among individuals that would suggest differences in treat
ment. When there are differences in the H qualifications" of individ
uals-differences in need, merit, or desert-equal treatment calls 
for differentiation according to qualification. When differences in 
individuals' qualifications are important and too subtle or com'p

lex . for classification according to explicit rules, individualized judg
ments may still be achieved by experienced and conscientious deci
sion makers applying implicit standards. 

Random assignment to treatments, when substituted for individ
ual judgments, conflicts with the principle of equal treatment. 
Random selection is by definition blind to differences in individual 
characteristics. Although ,program experiments of a nonrandomized 
nature may also be blind to relevant differences among individuals 
(as in a comparison groUP experiment where the disparity between 
groups is solely on geographic grounds), the contrast between ran
domized and individualized treatment is both unavoidable and usually stark. 

A randomized experiment using treatments that would ordinari
ly be assigned according to individualized judgments carries a 
heavy burden of justification. Our system of justice attaches great 
value to the good-faith attempt to tailor treatments to individual 
circumstances. Assigning treatments according to. the demands of 
an experiment means susp~nding that attempt. So a choice to forgo 
individualization, whether for random assignment or another proc
ess, must carry a substantial burden of justification even when 
there is uncertainty about the value of results achieved by actual 
individualized judgments. The good-faith attempt to individualize is 
itself valued, independently from the value of the results. If it 'were 
believed, for example, that existing disparities in sentencing are so 
great that the results amount to randomness, that alone would not 
justify allocating sentences on an intentionally r~lldom basis. 

But it should be recognized that it is possible to justify suspend
ing individualized judgments for eXperimental purposes, even, for 
example, to justify random assignment of sentences to offenders. 
Strong justifications can arise When the status quo is believed to 
produce harmful results arid the proposed experiment is likely to 
produce important improvements in the results of future individ
ualized jUdgments. Questions about justification are addressed in detail in Chapter VI. 

b. Experimental Disparity Compared with Identical Treatment 

Identical treatment often contains an element of arbitrariness, 
rather than a judgment that the treatment· given to all is ideally 
suited to all. The kind of ethical difficulty associated with disparity 

/;;{hat replaces individualized treatment will not necessarily OCCur ~Jl . 
34-
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., identical treatment of all individ~als i~ a 
when msparlty repla,:"" arit may offend expectations of IdentI?a1 
category. But suc~ disp ep~ons of injustice. A court may reqUIre 
treatment or crea e .per~l 'vil cases for example, not because con
pretrial conferences :nd ~n ~ll cases, but because they are ~seful in 
ferences are warran e . has been found to aSSIgn them d no satIsfactory way . . g 
most c~~s, an. the court were to experiment by ~ssIgnm 
on a lImIted basIS. If .. alternative meohanism-Informal, 
only some case~ to .a promlsm~ Ie-it would not thereby abandon 
nonbinding arbItratIon, for exa . p 'gning cases to treatnlents. 

'al t ndard of care m asSI t t 
any speC! sa. t might well violate impor an ex-
Nonetheless, ~u~h an exper~:.~: erceptions of unfairness. 
pectations of lItIgants and c t ff~nds individuaJs' sha:red expecta-

If the disparate treatmen t~~ harm of disparity may be aggra
tions of identical treatme~t, t e mentioned in the preceding para
vated. Suppose the experll~len t of all civil cases before a single 
graph involved rand.om ~SSIgnn;:: retrial conference. That mi~ht 
court-either to ar?ItratIo~ ~rthe di~parity by offending reaso~able 
exacerbate the basIC ~a~m 0 before the ~ourt will be treated I,den
expectations that all htIg~ts t with that an alternative random
tically in such matters. Contras al urt~ in which some courts 
ized experiment involving se~e: 1 c~nfer;nces while others, ran
would continue to employ pre r~~t c t'on in ali cases. In both ex
domly chosen, would ~mp~oy ar I ra I ent would be based on a 
periments the det~r~m~tlOn ~h::::r: basic disparity. The differ
random decision, gIVIng rIse ~~ h th experiments may offend rea
ence lies in the .extent ~~ :ti~~ tre:tment. This can be an imp or-
sonable expectatlOn~ of I e two types of experiment. 
tant factor in choosmg between the de a valuable sense of com-
Further~ dispara~e treatment ~:y ~~~h'e disparity an experime~t 

monality in a partIcular commUnI ~. . . 'lege for some or unfaIr 
. . d 'nvolving UnlaIr prlVl 

produces 18 Vlewe as I . nt may generate envy or re-
deprivation for others, the exp;rI~~ng disparity is aggravated by 
sentment. The harm .of the un :er ~ere are prior shared expecta
introducing an experIment whe in the risk of harm from an ex-. 
tions or communal bonds. Assess

l 
gt. the presence or absence 

periment there ore re f h expectations or bon s m e Ii quires eva ua mg . d . th 
and the strength or weakness 0 suc 
affected population. 

t 

. 'n Qualification of 4 Whether Disparity Reflects !llfferences I 
. Subjects 

. tal program is applieq h an exper~men . d Disparity occurs w en ever . h am is ultimately deslgne . 
to less than all those for whom t e progr 
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Chapter V 

Yet among the class of persons for whom the program is designed 
som? rna! be ~ore qualified to participate than others. The har~ 
of ~Is~a~Ity WIll generally be mitigated if dlfferences in treatment 0: IndIVIduals accord with those individuals' differing qualifica
tIOns. 

Conside~ ~~ experimental halfway house program designed to 
reduce recIdIvIsm among parolees. Theprograin will entail signifi
cantly greater restrictions on the liberty of participants than does 
the status quo of st~aight parole, and it will be imposed mandatori
ly. The p:ogram WIll therefore subject participants to significant 
har~ wh~c? .may or may not prove justified by the benefit of re
~u~e~ recIdIVISm. Because the program's purpose is to reduce re-

'. cldIVISm, par?lees especially prone to recidivism might be viewed 
~ more qualified than those less prone. If the likelihood of recidi
,:sm c~n be predicted for various tYPes of parolees, the harm of the 
disparIty would be mitigat~d by imposing the experimental pro
gram only. upon those most likely to return to crime. 

The ethICal advantages of such a procedure however must be 
contrasted with the disadvantages A test on 'e ·d·· ' I . . r CI IVIsm-prone pa-
ro e~s mIght show no positive results, although the same program 
applIed to less recidivism~prone parolees might have very favorable 
results: Yet a~plic~tion. of the program without regard to differ
ences In qualificatIon would aggravate the basic disparity The 
harm of the d~sparity must 'therefore be balanced against th~ risk 
that the experIment will yield inadequate information. 

Reasonable people .may disagree about how qualification 'should 
be. ~easured mpartIcular cases. In the case just illustrated one 
::llg J argue that those most qualified are those most likeiy to 
e~e .It. from. the pro~am (i.e., parolees with a moderate chance of 

r~CldIVIs~), and not those most in need of the benefit (i th 
WIth a hIgh ~hance of recidivism). Nonetheless, whateve~e·the ~~~ 
cepted yardstIck of qualification, the harm of disparity will be miti- . 
gate? to ~he extent that the disparity accords witl dif£ . 
qualificatIon. 1 erences :qt 

~ V 
~. 

5. Whether the Experimental Treatment Is Harmful or Beneficial 
to Subjects 

~ethe~ the experimental treatment is harmful or beneficial to 
SUbJ03~ts WIll als.o affect the burden of justification associated with 
experImental disparity. Disparate imposition of harm d'" d 
greater justification than disparate imposition of bellefit B ~~an s 
;nd benefit ar~ relative, rather than absoh).te, concepts;· a ~art~~: 
ar treatment IS harmful or beneficial only in comparison to so~e 
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alternative treatment. Characterizing disparity as disparate harm 
or disparate benefit therefore depends on identifying the "relevant 
alternative" to which the treatment of subjects should be com-
pared. . , 

If an offender is committed to a halfway house under conditions 
of restricted liberty, for example, that treatment is harmful com
pared to conventional parole, but probably beneficial compared to 
continued incarceration. If an experiment involves disparate treat
ment of offenders, some of whom receive straight parole and others 
halfway house treatment, do those in the halfway house suffer a 
disparate imposition of harm or are those on straight parole afford
ed a disparate benefit? The relevant comparison is not necessarily 
the treatment that subjects would have received prior to the ex
periment; rather, it is the treatment they would have received in 
the absence of the experiment. That is, between the two alterna
tives to experimentation-innovating without experiment. or forgo
ing the il1;novation and retaining the status quo-which would the 
administrator choose if the experiment were not undertaken? If all 
subjects would have received straight parole, then those experime~
tally assigned to the halfway house are disparately harmed. But if 
all would have been assigned to halfway houses, then the experi
ment creates a disparate benefit for those who receive ~traight 
parole. 

The relevant alternative is often clear in light of the two con
texts in which program expe L'imentation is usually considered. In 
one, the innovation is'potentialiy very costly, either financially or 
in light of potentially adverse consequences to subjects or the 
pUblic. Given its cost and the uncertainty about its effectiveness, 
the innovation would*11ot be undertaken on a. general basis without 
IMor experimentation that demonstrates its value. ln this context 
the relevant alternative-·the treatment subjects would receive if 
the experiment were not undertaken-:is the existing, or status 
quo, treatment. In the second context, tHe innovation is relatively 
inexpensive and poses no serious risk of adverse consequences. If a 
choice had to be Inade between retaining the status quo and imple
menting the innovation on a. general basis despite uncertainties 
about its effectiveness; the administrator would do the latter. In 
this context the relevant alternative is the'innovative treatment, . , . 

and not the status quo. . 
There are contexts in which identifying the relevant alternative 

is more difficult.· Sometimes experimentation is undertaken to 
devise improved means of choosing among existing programs that 
are ordinarily assigned accordh:lg to individualized judgments. IS In 

.18 .. An example of this kind of experiment is discussed at pages 61·64, infra. 
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that context, it might be impossible t d . d " 
par~icular individual would have recei~ede~~ ~h::~ treatn;.e~ any 
f~;Iment,. and

t 
therefore impossible to characteriz:~~:e i~pa~t e:r 

experimen as harm or benefit. 

6. Whether Participation Is Mandatory Or Voluntary 

Even when the reI t lt '. . . 
people may sometimese~~:agr~e e:~~~:e w~ t~:parent, rea.sonable 
pr0?I'am is harmful ~r beneficial in comp:ris~~ a~o:~~:;Imental 
perimental program for mandator .... . . an ex
prerequisite to trial in civil a t' ~,nonbmdmg arbItratIon as a 
parison is to the status quo inc ~~~sh assume that the relevant com
will view the arbitration IC no such program exists. Some 
ject to the arbitration pr~~~fuam ~lh~rmful because parties sub
the arbitration hearing But b re w mc~r ~osts associated with 
tended as an alterl1ati~e to t~~ause l1onbmdmgarbitration .is in
trial, others may see the pro"'" greater costs an~ complexIty of 
Th' Eo" am as a valuable servIce . ere Will be occasions when it '11' d .' 

mine whether the disparate t t WI In eed be dIfficult to deter
uals or groUps. But when rea ~ent harms or benefits individ-
. ,an experImental progrr.· d . 
Imposed, the principle of respect fi ~ IS man atonly 
tory imposition itself be reco . ~r persons requIres that manda-
from the experiment must th::

e a~ a har~. Tp.e likely benefit 
harm of mandatoriness as well aso~~e e suffiClen~ to ~utwei~h the 
'periments can be justified but th b hdarm o~ dI~parI~y. Such ex-
be light. ,e ur en of JustIficatIOn will not 

Disagreements about the harm£; I . 
exnerimental program often : or benWicial character of an 
tation (e.g., t.o ascertain wh~:no b~.;eso~ved without experimen
crease or dedjease in the ex e;::~r ar. 1. rat:on results in' ~ net in
respe.ct for persons provide~ i;;o~~~~~gat~~n). But the p.rmciple of 
program ought to be viewed' th f: gulance .regardmg how a 
fects. It is. always preferable t;:llo; i:~7 ?f uncertainty about ef
the experlmental program and th IVlduals to choose between 
choice, the individual assumes th' e statu~ ~~o. When offered the 
against benefits. e responsIbIlIty of weighing harms 

Experimental disparity will ose fi . 
ticipation is voluntary. Rando: . ewer ethIcal pro'Qlems if par-
ducing designs can employ volun:~gnme~t. or ?ther disparity-pro} 
to allow any qualified subjects t y P:~IcIPat~on. One method is 
provided the sUbject consents to ~e par ~cIP~te In. the experiment, 
mental program or' the status u assI~e t~ eIther the experi
parate treatment. Another meth ~ !~at lIs I' subjects consent to dis-

o IS 0 a ow only some of the po-
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tential subjects to participate in the experimental program if they 
choose; the others are given. the status quo treatment, without any 
choice. That is, subjects are disparately allocated the opportunity 
to consent. In either case consent will only mitigate the harm; it 
will not render an othe~e harmful disparity entirely innocuous. 

Consent win be feasible only when a significantly large number 
of qualified individuals can be expected to view the experimental 
program as offering them potential benefit, or at least no signifi
cant harm. Moreover, an experiment using consent will be useful 
only if future policy decisions wguld be aided by information re
gardirig the program's success w1i~n applied to volunteers. Obvious
ly that condition will be satisfied when the program is intended for 
voluntary application; it will often not be satisfied when the pro
gram is intended for mandatory application. 

The difference between consent to disparate treatment and dispa
rate allocation of the opportunity to consent deserves inspection. 
Disparate allocation of the opportunity entails an obvious denial of 
benefit to those not afforded the opportunity. If the relevant alter
native to dIsparate allocation of opportunity to consent is t-e offer 
the program to all potential subjects, then the disparity must be 
viewed as a disparate aIIQcation of harm and must carry a com
mensurate burden of justification. 

Consent to disparate treatment can also be problematic. If an ex
perimental program is desired by potential subjects, the opportuni
ty of aE'Bignment to it constitutes a benefit. But if an individual 
who desires the experimental program must consent to randoJt1 as
signment in order to obtain it, where it could be made availabfe to 
all, then that consent cannot be regarded as fully voluntary, and 
thus may not significantly alter the harmful character of the dis
parity. Hence consent to disparate treatment may make less differ
ence ethically than it seems to at first, and in some situations an 
experiment incorporating this approach will not be very distin
guishable from one involving disparate allocation of the opportuni
ty to consent. 

An experiment employing consent to disparate treatment is nev
ertheless generally preferable to any other feasible basis for subject 
participation. 19 When assignment to treatments is random, consent 
to disparate treatment ensuree that all potential subjects who 

19. The least ethically troublesome bas~ for subject participation is one in which 
subjects may freely choose one treatment or the other, but groups created in this 
way will rarely be adequate for valid inferences of program effects. One could pro
vide a third choice by inviting subjects to be assigned to one or the other treatment 
by the experimenters (they would freely consent to disparate treatment). Such a 
procedUre, '. however, will usually not provide a sufficient number of subjects as
signed to treatments by the experimenters, and those obtained may be extremely 
unrepresentative of the population of potential subjects. 
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deaire the experimental treatment are given an equal OPPOrtunity 
to obtain it. Disparate allocation of the opportunity, in contrast, 
may result in the opportunity being given to some who do not wish 
it, and withheld from others who do. More impo{;tant, an experi., 
ment employing consent to disparate treatment is less likely to pro
voke resentment of potential subjeqts who are denied the beneficial 
eXperimental program. Obtaining consent to disparate treatment 
necessadly involves candor: the participants have to be informed 
that the program is the subject of experiment, they must actively 
be recruited to participate in the experiment, and they have to be 
told that the treatment will be provided to some but denied to 
others in order to achieve the purposes of the experiment. Disp", 
rate allocation of the opportunity to elect an experiniental J>l'<r 
gram, however, may leave those who are denied the opportUnity 
uninformed about why they are denied it, perhaps resulting in re
sentment and perceived injustice. 

The OPPOrtunity to Participate often cannot be extended to all in
dividuals who might legitimately complain of disparate treatment. 
Consent will therefore rarely obviate the need to ju"tiJy disparate 
treatment as an experimental harm. It is equally important, how
ever, to recognize that the consent of individuals affected by an ex

periment is always ethically preferable to mandatory participation. 
Making Participation in the expel1ment voluntary for some ,individ
uals, using either of the me.hOds discussed, will significanhly 
reduce the harm and burden of justification, although it will rarely rgimove them altogether. 

" 

B. Harms Other than Disparate Treatment 

Three forms of harm other than disparate treatment require 
careful attention in decisions Ilbout experiments within the justice 
system. First, the use of persons as means toward an experimental 
goal. All experiments with human subjects involve such use to 
some extent. Second, the acquisition or use of information in ways 
that may compromise the privacy of SUbjects. T"bird, a lack of filii 

"candor with subjects about the pature of a pr~alll or the me,u,s 
employed in an experiment. Although theae elements are some. 
thnes necessary fOr obtaining reliable inforlUation aBout the effec- '. 
tiveness of programs, they must be recogn~ as harms that carry 
a burden of justification. 
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1. Using Persons as Means in Experimentation 

h or experiment that involves human subjects uses Any researc. t th d 
. cts as inst:r~ents of the research, ,as means 0 e en 

Jhose s~b!e . £ tioV! This is most clear in laboratory research 
?f ob~mmg '~ 0: ~ts of new drugs, in which hum.an s~bjects 
mvolvmf s~r:~m;or t:e purpose of ascertaining the p~y,,:,o!oglCal ~_ 
aretsus~ the drug; there is no purpose to benefi~ the m~Vldual su _ ~ec 0 administering .thedrug. In any experIment usmg random 
Jects by of sub'ects to treatments, person~~ become '~"'~~ be
assIgnment. ~ t disregards .he needs .."A Q'jSires of mdlVldual 
cause the asSIgllmen I d as means >'.hen they are exposed to 
subjects. Persons ~e a a s~~;:' pilot proje!t, because the purpose of 
a novel pro?T~ 1 l' 1 to further the subjects' interests, h f rprIse IS not exc uSIve y f; t ' 
t e en"e, " fi t' that may prove useful to u ure but also to obtaIn~ In orma IOn 

policy decisions. fl' t Wl'th the principle of respect for U . sons as means cpn IC s Wh 
smg pe~ h the individual subjects do not consent. en, 

persons on y w en . ade uately informed of the nature, 
competent adul~ :bJ:~i:-~ wiri, their participation, their ?onpurposes~ and rIS " ~'ential offellse to their interests that mIght 
sent o~VJate~ any p . them in the experiment. In program e;<
otherWIse arIse from u~mg I ent care must be taken to aVOId 
p~riments that ~an~ot lI~VO ve

f 
C?~. . d~als as mere means to the unnecessary objectIficatIon 0 m IV! 

ends of the experiment. d m' l;ght of the normal h must be ass esse ~ 
Such concer.n) owever" . the admI'nI'stration of 

r f' d' . d Is as means :m , 
and accepted Use 0 m IV! ua that is uniformly imposed on 
justice. Nearly ev~ry rule o~r::o~:t~ular circumstances of individ
a class of persons Ignores s p I dividuals are categorized as 
uals in order to serve a larger group. n . d as unique individ-

' I' ather than recogmze . , . . 
members of some c as~, ,r ret:rial conference in every civil SlUt 
uals. Th~s, a rule reqw:rmg a p cases will not benefit from it, 
may be~P';'S"d even t~ou~ s':~each all ~s in which se~t1e
The rule ISImpose~ unlfor y. l'ded Such common practIces 
ment might be obtamedand trIa, avOI . :. g from the use of indi
lessen, !l.ut .do not eliminate, concer.n arlsm 
viduals as means toward an uncertaIn end. '. 

2. Compromising the Privacy of Subjects " 

~ ',', . tal program~s effectiveness 
Reliable ass~ments o~ an ~x~:':n':~duals that would ~ot. Qrdi

may depend on mformatI~~ ~ 0 e or 'ublication of such mfor
narily be available, AC~uIsJtI~n,. us t T~'" extent of harm or risk mation may infringe prIvacy mteres s. .., 
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and the consequent burden ,of justification will depend on the 
nature of the i~formation obtained, the means used to obtain it, 
the use made of It, and the extent to which it is disclosed. 
~o examples will illustrate several ways in which program ex~ 

penments may compromise individual privacy. The first' occurs in 
an e~pe~iment designe~a to assess a program to combat "drug abuse 
by crImmal offenders, which would require information about the 
inc~dence o~ drug use :among both program participants and com
parIson sUbJects. Two potential measurements of that incidence are 
chemical analyses of blood samples and records of conviction for 
drug:related offense.s. Although analysis of blood samples might 
prov~de a very ~elia~le measure, obtaining the sampl@s would 
entaIl a substantIal mtrusion of ,privacy, particularly if it were 
done without. t~e s~bjects' consent-by force when necessary. Re
cords of convICtIOn, m contrast, would provide a much less reliable 
measure' of drug use, along with a much reduced affront to privacy. 
Because c~nvicti~ns are matters of public [~cord, there is no of
fense to prIvacy In merely obtaining the information. Nevertheless 
the. use or publication of such informa~~on may result in harm t~ 
subjects tha.t would not otherwise befall them. ~ 

Information about an individual's history of drug use may, when 
know~ to others,result in signific~tcY'harm by affecting social and 
vocatIonal opportunities. The fact~ that such information is a 
m.atter of public record does not necessarily mean that it will be 
Wld:lY known. Experiments that increase awareness of such infor
matIon present risks that must be justified by benefits to be gained 
Mo~eover, the possib~lit! of such harm requires utmost ca~'e.in pro~ 
t:ctmg the confidentIalIty of information or the anonymity of indiVIduals. 

The second example arises in an experimental program designed 
to reduce the e~pense of litigation in some class of civil cases. Be
cause attorneys fees are a major component of lit' t' 
th . t Iga Ion expense, 

e experlm~n may require fee information for both participant 
and c~mparIson' cases. Mandatory disclosure could intrude Upon 
the~rlvacy of bot~ litigants ~d attorneys .. This concern might be 
amelIorated by usmg attorney hours as a surrogate measure of ex
pense, or by eff~c~iV(~ ~et~ods for p.reserving anonymity~ 

.Even after mInImIZIng Intrusions of Privacy, an experiment will 
s~IlI ~lmost alwa~s carry) ~ome "risk of harm associated with poten-
tIal dIsclosure of InfOrmatIOn. EXposing subiects to th . k 
. dd' . ~ ese rIS s car-rIes an a Itlonal burden of justification. 
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a. Information Obtained Indirectly or Without Consent of the 
Subject 

The affront to privacy is greatest when information is obtained 
by compulsion. Like mandatory application of an e~per~mental pro
gram, mandatory disclosure of information must be presumed 
harmful to the individual's interests, carrying a substantial burden 
of justification. Voluntary provision of information is always pre
ferred. 

The experimenter's simple possession of information without sub
jects' consent may offend privacy. Even when sensitive information 
is obtained from some intermediate source, and only indirectly 
from the individual affected, the harm to privacy may be equiva
lent to that associated with mandatory disclosure. 
Suppo~e an experiment with a drug abuse program uses informa

tion obtained during earlier, routine medical examinations of pris
oners. The experimenter's acquisition and use of that information 
carries a burden of:~justification similar to that incurred if medical 
examinations were conducted for purposes of the experiment. If the 
examinations were performed 'without prisoners' consent in the 
first instance, then either the prisoners m,ust consent to use of the 
information or the information must be regarded as compulsorily 
obtained by the, experimenter 'and {Justified on that basis. If the ex
aminations were originally conducted with the subjects' consent, 
any reasonable expectations o.r explicit guarantees of confidential
ity must be respected. If the informati.on is to be obtained in 
breach of those expectations or guarantees, it must be regarded as 
compulsorily obtained and justifi,ed qn that basis. The problems as
sociated with access to existing but, confidential information can 
often be avoided by obtaining the information in anonymous form, 
through ItfIle linkage" techniques (such as those discussed in Ap
pendix B at pages 118-119). But even if anonymity is assured, some 
offense to privacy may remain. It must still be asked. vy-hether th~ 
use of information for purposes other than those orIgmally enVI
sioned will infringe the principle of respect for persons by making 
the subject an unwitting assistant in an endeavor he has not 
chosen to assist. . 

h. Information Obtained with the Consent of the Subject; 
Obligatioll to Protect Confidentiality 

When i..~formation has been disclosed voluntarily, nonetheless 
harm may occUr if confidentiality is n9t pres~rv~d: If disseminatio~ 
of information would result in harm to themdlvlcual, the experI
menter is obliged lito minimize the risk of ~isclosure a~d .to j~stify 
any disclosure that is required by the experIment. The oblIgatIon to 
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protect against such risks and to re d h ' 
larly crucial when the individual ::r , ~ ~m aS

b 
harms ;IS particu

sured or rna bl' rIS ,as een expressly as-
d' Y reasona y belIeve, that confidentiality WI'II b" ,", serve . e pre-

Obtaining sensitive informati b " 
confidentiality is a serious affro~~ t: t~:a~fer~ted f g1~arant~es of 
often more serious than obtai ' " , gn . y 0 the subJect
It is doubtful that false or lesrutnh

g 
the md!ormatlon by compulsion. 

. . s- an-can ld assuran f" fid ' tIalIty could eVer be justified in '. " ces 0 con 1 en-
ment: The integrity of the s ste: J~stIce system" progr~ experi
promises confidentiality thar is no~uffers when one of Its officers 
care must therefore be take t . ~r cannot be ensured, Great 
tations of confidentiality wh n 0 ~~~~~ Ulflate? . ass~rances or expec-

Privacy may' b . d d en so ICI mg sensItIve Information. 
e mva e even in u' ~_~. .) 

matter of pUblic record a' SIng uuormatlOn that IS a 
against dissemination. This~~ ~s t~~refore not legally pr~tected 
garding the obvious overt publ' ~~ er f of concern not merely re
information, but als~ re a . Ica Ion 0 names ~d ~mbarrassing 
may permit the inferenc~ :~g m~r;. s~btle P?bhc statements that 
program involving psycholo ' a~m. u In ~rmatlO? An experimental 
prison, fOl' instance might gIca <!i~~OSIS of PrIsoners in a specific 
mates suffer from si ifi reveal . at all or nearly all of the in-
cation of that infor!:tioC:~o~~o~Ic, neurosis or psychosis. Publi
known to have been an inm P aml~ . su~gest that any person 
ordered, resulting in clear h:~ o~ th~ P~Ison IS psychologically dis
ties. . )) m ,ot e Inmates' future opportuni-

Although the risk of harmful di I . 
jus~ified in accordance with the be~ ~sure of Ulf~rmation ~ust be 

. perIment, every effort should be '-me ~t to be .d~rI:red from the ex
such I'isk. In contrast to dis . ae to,mInImlZe or eliminate 
seminating sensitive inform~~~~~ ~fhe need ~or information, dls
purposes of an. experiment. Such diss r~rel!, If ever, further the 
ed by effective methods fo . emmatlOn can often be avoid
ity. Such methods are disc:s pr:s,e~g an~nymity or confidential-

,se In ppendix B (see pages 118-121). 

3. peception: Compromising the Obligation o· f, C 'd 
' an or II 

Behavior that a program is intended to " " 
only by the program itself, but also b th alte~mar be affected not 
tbe program is experimental 20 Th Y • e subJects, knowledge that 
treatment may Cause them t ' b he subJ~cts' reactions to "special" 
gram were est:;:tblished on a ro~t~ ~e.d~f:tlihe:ren~IY than if the pro-

II , e aSls, atm turn may" " d - , ',rener 
20. See page 23 oupro for . 

lems. ' ~ , a more ~horough disCussion of the methodolOgical pt6b-
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the results of the experiment ambiguous. It m~y therefore be im
portant to ensure that subjects are not aware of the special or ex
perimental nature of their treatment. From a purely methodolog
ical point of view, it might be desirable to avoid disclosing that sub
jects have been randomly assigned to different treatments, or that 
particular aspects of their behavior are being observed to deter
mine how they are affected by the program, or that the program is 
in fact experimental and not routine. Thus, methodological rigor 
may require that subjects deliberately be deceived about theuature 
of the experiment, or that misconceptions they would naturally en
tertain be left uncorrected. 

However, both active deception and allowing misconceptions to 
stand are severely at odds with a fundamental commitment to 
candor on the part of those who administer" the law.21 Scientists, 
too, have bgen conc~rned about the morality of deceiving research 
sUbjects.22 ,d '. 

The oblig~f.ion of candor in the administration of justice imposes 
a heavy burden of justification on any use of deception in program 
experiments. Deception on the part of those who administer justic£\\ 
poses one of the greatest threats to' the integrity of our system of' 
justice. This threat is most grav~ when the matter concealed 
through deception may itself appear to offend basic tenets of jus
tice-concealment of disparity,for instance. Those who are de
ceived, and who are most likely to feel aggrieved by the concealed 
practice, would then be precluded from voicing their objections and 
from hearing the justifying argUments that might answer those ob
jections. This may be contrasted to the harm of randomized dispar
ity that does not involve deception. Although such disparity does 
harm individual interests, it does not necessarily undermine the 
manifest integrity of the justice system, provided the arguments 
advanced to justify the disparity are frankly, disclosed. Such disclo-

21. This report uses the word "deception" to refer to failure to dispel misconcep
tions as well as overtly misleading statements or actions because candor in the ad
minlstlration of justice not only precludes overt deception, but also traditionally re
quires 'efforts to dispel misconceptions. 

22. Codes of research ethics adopted or advanced in certain fields of science ad
dress this issue with gre.at care, and some scientists believe that overt deception of 
subjects has no proper place in scientific research. Here again the distinction be
tween experiments with subjects who participate voluntarily and experiments in 
which subjec~ participate without conE.lent must be recognized. Any deception, 
whether overt or even u~intentional, may undermine the lIinfor~ed"nature of 
genuinely voluntary consent. So deception may be foreclosed in any experiment that 
depends on voluntary participation for justification either in law or in ethics. If sub
ject participation ,is mandatory, deception is problematic not because it vitiates con
sent, but because, deception is by itself an infringement of the principle of respect 
for persons and a. threat to the integrity of the justice system. While decept.iqn need 
not therefore be prohibited absolutely, the burden of justification it must bear 
should be reco!)11ized. 
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:\ sure conforms to the best traditions of our system of jUstic? andr~ 
inforces its integrity. Deception and concealment, howevel', can be 
challenged by and defended to those deceived only after the fact. 

Lack of full candor can only be justified by clear need to avoid 
ambiguity of experimental results that full candor would. produce. 
Assertions that deception is necessary to avoid misleading results 
should be met with skeptiCism, and the decision to deceive sho.uld 
never be made without the concurrence of expert research method
ologists. But the decision should not be delegated to researchers. 
The fundamental threat such practices pose to the integrity of the 
justice system requires that the decision to use them be made by a 
responsible justice system officer. 

The burden of jUstification associated with deception depends on 
the significance of the matter concealed. If the matter concealed 
itself bears a substantial burden of justification, the deception must 
bear an _even greater burden. Deception requires (1) that the con
cealment itself be indispensable to the validity -of experimental re
sults, and (2) that the burden of justification for the practice con
cealed not merely be met, but met by a clear and convi.ncing 
margin. \\ 

~Consider an experimental test of alternative types of citation fer" 
\ty'ffic offenses. Three types of citation are to be tested: a ami!:,:." 
written warning; a summons to appear in court; and the summoiis 
currently in use, which gives the driver a choice between appearing 
in Court or paying a fine by mail. The purp~e is to determine the 
relative effectiveness of the different types of citation in deterring 
futUre offenses by those receiving citations. In this experiment, the 
subjects would not be aware that they are being used as e,xperi .. 
mental subjects unless· they were told so. The experimenters' fail., 
ure ~o notify the subjects that they wer~\involved in an experiment 
would be a form of deception that would have to be recognized~d 
justified by benefits anticipated from the experiment. 

In this example, the harm associated with the deception is rela
tively modest, and there are arguably substantial reasons SUpport
ing its justification. The matter concealed from participants is that 
an experiment is being conducted and that it involves a disparity 
in the rather modest harm or inconvenience associated with differ
ent forms of traffic citation, T4e b~rden of justification that such 
harms carry is relatively modest, so"the burden associated with the 
deception is correspondingly modest. But to avoid the deception by 
informing subjects that the citation they receive is experimental 
and is issued in tbe course of a test of various types of citation may 
undermine the validity of the results. Any added deterrent force 
that Olle of tbe experimental forms of citation may have cciuld hi, 
weakened by some subjects' belief that they need not Worry about 
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.. hat form of citation. in the future, after the experiment ~ece1V1ng t d A oiding this potentially serious threat to the ~alu: 
IS complete: vtal Its may suffice to meet the burden of JustI-of the experImen resu . 

t · rried by the deceptIon. , . d d 
fica IOn ca I . the halfway house program mten e 

Consider an~t.h:r ex:mr:n:n e. ex-addict parolees. Assume that the 
to reduce recIdIVlSr:m's th;rapeutic method may depend on main
success of the progrh f t ust and support among parolees and t .. an atmosp ere 0 .1' 'II t 'I d 
ammg . taf! but that the program WI en al e

members of th~ program: than those associated with the status 
privations of lIbert~ gr;a ~: . ts' knowledge of the experimental 
quo of straigh~ pal'O e. a t 1~~P~~ their random assignment to the 
nature of t?elr tre:~~~~ resentment that could undermipe the If .. 

program mIght res d e ult in failure of the program, The 
therapeutic atmo~pher: anfi l' s 'sh to deceive the participants by 
experimentel'~ mI~ht, t er~a~r~:fway house treatment was a new 
creating the Imple~slOn t I This would help ensure that the ex
standard for ex-addIct pal'o ee:- timate of how effective the pro-

perimel).t :~~~d ':b~~~~ao~ :' routine basis. N everthel~ss. s~ch 
gram wou e I es t I severe burden of justIficatIon. 
deception must bear and~x r~~e.rnvoIVing deprivation of liberty 
The harm of random lspa Y burden of justification, To conceal 
would itself carry a ve7 he~vy affected would preclude their chal
that harm from those Irec y. the reasoning believed to justi
lenging their treatment or k~oWIng ld be left ignorant of delicate 
fy that treatment. The pal'O eehs wou t' alized harmful manipula-I . d ts by which ot ers ra Ion f all 
ethica JU ~e~ h dece tion could be justified, i at , 
tions of theIr lIberty. Suc . ~ f the experiment were ex-
only if the benefit tobe.lde~lve h,r~:d in no other way. It would 
tremely important anhd b COU'&dd e ;J?u;:fication in this situation. be difficult to meet t e ur en 0 
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CHAPTER VI. THE PROCESS OF 
JUS",IFYINGPROGRAM 'E»PERIMENTS . ~. 

.. C) 

This chapter conl?iders the process of examining possible justifi
cations for proposed program experiments in light of the harms 
analyzed in Cha~ter V.Our approach is to appraise the strengths 
and weaknesQs'of the arguments in order to help decision makers 
with their difficult task of balancing competing considerations and 
deciding whether an e1'perirrient, in its proposed form, is justified 
in light'of its e;Kpected b~nefits. 

Part A summarizes'the questions addressed so far; their answers 
are cDecessary 'antecedents, to a decision about the justification for 
an experiment. " 

'. A. Checklist of Conditions Precedent 

1~ Is the Proposed Experiment Within the Scope of This Report? 

This report addr~,Sses only arguments about the ethics. ofoexperi
ments conducted Within the justice system that will guide ,future 
chimge in the administration of justice. If a proposed experiment 
will not directly influence sornt; part of the Qperation of the justice 
system, those considering the experiment should refer to the gener
alliterature on the. ethics of researcli involving hUmansubjects,2S' 
Experiments involving only simulation of justice system functions" 
for example, are not Within the scope of this repbrl • 
. There are of course cases .of minor experImental innovation in, 

the justice system where the issues are so minimal and it is ~f'" 
clear that no risk of significant harm is involved that it would be' 
quite Uhnecessary to subject thed,ecision to furtli'e~~crutiny. Genu- fl 
ine doubt as to whether a particular 'proposed experiment dQes"or I. 

does not fall Within the scope of this report will always suggest 
that further scrutmY of SOme degree is required. 

". f 

23. See.;~~:g., The Belmont Report, ij,lpra Aote 3 and accompanying text. 
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Chapter VI 

2. Do Circumstances Warrant Considering P 
, R. • rogram 

A:.Ixperlmentation? 

The status quo must need im 1'0 • 

If the status quo has proved Pt. vf:ement In sOp1e substantial way 
t t' sa IS actory s :£1 " • 

~en a Ion may present greater risk th 0 ar, program experi-
mg the experiment When th b an the alternative of forgo-
c lb' e enefits of a' . an on y e marginal at best. n InnovatIve program 
for a class of nonviolent off::~n a program to reduce recidivislll 
rare~the benefits of the exp . ers ~ong whom recidivism is 
marginal. enment Itself can be no more than 

The pro d' ' pose Innovation must . . 
ment Over the status quo But t t~ppear likely to be an improve-
certainties about the val~e Or ~fi {aame time, there must be un
tion that can be resolved with . ;c Iveness of the propo~:ed innova
ment .. Experiments only provid~ni:;:atio~ from a program experi
of an Innovation; they ma be rmatIOn on measurable effects 
cer~ainties about the wisd:m of :nable to r~solve oth~r kinds of un-

FInally, experimentat. proposed Innovation. ' 
ad t 1 Ion must be the 0 1 

equa e Y resolving uncert . t' b n Y practicable method of 
novation. If strong rational am Ies a l)~t the effectiveness of the in
of an innovative program ~tohunds eXIst for predicting the effects 
gram' WI out findings f . experIment, then there is rom, a proposed pro-
penmentation. The choice shoUld

a t~trong presumption against ex
status quo ~nd changing, without en .be bet~een continuing the 
quo to the Innovative program S exp~rImentatIOn, from the status 
can be derived from an ex e .' ometImes. the needed information 
tem's operation, or by an~l n~ent. that SImulates the justice ;YS-
~a~s or. situations, If the n~:~:~ ~n~ormat~on from similar pro-
o tamed In such a fash' In ormatIon call reasonablb 
be justified. lOn, a program experiment probably ca:no: 

These circumstances~' 
q t d" suggest several k . I, ' 

ue? eCIsions. The nature of e.' .' ey Ingredlients of subse-
fectIven~ss of tq,e innovation' mhI~tIng ~certainties about the ef
~he pr~cISion of;'the ~nform~tion th:~ermIn~ ~hE~ nature as well as 
. e deSIgned to, prod\lce. The extent tn po~ntlal experi:qlents must ':I 

Improvement, as we,ll as th 'if'" whIch the status quo need 
kin . .f ,e propo~ed"., s 

{) ma " g sucIi Improvement 'Il } InnOVatIOn ~ potential fo 
:heEl~ uncertainties ,b~\ resoiv:a.

I a=~g::,st ~o~. important it is tha~ 
ential strength of ju~tificatio~ fi h IS WIltmturn defihe the po-

posed program experi~ei:tt. (See C~:Pt:;~~) associated with a pro-
. 0 ~ 
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Justifying Program Experiments 

3. What Experimental ,Designs Might Provide,the Needed 
Information? 

Consideration of alternative experimental designs will be guided 
by uncertain.ties about the relative effectiveness of the proposed in
novation. Only those research methods that will produce informa
tion sufficient to rem.ove these uncertainties ne~(d to be employed. 
It is often not necessary to employ the most rigorous experimental 
methods to resolve the relevant uncertainties. But methods that 
are simpler, less costly, and apparently less harmful to individual 
interests a;ften will not provide sufficient information. In, the broad
er view, simple methods may prove more costly and more ethically 
problematic than rigorous methods. (See Chapter III.). 

4. What Ethical Difficulties Are Associated with Alternative 
Experimental Designs? 

The range of experimental options must be considered in light of . 
their scientific rigor, cost, inconV€lnience, and effects on the funda
IIJ.(·mtal interests of individuals and society. This requires alertness 
tal tihe burdens of justification carried by: particular features of an 
ex,pel'imental design. The nature and significance of disparity in 
treatment must be recognized, as must alternative designs that 
might involve leslS troublesome disparity, such as employing groups 
that do not share expectations of identical treatment. Because vol
untary participation is always preferable to mandatory imposition, 
ways must be so\;tght tomax;imize the voluntariness of both partici
pation and nonparticipation. Any risks of infringing privacy must 
be minimized, and any plan to conceal from subjects the nature of 
their treatment and participation in the experiment must be con
sidered with utmost care. 

The process (;o~tlin~d\ above will allow identification of one or 
more plausible experimental designs, each of which will present a 
particular combination of potential benefits and harms. The bene
fits may be of several types: informati<:.~n ~hat is useful in resolving 
decision makers' uncertainties, direct bert:~fit to subjects from par
ticipati()n in the experiment, Wtprovements in the justice system 
that may ultiniiitely benefit those subjects, and improvements that 
may benefit some larger group from which experimental subjects 
are drawn. Th~ ha~,ms may include' infringement of individual in
terests an.d the risk that misleading e~perimental results will lead 
to unfortunate decisions regarding the innovation: it rhay be adopt~ 
ed when in fact it is ineffective, or it may be discarded when in fact 
it is superior to the status quo. (See Chapter V~) 
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Chapter VI 

With this range of considerations " . 
evaluate, on ethical grounds th In m~nd, the final step is to 
periments, ' e asserted Justifications for the ex-

B. Decisions About Ethical ~ustification for a 
Program ExperIment 

Justifving a progra ' ' " 
:' £ m experlIllent 0 thi 

e:valuatIng the harms and benefi n e, cal grounds requires 
SIgnS, and on that basis dec'd' ts of avaIlable experimental de
the status quo, or to adopt ~h:f whet~er to ,experiment, to retain 
spite uncertainties regarding f'J.' nnt?VatlOn Without experiment de-
and b fits e .lec Iveness 24 Th Co th , ene I associated with each '. ereJ.ore e harms 
agrunst those associated with th alaltern~tIve must be weighed 
and nonexperimental 0 er ternahves, both experimental 

In making these judgments ,1\ 

associated with many of th ,on~ must be mindful of uncertainties 
some experimental practice: ~~~s~~~ ~arms and benefits. Although 
sequences of other practices ~r 1 run, t~ produce harm, the con
po~ential benefits. The use of e es~ ~ert~n·-they involve risks or 
may not by itself entail harm sen~It~ve Information, for example, 
could result if confidentialit "b~t It presents Some risk that harm 
t~ result, but merely riskedY t~e reached. If.a ~armis not certain 
discounted accordingly. Althou h burden of JustIfication should be 
that a bare possibility of their ~e ~?~~ harms may be 60 severe 
most cases the burden of just· fi : lZa IOn cannot be tolerated in 
the .h~rm's OCcurrence is redu:e~a Ion is eased as the likelihood of 

SImilarly, the potential benefits 
~am experimented with must be .of an exp?riment or of the pro
Ity that they will not be realized ~C~~t:d In light of the possibH
~equences of an experiment a . b~e IctlOns about beneficial con
Int the accuracy of the resul~: s~ ae~t JO uncertamties surround
pocy makers, and the effect.' e In uence of the findings on 
opvosed to experimental a I~~ne~s of the program in routine as 
~e?e?ts as justifi,cations for ~p ;:~:~on; When .weighing potential 
am, ties must be taken into acc tlcuJ.ar experIment, these uncer., 
The r . d oun. 

, emam er of this part Hlu t " 
tUres of experiments to demon t s rates a range of important fea-
ar~ents about justification :ur~: the committee's view of ho~~ 
thIS chapter considers outer lim't

g 
t. to proceed. The final part of 

24 F . . I a IOns on experimental practices, 
'. ull ,Justification for undertakin 

propnety of the experim t· g an experiment depe ds 
undertake the experim er Htse1f and the authority of the a3 . ~~both the ethical 
cussed in Chapter vn en. ere the.,focus is on ethical p ~lntlS rator who would 

. ropne y; authority is dis-
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Justifying Program Experiments 

recognizing that some practices may be impossible to justify in the 
context of program experimentation. 

1. Where the Harms at Stake Are Modest 

Consider a program devised to address the severe problem of re
cidivism among parolees who are chronic narcotics users. The ini
tial requirement that the status quo must need improvement is 
easily satisfied. Assu,me that recidivism among such offenders is 
frequent and that there is good reason to believe that it results 
from the offenders' entrapment in a vicious circle. On being pa
roled~ the offender encounters great difficulty in finding a job and 
any sense of security in the community. The resulting stress leads 
to a return to narcotics use and addiction, which in turn leads to 
theft to pay for narcotics. The offender is soon back in prison. 

The program thought prQmising for improving this situation fs a 
simple one. A number of concerned citizens have offered to serve as 
counselors to ex-addict parolees, helping them to find jobs, friends, 
a place to live, and generally a life without narcotics or crime. 
Each parolee would be assigned a counselor who would 'be available 
to help at the parolee's request. The program itself would be a 
serVice available to the parolee; it would involve no predictable 
harm. Moreover, because the program would be staffed by volun
teers, it would not require public funds. The only uncertainty about 
the consequences of the program-a very serious uncertainty-is 
whether it would be effective in reducing recidivism among ex
addict parolees. 

Now consider the merits of ascertaining this program's "effective
ness through a program experiment. Regardless of whether the 
program were found to be effective or ineffective, there would be 
obvious benefit in having that information. If dramatically effec
tive, the program surely should be expanded, and corrections offi
cials would pave discovered an approach. to reducing recidivism 
that might ])e exte,nded to other types of offenders. If the pro~am 
were found ineffective, the experimental results would save the vol
unteers from inconveniencing themselves to no 'avail, and those 
concerned with reducing this kind of recidivism would benefit by 
learning that they must turn to other approaches. 

Assume that there are· two methodologically plausible ways of 
tes~ing the effectiveness of this progral11: a randomized experiment 
and a" before-after experiment. In the randomized e?tperiment, pa
rolees would be assigned randomly to two groups; those in one 
group would have counselors, those in the other group would not. 
Subsequent recidivism rates for the two groups would quite reliably 
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Chapter VI 

and precisely reveal how effective the program was. Itt the heforeY" 
after experiment, all parolees would he assigned a colUlSeI'll", and':.i 
their recidi:vism would be compared with that",of past ex-addict of- t 

fenders. Thb Comparison, for reason.~given in Chapter m, could he 
relied upon ouly if it indicated that the program produced dr"Ji"'t
ic effects. The randomized design wO,\lld entail harm in the form of 
disparate denial of benefit to th.e control groUp, while the before
after design would entail only the more modest harm of treating 
the parolees as objects of experimental study. 

The choice between these two experimental designs will be 
guided "primarily by the importance of obtaining the most reliable 
information in the circumstances. Because the randomized experi
ment would entail significantly more hann than thebefor<>-after 
study, it can be approved, only if the before-after experiment would 
not provide sufficient information to guide l\Iture'decisions. if thol.e 
who were to administer the program would be warr~nted "in eon
tinurilgkeven in the absence of strong evidence th~t it was effec
tive, then the randomized experiment probably could not be justi
fied. The before-after design would be sufficient ,as a prudeqt, 
though imperfect, check against the modest risk that the progfaiJ, 
will be counterproductive. 

What about the alternatives of forgOing the program or adopting 
it without any prior experiment? Forgoing the program mighl be 
ruled out easily: the only harm it would avoid is inconvenien~ to 
those who serve as colUlselors, a "harm" that is voluntarily and 
perhaps gladly accepted. Adopting the program on a\general basis 
without any prior study should also be unacceptable,because the ,', 
before-after experiment offers the P<>Bsible benefit of importanf and 
SomeWhat reliable knowledge but involves only trivial harm to sub- " 
jects. The deCision, then, will be between a before-after and a ran
domized experiment. Because the ""jlerimental program involves' 
,disparate allocation of benefits rather than harms, the burden of 
justification for a randomized experiment is mitigated. But if the 
need for maximumpossihle information about the value of the ex
perimental program is relatively modest, the before-after experi
ment is probably t~e"ethically superior choice. Itt cases, however, 
w~ere the n~d for ~'F P<>BsibJI' !nfonnatil'tI about the value 
of the expenmental. j!rllgr"';L~.S\!h£!tantial, the ease for choosing a 
randopllzed ""pe'riment in the face of such modest harms,"'t of 
COurse, much stronger. ,~ JI 
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, t Stake Are Substantial 2. Where the Harms a , . 

addressed to reducmg d hYlPothetical program" Th. ro Consider a secon .. halfway house program. 1S p _ 
·d· . m among ex-add1cts. a "d t the halfway house 

reC! lVlS th t the parolee reSI e a, .. .. t 
am would r6quire a b rving its rules and partlC1pa _ 

for the fIrst six months of parole, .~::ther house residel1ts. The pa
in in group therapy programs W1. . ate in this program, and the 
raree would be co,mpelled to '::~Pj,e made conditions of parole, 
requirements of tLle ,program . i t result in revocation of parole. 

th t failure to cooperate ~mg J . h bl· c funds and would be so a Id be estabhshed Wlt pu 1 The program wou " . 

quite costly. . of e~perimenting withthlS 
Now consider the alternahve hW:::not be employed because not 

A before-after approac (' e g. some would be program. d for the program .' ., ) 
all parolees would be s~l~ct: effectively in the therapy progdram~ '. 
d emed unable to partlClpa e '." from existing recor s w 0 

a:d it would be impossible ~ asc;:~:'lected for it. (This is very 
among. past parolees would, . aV~ha ter III.) A comparison betweeJl 
often the case, as was noted m nd ihose not selected would. a~so ?e 
those selected for the program a u s would probablY9xh1b1t d~f
unsatisfactoI:Y1 be~a~s.e th~ two ~:a:. An effective expe;iment Wlll 
fering rates of recIdIV1Sm m any arable groups be estabhshed, so~e 
theref9re require th~t tW:s~~:~d to the program and othete bemg 
qualified parolees be,mg , . ht arole. ," 
~ssigned to the status quo of str~lg.n Pthe groups. One would be to 
"There are two 'ways of estabhshl ~ atolees in a particular !:'; 

establish a halfway, house to strv~ r~siri:g elsewhere for a compar1-
ographic area an.d W use par~ ": screened for eligibili!'YW e~p;-e grOUp All parolees wou rison grOl,lPS mclude on.! son • .. . tal and compa, . . d expen
tha,t bqth the expenmen ative would be a randonuze~ the 
qualified parolees •. The a1te~ group eXPeriment excmot t~\h 
ment similar to the comparlSon Id be divided randomly, La ,er, 

' l·fi d parolees wou ," al (h Ifway house grOl,lp of all qua 1.le .' into experiment a, , 
than (~)y geographlC res1dence, s 

and control (straight parole) group ~ iated with these two meth~ 
·~..1!roticefjrst that the. ~ as~~ would involve the han: ~ 

are" analod-ous ill sevel'al ways. imental treatment, and 0 

mandato'; ,imposition ,.of the e~e~ta1 disparity'::affecting. a ve'I . 

would mvolVesu~r't1alt e"E:~::~ing upon what the releva~:::,: 
significant intere6 .... :~/hber .Y'. etention of the status quo d.' " 
t " at1·'v'· e to experimentatlOn ls-r .thout experiment~the 1S-ern, 'gralll'w1, 
stituting the halfway h?~8e pro disparate' imposition of harm or a 

't may be respectlvely, a par1 y" ' , . 55 
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disparate provision of benefit. These factors determine the burdens 
of jUstification that apply to both alternatives, and they are sub.. stantiaI burdens. 25 

How then do the alternatives differ? ln the comparison group 
design, the groups that would be treated disparately may not share 
expectations of identical treatment that would be offended by the 
disparity. Different communities commonly have different re
Sources and programs, and parolees might not think it unfair or 
unusual that the treatment they are given differs from that 'given 
parolees elsewhere. The randomized design, .in contrast~ would 
entail markedly different treatment of parolees in the same com
munity, and thus might markedly offend their sense of fairness. 
Random disparity in the treatment of individuals from a single 
groUP and community does not conform to any common expecta
tion, and almost always offends an expectation of identical treatment. 

Yet it is precisely because groups from different communities 
may differ in ways other than their expOsure to the halfway house 
program that the methodological, soundness of the comparison 
groUP approach is uncertain. It may not be known, whether eligible 
parolees from the two grOUps would exhibit similar rates of recidi
vism even in the absence of the halfway' house treatment, so it 
would be difficult to infer the effectiveness of the program from a 
comparison of subsequent recidivism rates. The problem is not one 
of knOwing that the two groups would differ in marked ways, or of 
knOwing that they will be exposed to different influences that 
could distort the results of the experiment. Rather, the problem is 
that one cannot be certain whether differences in recidivism rates 
are the result of the halfway house program or som~ other un
known factors that influence the groUps differently. 

The randomized experiment would offer a more credible compari. 
son, by better ensuring that sUbsequent differences between groups 
are attributable to the halfway house treatment. It would present 
some danger, however, that the subjects' resentment of their 
random assignment to the halfway house would undermine the ef
fectiveness of the program. Such resentment could produce finding. 
showing the program to be ineffective, when in fact it would not be 
in the absence of the resentment OVer the experiment itself. (There 
is little danger, however, that such findings would suggest the pro, 
gram is effective when in fact it is not.) 

The choice between these experimental alternatives will depend 
on the weight accorded to the greater harm of random as oP"",,"d 

25. Af' "! <&cussed more fully at page 59, infro, thls example p'esento a P"""ihility 
fo, ~mg ~rol ... to the hallWay house on a VOluntary 'athe, than a compul. 
sory baalS, WhICh would make eIther proposed experiment substantially easier to justify. 
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Justifying Program Experiments 

h· d· rity on one , 
f hand and the weight accorded to 

to geograp IC lspa 0 're reliableinfotmation, oli the other. 
the greater benefit of mo t. t either form e of experiment. 

·d r the alterna lves o. al b . Finally, conSI e , eral nonexperiment aslS . h· the program on a gen , 0 • £ . d 
Estsbbs ~ .. .. .. . b t leave the decision. makers u~ onne 
would aVOId dIsparIty u. . It would be very difficult to 
about the progJ:"am's effecttlve:ness·SI.tl.on of harm is itself so offen-1 tOh t dispara e lIDPO d . 
argue cogent y a, , f " the harm uniformly an In 

sive that one must. preferht~~mp~~:t harm is justified by any 
continuing uncert~ty we:: am ~ntirely cannot be. accepted 
actual benefit. Forgomg the. p thgr ht likely to be SUPenor to the 
easily because the program 18 h oug , If the status quo is believed 
status quo despite its cost and

d 
:~m~alfwaYhouse program is be

to be seriously inadequate all; e ent a decision to forgo ex-
. . ificant lIDprovem , . 1 

lieved to p:omlSe SIgn. the status quo may well be ethIcal, y unperimentatIOn and retam 

acceptable. .. h ro osed program are great When the harms assocIated WIt a p p tal.n it will usually 
f th program uncer , 

and the effectiveness. oe . ted with pr~ceeding in ignorance 
follow that both the. riSks ~so~~ orous experimenta:tion are great. 
and the harms associated WIth I g . portant uncertainties, great 
But if an experiment can reso;e t~e system and to actual or po
benefit may accru~-both to the.Jus It I ogram 26 A harmful and 

. . th xperlmen a pr , . t. 
tential part.i<:'tfant~ In . e e bolished, or a harmful but effec lve 
ineffective InnovatIOn WIll b~ a.th "ase the goals of our system 
program will be vindicated. nd e;. t ere l;par~lees will benefit-either 
of justice will be advanced, a~ u. u~ffective program, or by being 
by being spared the harm ~,,. an. m In these circumstances
" fit f an erfectlve one. . I al t affordted the bene ,s 0 Q , t stake-the choice wll mos 
where substantial harms are a . ent that will clearly re-

d t" g an experlm. always be between con .uc. m for oing the program entIrely., 
solve important uncertamtIes o~. g f ncertainties will not neces-

T, he need for very clear resol~tIOn 0 u. tal design, however. 
f domlzed experImen . 

sarily require use 0 a. ran £ r instance, a before-after desl~~;, 
In the example just dlScussed! o. stances permitted its apph
might be entirely satisfactory If CIrcum intended for application 
cation. If the experimental pr~~r~: i;ee::ified equally well in past 
to a class of parolees that co~ nd if an adequate meas~re of 
and present parolee populat~ons, £a xample-could be apphe.d to . . t nvictIons, or e I 
outcome-subsequen co .' t ·ght produce v,ery cear r~-

f £ ft experlmen ml . 
both groups, a be ore-a er '. will be adequ:ate to resolve uncer-Its When a before-after deSIgn , 
su. , 0 '.al 

·'b· ts are given speCI con-d' tly to the experimental su ~ec 26. Benefits th,at flow ~rec 
sideration at pages 59·61, mfra. 
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Chapter VI 

tainties, it will usually b th' b ". ' ,'! 

tal ,e e 0 VIOUS best h . .. . 
men ~ well as nonexperhnental al' . t t. c OICe among exped-

" ' erna lves. '.\ 

.3. Situations in Which It I P > '0 . ' , , 

.) s osslble to Obtain Consent 
.'. Consent is often not ava'l bl . 'I' 

. an experiment within the j: t.e,as an elemen.t of justification for 
~pe?t. for persons emphasizes st~~e sSyst~. But the principle of re
mdiVIduals to form their own . d peCI value placed on allOwing 
they may suffer against benerit

u 
f:ents of how to weigh harms 

should always be asked wh th s ey may receive. Therefore it 
methods available, one can ~e ~~~::;-ong th7 alternative resea~ch 
uaIs who have freely and full that will affect only individ-

Consent does not (1 I Y c?nsented. 
re ease the Justi t 

researcher from the obligati' t . ceo sys em administrator or the 
benefits. But it can remove :n . ~ JustIfy the balance of harms and 
report has emphasized the h ne ~m-that of mandatoriness This 
ed ~th mandatory participa~r:si angers, a~d difficulties ass~ciat
It IS wort~ noting, however, tha:Zr eX?lUSIOn from experiments. 
that benefIt Our system of 'ust' . xp~rpnents can be conducted 
ous. ethical problems discJsse~c~n and. create· none of ,the more seri
sub~ects who have fully, freely d t:IS r?port. These involve only 
patlon.. " an nowmgly consented to partici-

.consIder, for" example a t t . , 
V~deotape ha~ heen used suc~:ss~~lfre8entmg trials by videotape. 
WItnesses Who are unable to atte y to. present the testimony of 
that! at least ,in certain civil ~d trIal. Some have suggested' I 

se~thmg entire trials to jUdg:as~s, . e~efiblts m,ight derive from pre-
mIg t argue that adva t . l' JUlY Y VIdeotape· Pro t 
gether testimony taken n a~g~~n~:~rde c~unsel's a~ilit; to J~!e~: 
perfect the p~esentation of evide . ent tImes; the Judge's ability to 
proper questIons, answers and nce and arguments by erasing im
rather than simply admoni~hin . argument~ from the videotape, 
heard; an~ the opportunity for ~o~urors to dIsregard What has been 
~rguments at leisure.! nsel to rehearse and polish their 

Y:t few would suggest that tr' , 0 

rortme proce~ul'(~, eitner mand~~~rte p;esented by videgtape' as a 
v~ untarily, WIthout careful prior an y . or selected cases or even 
ml~~t. undertak~ an explorator alyslS ~nd experiment. A Court 
~~l~cltlng, cQunsel to volunteer c~!:S! of ~hlS concept, however, by 

IilOnthth,at .all c~unsel and parties m~~; VIdeotape trial, on the con-
n at SItUatIon the expl t concur. 

only with the cons~nt of all ~rat ory nature of the program l'ts 
in all •. :m erested p , use 
. cases m which it is desired are al~rsons, .and its ayailability 
58 . that IS needed to justify 
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Justifying Program Experiments 

the experiment. All harms that the research might otherwise in
flict are avoided by obtaining the consent of every party involved. 

Consent could also play an extremely important, although: not 
wholly justificatory, roile in the halfway house experiment dis- ' 
cussed at pages 55-57, supra. If the halfway house treatment could 
be offered as an alternative to the last months of imprisonment 

,rather than imposed in lieu of straight parole, subjects!! participa
tion could be made SUbstantially voluntary without sacrificing the 
usefulness of the experimental results. Potential subjects could be 
offered the chance to' participate in the experiment, subject to 
random assignment. Consent to participate would not be fully vol
untary because many subjects would be motivated to participate 
simply to avoid'" continued imprisonment. The participants' view 
that the ha.lifway house is an improvement over the status quo 
would reduce the harmfulness of the experiment and ease the re
quired burden. of justification. However, some potential~ubjects 
might not consent to the halfway house treatment, even a§~an al
ternative to imprisonment. This type of experiment would be in
capable of reliably assessing the program's effectiveness for the 
latter group of potential subjects. 

4. Situations in Which the Experiment May Benefit the Same 
Individuals It May Harm 

An especially strong source of justification for harms in an ex
periment is probable benefits for the individu\ils harmed. Such 
benefits can occur either as a .c.o.nsequence of participating in the 
experimental program or as a consequence of information derived 
from the 'experiment. These outcomes illustrate particularly well 
the importance of viewing program experiments as segments of the 
larger process of the administration of justice. Here, that process is 
one wl10se outcome will be more beneficial treatment of the partici
pan~:, that is, treatment yielding mote efficacious results with no 
more onerous means, or the same results with less onerOUS means. 

Participation in an experimental program is often likely to result 
in some tangible benefit to the participants, and this may be trUt~ 
even when ,such participation has fundamentally harmful aspects. 
Mandatory assignment of parolees to a halfway house program 
that involves greater~estrictions of liberty than would otherwise 
apply, for example, is harmful to their immediate interest in liber
ty. Bat if participation in the program promises to help 1he parolee 
avoid narcotics addiction or future recidivism, it may afford the in-

, ~)I 

dividual substantial conwensatory benefit.' Although the manda-
tory nature of the parolee's p~rticipation requires that the progrilm 
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Chapter VI 

be viewed as harmful it does n t . ' , . 
('-'J 

igriored in the calcul~~of decisi~n requIre that potential be:g,eflts, be 
treat~ent that is intended to ben~fi~l:~rlY, a han;nful experiI):lental 
able to a treatment that har 'rt" e persons It harms is prefer
fit of some' other or wide ms pa IClpants primarily for the bene
treatment will entail ve r gr;~P. I?deed, where the experimental 
expectation of benefit :: ~os~ a;:twl '::"'" to participants, a high ' 
meet the requirement that prob b~r~e fjma

y 
,well be essential to 

anticipated harm. a e ene Its must clearly outweigh" 

Similarly, imposing mandato b' . ' ~:u in civil cases must be re ~ ar ItratIon as Ii pre~equisite to. 
lItIgants. But it is intended t g ded as harmful to the mterests of 

b fi 
- 0 re uce costs and did " 

ene It the litigants it" d .e ays an ,thereby b~~fit should be reco~':k:vatn, ,and the ~elihood of that 
the proposed experiment. uatmg the ethical pl'opriety ;,of 

~uch less common are experiments gwshed from participation in the ex ,whose results, as distin-
per~ons harmed in the course of th~-:=e~t, may dir~y benefit 
pe~ental test of a special ro' xpenment. ConsIder an ex
prIson terms: the relatively p fEl,lD. for persons sentenced to long 
signed to give inmates a su;:: ;. construction of a prison, unit de~ 
community within the p . an lal sense of personal privacy and 
l~nce, The hypothesis isX::~ :,:,nd thereby re,<tuce'inmate vio
Violent and disruptive beh' if mates h~ve little to lose from 

en s an modest amenities the: ,given private apart-m t d aVIor; they were " . 

and worth that would reduc~ th ! mlg~t a~qUlre a sense of identity 
the program will require costlelr ~,ot~vatlOn for violence. Because 
quit, it is first to be tested y p~ys~cal remodeling i)f a prison 

a es not chosen to receive th' '" .' perlIDenb(l baSIS. In-m t on a lImIted ex' , . 

harmed by disparate denial 'f e ;13~fper~ental treatment will be 
The harm those in' mates 0 f£a substantial benefit. ' . su el' may b . till 

m most situations. The costs of the e .Jus led more leasily than 
cepted without reliable eVI'de 'thspeclal program cannot be ac,-
. I nce at it will h 1 VIo ence. If the program is effect' 'ts' ' e p reduce inmate' 

gen~ral basis will, ensure that ~~~ 1 con~eq';le.nt adoption on a 
demed the benefit for u ' s~e mdlVIduals who were 
receive it; without the P

e 
rpo~es of experImentation will thereafter 

Th .. xpenment no pr'" " " e SItuation differs when indi' lsoner would receive it.
2 7 

system for relatively brief pe . d IVlfdUals encounter the justice 
by a 1'10 s. they suffa h ' ,program experiment th . l' arm Qccasioned , elr encounter with th . t" ,_ e JUS, lOe system 

(~27. The possib.ility that gen~ral ad . " flscal conslderatIons would f ' , optlon of the program mi ht b ' ' ~oUld eventually receive b~:efic;U:'i :b~:mJne fr .. possIbili~ tha: ::l':.'!:m~ 
;o:;~~~,::erf~~~~!::a}h:d~p~~nthe(stiCall~~:=~~~~~::~h~r;,r~j:! witewould ',) . ee pagesll~12, supra.) .,":, re se-
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is likely to end before the benefits of the experiment are converted 
into general pradiice. Be'Q,efit purchased at the cost of harm to 
their interests will generally accrue only to, other individuals at 

Since it is uncertairt whether experimental subjects will have re-some future time. 

curritig ,contact with the justice system, it is equally uncertain 
whether, and to what extent, they might benefit from the results of 
an experiment they participate in. An experiment; whose subjects 
are private civii litigants is unlikely to produce subsequent benefits ' 
for the actual subjects, because most civil litigants have very infre
quent contact with the courts., On the other hand, the recurring 
participation of attorneys in the justice system makes it likely that 
they will be in a position to benefit from any changes that ensue 

from an experiment. 

5. Where the Status Quo Produces Harm Similar' to the 
Experimental Harm: A Special Case 

Sometimes, a program experiment may be employed not to test 
the effectiveness of a new progr~t but rather to test the relative 
effectiveness of two or more programs that are already in routine 
use. Significant uncertainty about which of several current pro
grams is most effective, or Which is most ~ffective for particular 
types of cases, may present both reason and opportunity to experi-

ment. Consider, for example, a juvenile court that has used for some 
time two special programs for certain types of juveniles who 
commit offenses against property. One program is probation cou
pled with a requirement that the juvenile attend weekly psych<>
therapy sessions. The other is probation coupled with an obligation 
to make restitution.-to be fulfilled by earnings from weekly com
munity service worlt. Offenders are assigned to one of these pro
grams when more conventional alternatives-'-straight probation or 
detention-are deemed inappropriate. These are juveniles for 
whom straight probation has failed to produce any improvement in 
behavior, but for whom detention is believed to be too severe ,in 
light of the petty nature of their repeated offenses. 

Assume that the decision to assign an offender to one .of these 
programS is always individualized-that is, it represents a judge's 
good-faith effort to select the sentence most likely to curb the juve
nile's delinquent behavior. In choosing between the psychotherapy 
and restitution alternatives, the judges often feel quite certain that 
a particular offender will best be served by one or the other. In 
many other cases, however, the judges axe uncertain about which 
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alternative will be most effective. Each judge resolvesDthese doubt
ful cases according to some perso.nal principle. Some resolve doubt 
in favor of psychotherapy, feeling that it is more positive in its 
helping approach, and hence less onerous; others favor restitution, 
feeling that it implies more respect for the jUveniles by making 
them responsible for their actions. Still other judges resolve doubt 
by acceding to the individual offender's expressed preference.() 

Although there is evidence that each program has been very suc
cessful in some cases, there is no systematic knowledge about 
which program works best for which offenders. Moreover, recidi
vism is' a serious and continUing problem among this class of of
fenders. The judges are concerned that the program to which they 
assign an individual is often ineffective for that individual, when 
the alternative program would have been effective. They wish to 
test the relative effectiveness of the two programs in order to deter
mine Whether one is generally more effective than the other or, if 

. not, which program is more effective for particular types of offenders. 

In this example, there is no identifiable innovation to be tested. 
Instead, there are numerous innovative ways that the existing psy~) 
chotherapy and restitution programs could be used. For instance, 
one or the other could be abolished entirely, or each could be used 
according to standards different from those that have heretofore 
been employed. What the judges seek is information that might 
enable them to devise more effective standards for the use of exist
ing resources. Experimentation might be regarded as a means to 
produce an innovation. 

Assume that the judges have already tried to improve their un
d~rstanding of these programs' effectiveness by comparing recidi
VIsm rates among offenders assigned to the two programs in past 
years-. Although sophisticated techniques of statistical analysis 
were employed, the results of this research were inconclusive be
cause the researchers could not determine what systematic differ
ences ~xisted between the two groups of jUveniles assigned to the 
different prograzn:s. There was simply no way to determine whether 
.differences in the groUps' recidivism rates resulted from differences 
in the programs' effectiveness or differences in the characteristics 
of individuals assigned to the programs. The only way to obtain 
cle~r information is by conducting some type of experiment in 
whIch comparable groUps of offenders are assigned to the two treatments. .. 

The threshold conditions· for ~bnsidering experimentation are 
~et by the apparent inadequacy of;: the status quo, the possibility of 
Improvement through· experimentl~tion, and the lack of available 
nonexperimental means to produc~i improvement. The apparent in-
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arises from the judges' serious doubt 
adequacy of the status quo . s-not from a mere lack of 
about how best to use: the two pro~am 

strong or scientifiq eVIdence. I t experimental designs adequate 
Assume that th~re ~re on Yt' wo Both would require that offend

to produce the deSIred mform~t~n. sychotherapy or restitution. In 
ers be '.assig~ed randomly 1 t~. e~ r~n~omlY assigned would consist of 
the first deSIgn, the pop~ a .IOd believes one or the other program 
all offenders for who~ t e JU ge ffenders for whom the judge be
is appropriate, includmg tho~e 0

1 
1 preferable In the sec::ond 

lieves one of the ~rograms I~ c e:~gnment wo~ld include on~y 
design, the populatIOn for. r~ o~ d e is uncertain-those cases m 
those offenders about whod~ t .el JU e!ch a decision by resorting to a 
which the judge would or ~an y r t . . 

personal principle fo~ re~v~g dO;:these designs carry, and how 
What burdens of Just Ica Ion d' entail substantial harm: 

might those burdens be met? ~oth ~SI:~n attempts to individual
each would require that the JU l:es ~ ; random disparity at the in
ize assignments, and each wou en ~I tion of groups or courts, for 
dividual level (as opposed to rando.m~~e greatest burden of justin
example). The. first procedu;e ca:rl:~e individual differences that 
cation, because i~ would IgnOre to need one treatmept rather 
make some juvemles clearly se In . ht promise to yield greater 
than the other. The first procedure ~tlg ould test the effectiveness 

th nd because 1 w . J.' knowledge than e seco , h' ght be candidates lor 
of the programs for all offender: wb 0 ~~ about whom present 
either program-not just for th~ t~t fs° unlikely that this proce
choices are especially doubtful. ~ 1 h m of the first procedure 
dure could be justified. The grea:~ a~t namely, resolving sub
would have to be justified byad~e . ~~~veiy little uncertainty re
stantial uncertainty. Yet therde dIS .re the first design who clearly 

. . h fii ders inclu e m 
gardmg t ose 0 en ther than the other. .. 
seem to need one program ra . d design is easily justIfied, be-

One might argue that the sec~n 'gned randomly are already 
cause those offenders who wou;~ t e.:s:~sentiallY random. But the 
being assigned in a manner a 1 dom Although the resu. Its 

t · b . no means ran . . h bl Present assignmen IS Y d· 'ght be indistingUls a e 
. nt proce ure mI 'f'I." • of the current asslgnme the procedures dl ler m a 

from the results of a random ~ro~e~~tments on an individualized 
crucial way. The' attempt to aSSIgn r the choice to randomize car
basis has substantial ethic~ va~ue, so though the two procedures 
. great burden of justIficatIOn even nes a . 

may have similar results. . . . ht meet that purden, howe~er, 
The hypothetical experIment m

h 
Ig . Its of future individualIzed 

1 · ve t e resu. t if it promises to he p Impro .. nt may produce importan 
choices. The results of the expenme 
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benefits, not only to society in general but alSQ~O the individuals 
who serve as subjects. Because the Problem the, proposed experi. 
ment addresses is reci<!ivism alnong Ii populatiol\i; of offenders thai 
includes the subjects, it follows that the subjects !\i-e likely to b,en .. 
fit in the future from better-informed sentencing d'l~cisions. 

But, particularly in regard to random assigumen~ applied to deci. 
sions as crucial as sentencing, the decision to eXPElriment requires 
extreme caution. The reSPOnsibility to make indi1(iduaIized judg. 
ments contains a presumption that such judgments: wijl best serve 
accepted ideals. That presumption should not be ovtlpidden simply 

, because it cannot be proved, nor should mere diffict)lty in exercis
"n,g that responsibility become the reason for experimentation. And 
the POSsibility'of experimentation should not motivate a premature 
conclusion that distinctions cannot adequately be ri!ade between 
relevant characteristics of SUbjects. " 

< , 

C. Outer Limitations on Experimental Practices 

In evaluating the JUStification for proposed experiments, we haye 
focused so far on ~ighing harms against benefits. 'But certain 
courses of action are prohibited by our COmmitment to the ethical 
principles that underlie OUr system of JUStice, because they involve 
a kind of "harm that . .p.o benefit can outweigh. 

Certain measures Would be ethically and constitUtionally impet
lDissible if adopted on a general nonexperimental basis; for exam-
ple, the use of torture, deuial of the privilege of habeas corpus, 
puPishment through a\ta4tder, or UDreasonal!le aearches and sei
ZUres. Pr""tices that are prohibited generally apply equally as ab, 
solute constraints on experimentation. 

Even When no SUCh. ab2Qlute
1 

const.raints .are encountered, there 
are outer limits on What may Jthically he jUstified in the weighing 
of harms and benefits. The PrinCiples of eq1!al treatment and re
SPect for persons, whether these are regarded as enlaring into the 
"""OSSmen! of harms and benefits or as independent checks on that 
assessment, will :serve as saJ'el!1!ards against any narrowly cou' " 
ceiveq calculus of effiCiency or effectiveness. A program experiment, 
can bedsemed unjustified even though all standards we h"ve set 
forth are satisfied-"ven though the h"!;Ins are in some sense clear
ly outweighed by benefils-because theharlU is simply uuaccepta_ 
ble in the context of program experimentation. 
In considering whal these outer limitations Occur, it is USeful to 

clifferentiate ""'ong, the Idnds of harms Or risks that lUay arise in 
an experiment. These caver a range including disparate denial of 
benefils, inconvenience, slight deprivation, substantial su1l'ering (as 
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.\, narcotics addiction), and perma-
in certain types of trea~m~n~ fC:arm (as in certain types of treat-

nt hysical or psych~ ogIC x erimenls that invol~e m~n-
::7ent ~or pathologi~ Vl~~~ce)~/~u;:'f..ntial suffering, .iustrli~atlO:' 
datory and disparate mfilC l~~ g benefils to the experunenta ~~ 
must be based on correspou 1:1 on benefits to a s~parat~ WI er 
jecls themselves,'and not mer ~e justified by posSlble long-term 

More modest harm may 1 t' but even in those cases 
grOU

P
fj

·t t a WI'der or different papu a lOn, 1 rly to outweigh the bene 1 sOb t tial as c ea . 
the benefils must ,~e ':ci;~ti~: in experiments tn:'~ in;;: ~: 
harms. Mandatory pa. t hysical or psycholOgIC 
nificant risk of permanen p . er-
never be so justified.. nls about the boundanes of ~ 

There will surely be dlsa~eeme E n the boundaries sug~ested 
issible exper;mentai practICes. v:""

s 
should be counted m ~e 

:'ove raise obvious ~uest~ns: ~~u~ it is not the task or int.;,nt>;o~ 
:~~o,!:~:!:,,:a!:~~n~xf:~:!~r: :~;:;~! ~;:: ;;.~ 
should be drawn. What IS mos .ustifiably be inflIcted upon n 

limits on the harms that .may J .thin the justice system: re-
are f subjecls of experunents Wl • d On some OCcaslODS, 

~~!~~!~::ecr~~:f~s~:!o:J:s.;.~:ut~:~~r ~:ee=::~ 
will not be the balan~:hof t regard to benefits. ability gf the harm WI ou 
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CHAPTER VII". AUTHORITY AND 
PROCEDURES FOR UNDERTAKING, 

PROGRAM EXPERIMENTS 
;::, \' I:,I/! 

\~ I 

o 

• 

This chapter, ~dd:resses two concerns about the a~(thority and pro-
,~edures ~'or program experimentation within the justice system. 
The first concern is whether an administrator who ha{$ the authori
ty to undertake a program also has authority to undertake the pro
gram experllnEmtally. The second concern relat~s to the procedures 
that may be needed to foster and guide respoAsible experimenta-

" tion in the, justice syste:m. , ,,~ 
Where does responsibility reside fo~ the decision to undertake a 

program experiment?, By definition, a program experiment entails 
some alteration in the actual operation of the justice system.28 The 
term Hresponsible administrator" is used tQ refer to the officer or 
body by whose authority that alteration is made. Responsibility for 
a program e'f,periment-fo~. ensuring that it is ethically justified, 
properly authorized, and satisfactorily carried out-ultimately lies 
with the responsible administrator. Researchers may promote, 

'. design, conduct, 8J1d analyze program .experiment.s, and they too 
will be concern,ed with"ethical analysis; but ultimate responsi:I>i1ity 
rests with those who have the power to und~rtake the experiment. 

~'A. Limits ~n Authority to Experiment 
f-' .~, 

Atf administrator who does not have authority to implement a 
program, Qn a general, nonexperimental basis also lacks authority. 
to 'Implement the programexperimentally.29 "The opposite proposi
tion, ..that authority for general program imi'>lementation includes 
the,authority to experiment, does not necessar,ily :follow. An experi
ment, unlike general policy, may have consequences-disparate 

., 
28. See the definition at page 3, supra. 
29. Exceptions may be found in explicit statutory provisions. 42 U.S.C. § 1315, for 

ipsmnce, permits'the Secretary of Health and Human Services to waive 'compliance 
with certain requirements of the Social Security 4ct for the purposes of experimen~ 
tal, pilot, or .demonstration projects. It would not, ~ioweyer, be within the Secretary's 
authority tq grant such ,waiver on a general, nonexperimental basis. 
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. Chapter VII 

treatment, for instance-more har fu J. ' 

trusted to the ?dministrator's J'ud m t I "han those normally en-
P.Jl dm' . t groen . , alms rators are expe~ted t . 

limits of their delegated pow " ri".ohexercISe discretion within the 
am 1 . ers . . di~C federal dist . t t 

~p e, IS empowered by rule 83 f th F d rIC Cour, for ex-
dure to make "rules governin °i ':" e e. eral Ru~es of 9vilA~t:Q..ce- ' 
[the federal] rules 11 Simi! I g ts practIce .not InCOnsIStent ~tp 
tabIish procedure~ and r~::' t~a~arole board is empowered to e~~ 
parole decisions. The exercise of ~~ve~n t~e process" of making 
cases solely by the perim t au onty, IS not limited in such 
must also be limited by a s e e~:. ~: formally delegated powers. 'It 
t~e~ vrithin the sphere 6;~~l~~r ~o the Co~sequences of actions 
distrIct courts to make I I I g e ~uthorIty. The authority of 
thority to resolve all I'ssuoecsaa' ru :Stddoes not necessarily include au-
. SSOCIa €l with' ~ 
Ing those rUles. A particul . experlmentation involv-
framework of Court activity: ~~pe~lI~ent pe~or~ed withfu. the 
tha~, although justifiable in li 1t o~ .. ;~l such s~gnIficant disparity 
ceding chapters, it might exce gd th b ~ ,analY~IS proposed in pre
cretion entrusted to the cou~ I e ound~ of administrative dis
seem prUdent to refer the matt~r fin ~uc~ .CIrcumstances, it would 
that possesses a broader perspectiv~~"'" eCISIon by an offic~al or body 

The nexus between the 1 I feu ... mandate. 
the interests involved may ~~e~d authority a,nd ~he importance of 
Greene v. McElroy3.o involved a D have constItutIonal significance. 
the revocation of security I efense Department program for 
the -. ~or~~l procedural fea~:r::a~~es. ~he. pr?gram, "Yhich lac~ed 
hela .InvalId, even though the Der. an adjudIcatory hearing, was 
to conduct security clea!l'ance e~~ Departm~nt was authorized, 
c~dur;s themselves would notroce~ m~s ,and even though the pro- .'i 

stItutlOna,l had they been estab~:~eoSarIly have been judged uncon
TIle Court stressed its "concern th ed by ?~ngress or the President. 
dure not be restricted by impl' tt traditIonal forms of fair pro~~
action by the Nation's lawlnak~! I~~_~r .without the most explicit 
ble that the Constitution --~, v~t:n .m areas where it is possi-
~ Similarly in a. t presents no mll1bition."31 
'. ' amp on v Mow Sun.-Jfj , 32 

~I~slOn rule disqualifying' aliens f"~' ong, a Civil Service Com-
CIVIL service Was held to constitute rom eI?-ployment in the federal 
The Court did not controvert the v a. ~enIa1 of due process of' law. 
by Con~ess or the ~resiclent. The ahdI~y of such a rule if adopted 
appr,oval'or more explicit auth "t ?ardI~al factor requiring higher 
at stake.':,3.

3 Whether or not ~~~ wa~l the qU~Iit~ of the interest 
.! 80 ara e .~onshtutIonal questions 

.860 U.S. 474 (1959) . 
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are raised in the context of experimentation, the considerations un
derlying these decisions suggest the wisdom of resorting to more re
sponsible authority as the justification., for an experiment becomes 
less evident. '> 

What factors should be considered in deciding ~whether a particu
lar program experiment is . within the bounds of the administrator's 
authority? The·risks of>8Ssuming too much auth9rity have been 
suggested; what are·· the risks of assuming too little? Changes in 
justice syst~m programs cannot be limited to innovations certain to 
achieve impTovement over the statu..c; quo. Such a limitation would 
leave administrators virtually powerless to!) address difficult prob
lems. Administrators must undertake changes that entail some 
gamble; a new program. is instituted because it is thoughi.'likely to 
result in improvement,. even though there is some risk that it wil~. 
cr~f!.te problems worse than those it is intended to remedy. Hence 
experimentation is a necessary element of the administration of 
Justice. Improvement requires that new approaches. be tried, ac
cepting some"'risk that they may fail. Administrators must be en
couraged to experiment- with programs that have a good chance of 
succeeding, even though the success of those programs is sufficient
ly uncertain that rigorous experimentation is necessary. From this 
perspective, then, the administrator has more than authqrity to ex;. 
periment; the administrator has an obligation to experiment. Over
regulation of this effort would surely chill important innovation. 

Armed with the authority ~d faced with the obligation to test 
innovations, how far should. the administrator proceed before ·Eleek
ing an opinion or .approval from. a higher level of authorit;y? The 
problem may be cO:Q.sideted in,. two Jparts, one concer:t1ed with the 
experimental methodf the other witll the progrflIll to be tested .. 

Consider first the issue of authority in relation to the experimen
tal method. A local probation of~cial might quite properly establish 
a special unit whose sole purpose is to assist p,robationers in secur~ 
ing employment, professional counseling~schooling, or medical 
services-in general, to serve as a: resource to he~p probationers 
overcome their difficulties. As sound as this program might appear, 
there is a real risk that it wouldoe ineffective in' reducing recidi
vism. If that were the result, the· program would be regarded asnn 
unacceptable" use of the probation office's limited reso,llrces, and 
should }se abolished. To resolve the uncertainty regarding its effec~ 
tivenei~J the program might be evaluat~d through randomized se
lection of probationers to_receive the program services. The a.dvan
tages of tHis approach must be weighed against the ha:rni~of afford
ing disparate treatment to similarly situated probationers. Even. 
though the experiment is justified pn the ethical grounds s~t forth 
in the .,preceding chapters, and even with authority to establish. the 
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Chapter VII 

program, the prpoation official's auth' " ',' 
compass dec~iohs to c~eate that sororlt~ mlg~t not properly ElU' 

must. be s~:n.sltive to tha.t possibility. t Qf dIsparIty, and the official 
ThIs cautIon is l1ecessar bec .' 

indi~dUals lacks importaJ' inte~~se dispara~e. treatment of similar 
ent m uniform treatment A ro al an,? pO!ItIcal safeguards inher. 
the. relevant population 'is' les: life:m applIed to only a portion of 
reSIstance than one that l' y to generate effective political 
mot' t' app Ies to all Ev h 0 .Iva Ion of a program that ofil . 0 en w~ en the generous 
batloners is not open to . ers valuable asSIStance to all p"o. 

serIOUS doubt ffl d" ., 
u~eq~ally might appear to be ill t" a or mg that Opportunity' 
dISguIsed as experimentation A mo Ivate~-a form of favoritism 
may cast doubt on the inte' it

y percep~lOn. that it is improper 
these consequences transcend ~h y 1 of ihe jUstIce system. Because 
Pl'Opriate for a local probation :fi?:- program, it might be inap
take such risks. Of Course th' O. Cl to presume the authority to 
m.ent should not be perfo;medI..~ ~s tot to suggest that the experi
WIth the express approval of a'b ~ rather ~hat it should be done 
perspective appropriate to th . t y or offiCIal with a mandate or -

The threats that ex . e .m erests a~ stake. -
Mt f h I perlmentation som t' ' 

Y 0 t e justice system al e Imes poses for the integ 
When the ~dministrator's auth

SO 'tCo~nsel against experimentatio~ 
erally is 'in doubt. A program iso~o~ 0 undertake the program"gen
labeled an experiment; quite th mB:~e less troublesome by being 
take a program "exp . e OPPOSIte may be true To u d erunentally" it' n er- c' 

re~~rd to its value. If a ro s 0 acknowledge uncertainty in 
~InIstral:or's authority e!n ~~m '~~Uld push the liIrJits of an ad-
1 must surely push them mor e~ 1 s. value w~ relatively certain 
. The limits on experimentati: w. en Its value is uIlclear. ' 
Istrator's authority should not ~:~posed by the level of an admin
ous experiments While permitt. mt~rpreted as proscribing rigor-
equate "experiments" or the I~g eltner less rigorous but inad-' 
certain value. Rather respec~e;eral adoption of innovations of un
cult decisions be bro~ght to th or" these. limits counsels that diffi
t;os~ Whose authority an(Lp'ers;c~ftentIon of, and sanctioned by, 
~I ~ 0 the e~periment, and' can he~e _~~ lend assurance of .integ-

n e~ study IS likely to be adopted & assur~ that the progr~ 
e>~erlment. proven advantageous by the 

~1 course! there are i;umerous Ie 
::Q~r :~e Judges, legislatures, age:~~: and .structures of authority 

f 
. P1t,\;?t;,., ams, rules, and policies th t, 'an,a officers who prescribe 

o JUS Ice Who ,a constItute the d . . 
Th' . possesses the requisite "h" a mmlstration 

IS question is addressed in th ~gher level" of author't ? 
e next sectIon. I y. 
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Authority and Procedures 

B. Proce~u~es for Undertaking PrQgram Experiments 

To this point, this report has focused on developing a conceptual 
framework for deciding whether to undertake an experiment 
within the justice system. In order best to ensure that experimen
tation facilitates improvement in the administration of justice, 
however, one needs more than a conceptual framework for deci
sions. Procedures and resources are also ne(~ded to foster responsi
ble decisions both now and in the future. Appropriate procedures 
and resources will be determined by specific problems likely to be 
encountered. 

Decisions made within the conceptual framework outlined in this 
report call for sensitivity to ways in which experiments may either 
infringe or promote certain recognized principles of our system of 
justice. The principles at stake are familiar to the' administrators of 
the system. Administrators are less familiar with the application of 
these principles to,the problems of scientific experimentation. Even 
less familiar is the logic of scientific experimental methodology, 
which in a fundamental way determines the ethical value of an ex
periment. A full appreciation of the issues that bear on decisions 
regarding proposed experiments requires administrators to have 

, A A 
access to advice from per~ons skilled j:P::>experimental design.' .., 

With nothing other than a co.~eptual framework, judgments 
about the propriety of proposed experiments will be made on a 
largely ad hoc basis. 'Vithout access to the accumulated wisdom of 
prior judgments, making difficultdecisioQ,s will never become less 
difficult, and a morecomprehehsive set Of principles for experimen.;. 
tation in the law cannot develop. Those who mu~t make these deci
sions nsed access to an evolving body of prior judgments. 

Decisions to undertake experiments within the justice system 
that'involve significant ethical or legal issues 9f the kind discussed 
in this report should be' documented. Particularly within our 
system of justice" part of the justification for any action derives 
from public acknowledgment of both the principles at stake and 
the reasons that support the action. ," . 

These factors, as well as the need for approval of experiments in
volving harms that exceed the bounds of the responsible adminis
trator's mandate, suggest the procedures and resources discussed 
below. ~ 

1. Advice ~~), 
. 'i<P' 

Administrators who must make decisions about the ju~6ification 
for a program experiment would benefit greatly from the a,dvice of 
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Chapter VII 

persons experienced with both the methodolog'ical and ,ethical e~e- , .. , 
ments of experimental design, Some advice 'of this type is already I' 
available to particular components of the justice system. The Fed
eral Judicial Center advises the federal courts, and the I'jational 
Center for State Courts assists state Courts and 'other st~te agen
cies. But research experts will not always be sufficiently sensitive 
to the needs of particular institutions. 

Most justice system institutions would benefit fromestablishin~ 
standing advisory committees to asS!ist individual administrators 
contemplating program experiments. Committee members~, in addi- Ii 

tion to those with methodological expertise, should include diverse 
participants in the institution's operation-corrections and proba-: 
tion administrators, judges, attorneys, and perhaps members of the 
"subject" population. Such committeeswQuld develop and maintain "" 
institutIonal expertise about methodological and ethical elements 
of experiI!}ental design; they could serve effectively both to pro
mote ne(i",bd experimentation' and to guard against unwarranted experimentation. '. 

'I 2. Approval ,. " 
" \\. 

In many institutions of the justice system, no clear source may 
now exist for the kind of authority nJkded to approve ethically sen
sitive but important experinlents. The need is for decision by a de
$ion maker whose approvitJ. will help ensure that the judgment 
aCcommodates the varying" lnte~ts of the institution, the experi
mental subjects, and the general pUblic. In institutions with a clear 
hierarchical" structure, le4 "" by an officer with substantial public 
mandate and accountability, decisions about' experiments cali prop-

A'rly be made as directed by that officer. For example, the Attorney 
-General has a mandate that is proJ>abiy sufficient to enCOmpllB!' 
almost any experiment that mlght be Proposed within the Depart
ment of Justice. In federal and many state courts, by contrast, 
there is no eq!;'aIIy clear line of administrative authority extending 
to an officer or body that possesses a Similarly broad publi

c
.man-date. " . 

, Suppose that a court wishes to experim~ht With" an innovative 
local rule of court; it may not be clear that it has a mandate suffi
cient to warrant acceptance of harms that the proposed experiment 
would entail. In these circumstances, where should the Court turn 
fOr Proper approval of the experiment? The recognition of diverse 
interests that is needed for a satisfactory decision could normally 
be entrusted to Ii body composed of persons representing diverse 
Perspectives on the institution: judges, attorneys with diverse types 
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Authority and Procedures 

, '.' , d erhaps members of the public, 
of practice, SOCIal SCI7ntIstbs, a? Pd as repositories of the institu-h · rt r!illght e VIewe , 
Bodies .of t IS so ;,.. ut ro am experiments. 
tion's mandate fo~ deCISIOns ab~ fo~ alfjU~tice system institutions, 

This approach 18 encourag,,~ rtment of Justice in which .the 
including those such as ,the. D~pl:lad apparent. iGngoing overSIght 
locus of sufficient. authorl~y 18. ~t~~ :n. institution by persons who 
of program experlment~tIOn WI In .. ents promises to provide val
have differing interests in the eXPberItmth need and proper methods 

"t d consenSllS a ou 'I e. ~ 'b'l' 
uable contInUl y~n .'. that institution. Oversight responsl 1 1-
'for experimentatIOn ~IthI? b d' s or in bodies established at 
ty might be lodged In eXIstIng eZr I:'ost practicable. 34 

whatever institutional ~evels app es establishing such bodies for 
A1thoUl;h this CO~l!'1"~ encollragtions OCCllr about the po.wers all J'ustic~e sYl:?tem InstItutIons, ques '.g body The "institutIOnal . ,. . or apprOVIn. f ~.nd functiQns of a revlewl~ h' 'nvolves obiigatory prior review 0 

review board". model,3t wCt 1 ested in the reviewing body, 
' t 'Uld ve 0 power v . h proposed experlmen s~·~. . di al and behavioral researc . 

has been widely adopted b I'U ~~~:e v~ue and effectiY:Gr}ess of that 
But there, is controversy a ou· ,e ,,\~' 

model. . ([ , erimentation in the administra-
Application of that model. to exp t' . On the one hand, were 

tion of justice de~erves partIcula::~:~ I:~mbersome it might dis
the review procedure t,o prove" TJ report has suggested that 
couragevalua'Ple experlme~tat:o~h'~ 'u:tice system ought to try ~o 
those in positions of aut~orlty I~ t. €: J B" ut that laudable goal Will 

d . . L bon of JUS ICe. . t 
improve the a millISiJra " t'fi ally designed experlmen s 
probably not be sought thr.oug: sc~~~ I~ review process that does 
if administrators feel too bur .ene. d pendence that many of them 
not pay due regard to the relatIve m . e. If the process of review 

" ) t dit' onally exerCISe. . . t (particularly Judges ra. 1 case but carries with It a ve ? 
not only is mandatory In eve~y 'th no commitment,to ex:p~rI-
Power admini~trators who begIn. WI atI'on or to adoplt new pro-' . . 'd' t £ rgo Innov, , 
mentation may deci e 0 \ 0 t t' n in order to avoid the reVIew 
grams withput prior expernnen a 10 , • • 

process. ' . , have turned out to be ~nJustl-
On the other hand, SImilar fears 'mentation Biomedlcal re-

i f b' clical experl '. f th ned in the area 0 lome >J the need for prior reVIew o. e 
searchers today largely accept. ts involVing human beIngs. 
design and justification o~ .exper~me~oceed with scientifically de~ 
The failure of some physIcIans. t d ~ mfort with the role of re-
signed experiments reflects theIr IS co . . 

. te bodies to exerCIse thIS over-34. We do not attempt to determine t t~e :~~~::il:e the extent to which existing, 'b'l't Nor do we attemp 0 .t sight responsl I I :y. h e essary authorl :Yo 
institutions may already P,oss;~~)~ 4~ ~~~. Reg. 8366.8392 (Jan. 26, 1981). 35. See 45 C.F.R. Part 46 (1 , 
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Chapter VII 

searcher vis-a-vis patients or the actUli;i1 difficulty of conducting ex~ 
periments· much more than the burdens of obtaining institutional review and approval. . 

PhYsicians and others in the health field begin, however, with a 
stronger orientation toward scientific research than do justice 
system administrators. Thus, the body that offers advice and assist
ance in designing experiments will have the tasks, not only of demo 
onstrating the value of experimentation where needed and appro
priate but also of facilitating the',process of approval and review. 

In some instances it may be appropriate for lr'single bodY~if 
broadly representative-both to foster research and to review pro. 
posed stUdies. Yet the two tasks are quite distinct. The ethical and 
methodological goal~ in deSigning a proposed experiment are to 
produce the least harmful but most effective design that isade
quate to provide the needed information. But the ultimate decision 
about justification requires that a proposal be evaluated in a broad
er context: whether the benefit likely to flow from the experiment ' 
is sufficiently imPOrtant clearly to outweigh attendant harms or 
rit:lks. Persons who have invested effort in designing an optimal ex
periment may have difficulty accepting th~t the (proposal could 
nevertheless fall short of justification. 

" ~ 

' The decision whrtl>er to have one body or two will thus have to 
be guided by IOcal--administrative circumstances and by Whether 
the ~.xperiments pose issues of Particular sensitivity that merit 
review by an entirely independent group. In the absence of a histo. 
ry of impropriety or actual abuses, the committee does not recom-.I.' ' 
mend that a separate review body (with POwer to approve, modify, 
or disapprove) be obligatory in every instance. It is our expeciation, 
however, that When a proPOsed experiment entails especially 
Weighty elements of harI\} and benefit, the administrator-sponsor 
and the body prOviding,design advice will refer the experiment to 
another forum for final decision. In institutions Where experimen. 
tation frequently involves significant harm or risk to individual 
subjects, it may be imPOrtant to ellllure generally and very cau. 
tiously against overzealous experimentation by vesting ,mal au. 
thority for deciSions about justification in an officer Or group that 
has no special interest either in the design Of program experiments 
or in the imiovations they are intended to test. . 

3. Documentation and Publication 

A deCision to undertake an experiment involving significant ethi. 
cal or legal iss~ should be docu,mented by tIjp respollllible admin
istrator in accordance With the conceptual fi-ameworkrecommend. 
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umentation should serve two purposes. 
ed in this report, Suc~ doc to clarify both the purpose o~ the ex. 
First, the document ~I serv~iderations that have entered mto th~ 
periment and the ethIcal co~, 'II aid analysis of similar expe.rI' 
decision. Seconll,. documenta lO;e:ions not to experime~t o~n. ill. 
ments proposed ~n the futu~~i b seful to those faced WIth SImIlar 
volve considerations that WI. e ~ im osing undue burdens on ad-
decisions, If it can. be ::::C~~~f~~mati~n, including the reasons for 
ministrators, sharmg . t should be encouraged. ' 
the decision not to experlmen., I d . 

The documentation should me u e. . d . take the 
1. a sta emen t· t of the legal basis of authorIty to un er 

program itself; " that warrant experimenta. 
2 a statement of the circumstanhces d to improve the status 
. lations of t e nee . t d d tion, that is,. exp an . . th t the experiment is In en e d f the uncertaInties a . 

quo an 0 d'ng effectiveness of the program, 
to resolve regar 1 • likel to be effective" 

t f the experimental deSIgns y 3 a statemen 0 • . 

. I' those uncertaIntIes; 
in reso vmg . d'ustifications associ-• . f th thical difficultIes an J 

4. an analysIs 0 :. e experimental designs; 
ated with alterna Ive . h' h the chosen 

ts accordIng to w lC . 1 
5. a statement of t~e a:~::g~d to be the ethically superIor a _ 

experimental deSIgn IS J (' <'( 

ternative; and . d . ew to which the 
of adVIce an reVl . 6 a description of the process b'ected and if the experl-

. proposed experiment has been su J.e authority of the admin
ment is to be undertaken solely don .. trator's mandate is suffi
istrator a statement wh~ the a mInIS 

, 't the expernnent. 
cient to perr,Ill · I guidance empha-

I· 't t'on to genera . h t This repo:d's nec~ssary Iml a 1 .ft and detailed analysIs t a 
d fi uch more specilc d and ana-sizes the nee,. or m t I experiments are propose Id b 01. 

can only occur when ac ua commended above shou .. e c. 
lyzed. Documents pro~uce~r:i::eference to them as.a body of m-
lected in a way that wIll p m experimentatlOn. 
formal precedent in the field o~Kro:~ommendation regarding how 

The committee has no speCI lC 'lable for reference as prece-
h ld be made aVai . t"t t'ons that these' decisions s ou . t. by the various Ins 1 U 1 b 

dent. Perhaps'a joint 'p~bhca lOn ithin the justice system would ~ 
foster and conduct

e 

experlme~ts :V. suitable pUblication or repOSl
valuable and' effectiye. Est~bhs~l~~e such' diverse institutions as 
tory for these d~c}r1Ons mlgh;h~n National Center for State Courts, th Federal JudIC!:'al Center, 
• e 75 
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the Department of Justic~; the N t· .", ( 
t~e various state and fedeiral c : IOlf,al SCIence Foundation, and 
tIOns administrators. We! ur eo~r ~ a~torneys general, and correc
these parties in the task cif d!ve ml~iatIve and cooperation among 
disseminate decisions abt)Ut lop~l}.g a m~2Pallism to Gollect and 
system. experlll1entatIollwithill the justice 
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CONCLUSION 

Continuing sensitivity to the ethical problems of rigorous experi
mental designs must be balanced by sensitivity ,to the ethical prob
lems of experimenting without effective design or of innovating 
without benefit of responsible 1prior experimentation. Our system of 
,justice places great value on treatment of individuals in accordance 
with the principles of equal treatment and respect for persons; it 
also places great value on rational development of policy, which in 
turn can be realized through well-designed program experiments .. 
These are not i.ncompatibleval.ues. Responsible accommodation 
among them is necessary to imprb;ving our system of justice. 

Scientific methods offer great p~iomise of improving the adminis
tration pf justice. Decisions to e~periment involve complex and 
sometimes unfamHiar ethical issrles and impose burdens, often 
severe, on the adfu:inistrators who bear the final responsibility to 
make them. The approach suggested in this report seeks to make 
that burden manageable. By using institutional advisors, publish
ing deCisipns, and' encouraging debate, the procedures we suggest 
will focus attention on these ethical issues as they arise on a case
by-case basis. Gradually the difficult issues may be resolved with 
more p:r;ecision thaq is possible within the broad outlines presented 
in this report. 
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APPENDIX A 

Ten ofthlG4ief Justice's Letter of January 24, 1978 to 
Committee Chairman Edward D. Re 

Dear Ed: 
I am writing formally ·to invite you to accept appointment as 

Chairman of the Federal ~rudicial Center Advisory Committee on 
Experimentation in, the Lavv. As you know, I am also inviting other 
distinguished judges, scholars, lawyers, and representatives of 
public interest to senre with you. . 

The mission of t~e Com~~ittee will be to tryuto identify, define, 
analyze, and recom~flend re~lolution of issues bearing on the propri
ety, value and effejiveness.,: of controlled experimentation ii.or eval
uating innovations in the justice system. Controlled experiments 
involve the rando l provUJion of disparate treatments. It is the 
most potent meth~~dology' for evaluative research-standard in 
medicine, educationlland pE~ychology. We need to apply this concept 
to our problems ev~n at th·~.:.;rizk that its use in courts and other 
justice agencies may pOEisibly raise constitutional and political 
questions peculiar to justice .institutions. It is these questions with 
which thG committee must deal. The ultimate purpose will be to 
provid~ guidance to researchers, judges and administrators who 
must d~cide what areas a]~e appropriate for controlled e~perimenta-
tion. ", 

The Center will provide SllPPOrting services within its resources. 
It is likely that prior to its. final report, proposed recommendations 
of the committee wililibe aired before a conference of judges, law
yers, litigants and researchers-those for whom the report will 
have the most direct impact. . " 

I am plea.o:;ed you have accepted this assignment. You will fmd 'it 
challenging an<t·.f~warding. 

Honorable Edward D. Re 
United States Customs Court 

.'" 

One Federal Plaza 
New York, NeW·'York 10007 
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APPENDIXB 

1G~~ 

.MethQds for Empirical Evaluation of 
Jnnovations in the Justice System 

Q 

Prepared for the Committee' by E. Allan Lind, John K Shapard, 
and Joe Shelby Cecil 
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Committee Note" 

,(} '~" 
This appendix? was originally prepared to afford committee mem-

bers an ':Understanding of the theory and basic techniqueSi" of experi- ' 
mental research design. TJIe .committee recommends it-to justice 
system administrators as it was offered to us-as a means to en
hance their understanding. of the capabilities, limitations, and logic 
'of exp~!im~ntalmethods, and thus to enable them'to work effec
tively with'researchers they may call upon to help design and ex
ecute a program experiment. We should emphasize that the admin-

'i istrator can and should play a central role in decisions concerning 
the qesign and 'execution ofa program experiment. The research 
expert may be indispensable in the effort to foresee ,potential prob
lems that may produce ambiguous experimental results, and to 
devise methods to circumvent those problems. But the administra
tor is responsible for judging the potential consequences of such 
problems for future policy decisions. This calls for a basic com~~e
hension of the theory ofreseal'ch design, which we believe is readi-
ly available from this appendix. . 

It is not within this committee's competence or mission, however, 
to endorse the scientific correctness of the schools of thought un
clerlying the material presented' here. There are controversies 
among research methodologists that touch upon the relative impor
tance of certain of the matters the appendix addresses. The appen
dix reflects su.bstan:tial contributions from major established 
schopls of thought. We recommend the appendix ~ an introduction 
to the concepts of methodology, and believe it will aid the justice 
system adniinjStraton:,in making sound judgmenUl.? about the advice 
and recommendations of research experts, regardless of those ex
perts' particular school of thought. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

';f' . 

This appendix proviqes an overview of enfpirical research meth-
-~ 

ods used to asse~S'the effects of an innovation in the justice system. 
Aside frpIn techniques for preserving anonymity or confidentiality, 
all II),qteri~ in this appendix addresses the discovery of cause~effect 
relaWfnships.Thediscoyety of a cause-effect relationship between 
the innovation and the eharacteristics it,is to affect is the principal 
goal of empirical evaluatfbns. Section -II discusses the construction 
and timing of intervenflonsand o})'servations t9 increase the likeli
hood thaf a study wIll yield unambighousinformation on whether 
an innovation caused a particular effect; this is typically referred 
to as the "research design." Section III concerns measurement of 
potential program effects; it deals with such issues as sources of 
erroJ:.in measurement and the crucial question of whether ;ill eval
uation can speak at all to the qu~stions on which ultimate policy 
decisions, must be based. Section IV discusses interpretation of the 
results of an evaluation, focusing on issues that must be considered 
to give meaning to the raw data. of the research. Section V dis.; 
CUsses means to preserve the privacy of individuals studied in the 
course of the evaluation and the confidentiality' of their responses 
and comments. 

Before presenting the substance of t4is appendix, it is in Qrder to 
issue both a reassurance and a caveat. This appendix is intended to 
be fully comprehensible to readers with no.,special ~xpertise in re
search methods or in statistics. All of the.;points made here derive 
fromthe application of sound logic to the'consideration of potential 
problems in evaluation research. The issues addressed are not 
simple, but neither are they so esoteric as to be beyond the under
standing of' the diligent, but uninitiated reaq~r.We hope that this 
document will convey the knowledge necessa'iy for a justice system. 
administrator to .considerand act intelligently on questions pf 
ethics Sind to collaborate effectively with P1ethodologists to assure a 
reasonable and informative evaluation. ,c 

However, it 'should b~ stressed that this appendix is ~ introduc
tion to, rather than a complete treatment of, research methods. 
Tlle basic concepts ~dedying' empirical research are presented 
here, but the fmer poi~~ are necessarily beyond the scope of a doc
ument such as this. Good evaluation depends. on a close collabora.;~ 
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Appendix B 

u 
tion between policy makers and evaluation specialists, and expert 
assistance is essential to apply the concepts prese~ted below. 

A Hypothetical Example 

In order to give some additional continuity to the follOwing pres
entation and to relate abstract issues in eval'!Jation methodology to 

, concrete questions of the sort that arise in any empirical study of 
policy change, we will often use examples based on a single 'hypo
thetical program. For the purpose of these examples, suppose that 
an administrator 'in the federal prison-system wants to test a pro
gram of special, intensive training in job skills for inmates who are 
about to be paroled. Suppose further that the program, if Success
ful, is expected to increase the prospects of regular employment 
among parolees and to result in lower rates of recidivism. And sup
pose that the program is expensive and the administrator has de
cided that clear evidence of its effectiveness is necessary before 
such training will be made a permanent and widespread feature of 
federal prisons. 

We stress that these examples are purely hypothetical. In using 
them for the purpose of illustrating methodological concerns, we 
posit various fact situations and 'various actions on the part. of the 
administratq?) and the program participants. But we do not intend 
to convey that such fact situations would arise in a real p~ogram of 
this sort or that the actions we suppose are proper for an evalua~ tion. . 

II. RESEARCH DESIGN 

The design of ,an evaluation is the· overall strategy for extracting 
information from the test of a program. Although a great deal of 
scientific technique and experience has been developed in this 
matter, it is important to recognize that there is OT}l.f one,' quite 
simple matter that is the goal of all experimental desiin: to assure 
that the comparison upon which an inference of causation may be 
founded is in fact a sound Comparison. Notice that the concept of a 
cause-effect relationship does imply a comparison. To assert that 
the hypothetical job skills program causes· increased likelihood of 
regular ~mployment ~lld decreased risk of recidivism is to say that 
participants in the prograrn:-ibeha.~e other than they would have 
without the program. "'l'hia assertion is equivalent to saying that~ 
~l else being equal, a parolee afforded the program is more likely" 
to be employed and less likely to recidivate thanA:l parolee notaf-
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forded the program. The object of research design is to construct a 
study that approaches, as closely as ethics, practicality, and inge
Iluity allow, the t'allelse being equal'~- specification needed to infer 
causality. 

The necessary comparison for inferences of causality can- almost 
never be achieved by affording one individual the program under 
study and withholding the program from another individual, This 
is so for two reasons. First, when one is dealing with phenomena as 
complex as those involved in the su.ccess or failure o~ a ~o~ial pr?
gram, the variation that always eXISts be~een two .mdIVlduals IS 

so great that one can never be sure that differences m subsequent 
outcomes are not due to .individUal differences rather than. partici
pation in the program. To frnd. that one parolee, who was gIven t~e 
hypothetical job skills program, found re~lar employment, wJ:ile 
another, who was not given the program, dId not IS not conclUSIve 
because we know that there are many factors other than the pr.D
gram that might affect the likelihood Of. employment .. Second, m 
nearly all justice system programs there 18 no ~xpectatIOn that ~ 
outcome will always occur when the progr8.lJl IS afforded and wIll 
never occur when it is not. In the hypothetical progr~,. the ad~ 
ministrator hopes that the training will increase the likelihood .of 
r\~gglar employment, not that it will render this potential benefit a 
ce1rtainty for every individual given the training. . 

For these reasons, evaluation stUdies must usually conSIder the 
outcomes of a program for groups of .individuals exposed to the pro
gram in comparison to the outcomes for groups not exposed to the 
program. By studying data from groups, it is possible to generate 
summary statistics that give information on the general effects of 
the program and that allow statements to be made about overall 
consequences that might be expected if the prograI¥ were ge~erally 
available and rou.tine. Thus, the essence of the research deSign be
comes the construction or id~'htification of groups that, upon obser
vation, will yield the information needed to determine the effec:s of 
the program. In '<the hypothetical job skills program, the task ~s t~ 
arrange a comparison between a group of soon-to-be-paroled mdI
viduals who are given the training and a similar group ~ho a:e not 
given the ,trainiI}g in such a way that the clearest pOSSible pIcture 
of the consequenCe!;! emerges. .. . 

The quality of any research design lies in i:s capaCIty to elimI
nate or reduce the possibility of any explanatIon of the outcomes 
observed other than that the program caused the outcomes. T~us, 
any design can be assessed by.adopting a skeptical fra~e of ml~d 
and seeking credible rival hypotheses that would explam potentlal 
results of the study without supposing that the r~sults l:ire du~ to 
the program. To the extent that credible alternatIve explanatIOns 
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of potential results exist, the evaluation will be amb:iguous and the 
design will be weak. For example, if rlval hypotheses can be ad
vanced for any apparent effect of the job skills program on employ
ment or recidivism, the conclusion that the program caused the 
effect is rendered less credible. Although, as will be seen below,· no 
design can eliminate all rival hypotheses, some designs are particu
larly good at producing relatively unambiguous results while 
others are likely to lead to ambiguity. ?;:-:: 

It should be noted that the strengths and weaknessf~~ of research 
designs that assess cause-effect relationships are imp/.Jrlant only in
sofar as the value of an innovation is to be judged by observable 
effects and only insofar as these effects are sufficiently subtle to re
quire careful comparisons if they are· t() be detected. The necessity 
for strong research designs depends on the questionT:i posed by the 
policy decisions that must be made. It may be tha~~,the effects of a 
particular justice system innovation are either so clearly evident or 
so unclear in import that cause-and-effect evaluations are not nec
essary or relevant to the policy decision. Thus, for instance, abol- . 
ishing diversity jurisdiction may have certain quite obvious effects; 
the crucial empirical questions might relate to public satisfaction 
with such a change; On the other hand, consider ~f~,phange to six
member juries. If this change resulted in smaller recoveries by 
plaintiffs, we would have no sound basis to dretermme if that result 
is good or bad (unless t~e policy behind the change calls for no 
change in verdicts). Thus, an evaluation to aSsess the consequences 
of jury size for verdicts might have little to contHbute to the ulti
mate policy decision. In such instances, careful description of the 
innovation and assessment of the perceptions of the public or of 
. actors in the justice system, not inferences of cause and effect 
might be the elements of proper evaluation. There are, however: 
many innovations for which policy decisions are contingent on in
formation that can only be obtained by the use of strong research 
designs. 

We tUrn now to the discussion of specific designs for evaluation 
t d· 36 F' s u 1es. 1rst we present a class of designs that employ lotteries 

to construct groups that closely approach the Hall efse being equal" 
criterion of the crucial comparison from which causal inferences 
can be drawn. Methodologists call these designs "randomized ex
periments." We then present a second group of designs, termed 

36. The material presented in the f'emainder of this section is based primarily on 
D. Campbell & J. Stanley, Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Re
search (1966) and T. Pook & D. Campbell, Quasi-Experimentation (1979). The bibliog
raphy at the conclusion of this appendix lists these .and other standard works in the 
field of experimental design, which are recommended for readers who seek a more 
thorougp. ?..nd detailed discussion. . 
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IIquasi-experiments," which do not US6\ lotteries, but instead rel,y on 
observation of preexisting groups or QP observations before· and 
after a program is instituted. 37 The designs presented below are 
not the only ones that exist; they are selected to convey the major 
options alld issues that are of~en considered in determining which 
design is best to evaluate ,a ju~lt.ice system program. . 

';.1 
Randomize~ Experimental Designs 

1 

Simple Randomized Exp~riment 
,:\" " 

Consider the following' str:'ategy for evaluating the hypothetical 
job skills program. Suppose we select 200 inmates from the group 
of potential participants in the program, twice as many as we 
intend to place in the program. A lottery randomly assigns half of 
these individuals to the program; the remaining half are given the 
normal, or status quo, treatment. Suppose further that we monitor, 
for a set period of time, both the 100 parolees assigned to the pro
gram and the 100 assigned the status quo treatment. Upon comple
tion of this data collection period, we compare the percentage of 
program particip~~t.s who hold regulat' employment and the per
centage who have been convicted of a subsequent offense to the cor
responding percentages in the group that did not participate in the 
program. 

The random lottery38 is the crucial element distinguishing this 
class of designs from all others, and the implications of its use in 
the study are great. The assignment of any particular person to 
one group or the other is the result of a purely random process,· 
and not the result of any characteristic of the person:' If the groups 
are sufficiently large, the laws of probability assure us that it is 
very unlikely there will be any substantial difference between the 
group exposed to the program and t:Q~ grOUp not exposed to the 
program. The Hall else being equal" criterion has been achieved, at 
least at the time the lottery is conducted, and if the only difference 
in how the groups are subsequently treated is' the job skills pr04 

37. In this appendix, we use the word "experiment" in the names of designs ~ it 
i&:used by methodologists asa term of art,rather than in the ~ore comm;011: f~hlOn 
used in the body of the report. In all other contexts, the word IS used as It IS m the 
report. II. 

38. Random assignment to groups should not be confused With random selection of 
all subjects from some larger population. Random assignment assures that the h,:"o 
groups being studied are equivalent; random selection assu~es that the groups wIll 
be representative of the larger population. We do not consIder the ?,se of r~dom 
selection in this appendix. We make the distinction here only to aVOid confusIon of 
these two technique~. 
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Appendi."C B 

gram, ~e can confidently attribute to· the program any differences 
we later observe between the groups. 

The essential characteristics of a randomized experiment can be 
diagrammed, using a system of notation we will employ in present
ing all the research designs we discuss. (We present such diagrams 
for each design we discuss in order to restate in formal fashion the 

, major characteristics of the design. The diagrams convey only what 
is presented in the text, however, and can be ignored l>Y readers 
who find them confusing.) The diagram presents the events that 
make up the design; events diagrammed to the right of others are 
later in time. Methodologists use the term "experimental group" to 
refer to the group exposed to the program, and "control group" for 
the group not exposed to the program. The particular design dia
grammed here is termed the "simple randomized experiment" to 
distinguish it from the more complex designs discussed below. 

SIMPLE 
RANDOMIZED EXPERIMENT 

p o 
R ........................... , ............. . 

R 

P 

o 

o 

indicates. two groups constructed 
by random assignment 
exposure of one group to the 
program 
observation of each group 

.' The groupS constructe~tLhy random assignment must be suffi
Clentl~ large to allow the laws of proba1?ility to function to elimi
nate differences. Just as one would be more confident in predicting 
that 100 flips of a coin would result in something close to 50 heads 
thanin predicting that 10 flips would result in 5 heads so too one 
would be more certain that random assignment of 100' individuals 
would be more likely to eliminate extraneous differences than 
random as~~gnment of 10 individuals. The number of individuals 
needed for a study depends on the variability of the characteristics 
to be examined, and statistical Up ower" formulas can be used to es
timat~~his number if those who design the program can specify 
the mmlmum effect to b,e detected. If, for example, the administra
tor in our hypothetical job skills program can state that the evalu-' 
ation of the program should be able to detect changes in recidivism 0: 1,9 per~ent or -more, an evaluator can determine how many.indi
VIduals should be included in the experimental and control groups. 
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Even in the absence of such definite estimates about the magnitude 
of the potential effects, statistical conventions exist that can pro
vide guidance concerning the number of subjects that should be in
cluded in the study. (There is always a chance that the effects of a 
program will be so small in comparison to natural variation in the 
characteristics of interest that no firm conclusion can be drawn, 
an:d thus that the evaluation will not speak to the existence of the 
effects; this is a problem that can occur in any design, randomized 
or not.) 

Statistical procedures can be used to assure that the results of a 
randomized experiment are not due to some fluke in randomiza
tion. In all designs, randomized or not, statistical tests are used to 
determine whether an apparent difference is sufficiently large, in 
comparison to natural variation in the data being collected, to 
permit the inference that the difference is real and not the result 
of such variation. Tests for ttstatistical significance" allow one to 
place a stringent burden of proof on the conclusion that the experi
mental and control groups do in fact differ and that the observed 
effects, if they exist, are not the result of random variability. 

In the simple randomized experiment described above, we would 
be able, if we fOlmd statistiQally significant differences in employ
ment and recidivism rates favoring, the experimental group, to con
clude that the program had caused these differ<~nces. Testing the 
strength of the design by adopting a skeptical approach reveals few 
alternative explanations and shows the randomized experiment to 
be relatively unambiguous. The results could not be due to preex
isting differences between the groups, because the lottery hrus 
eliminated such differences. Nor could the results be readily as
cribed to such factors as the economic climate in which employ
ment is sought, because both the experimentill and control groups 
are subject to the same situation in that regard. 

In the randomized expe~iment, sound conclusions hinge on var
ious assumptions. We must assu:rp.e that assignment to the ,two 
groups was indeed ;ralldQm. If those in ,charge of the assignment 
have deviated from the use Qf a truly random procedure, the logic 
of tIle randomized e~perimEmt cannot be applied. Deviations from 
random assignment might Qccur, forcexample, if those assignin~ in
mates to the job skills program thought that they should occa~l~n
ally de~rmine Who Was most in need of the program, a practIce 
that would subvert the intended assignment sche1lle. Even if an ap
parently arbitrary, but ~ot truly random procesfi', such as assi~ing 
every other inmate 011 a list to one group, is used, ~pe experIment 
would be suspect because, for e~ample, the assighment schem~ l 
might be detected and manipulated. If such deviations did occur, 
the experimental group and the control group .could not be as~ 
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sumed to be equivalent, because systematic differences other than 
exposure to the program might have been introduced. " 

. All designs, randomized or not, suffer potential weaknes.sesaside 
from those that may arise from preexisting systematic differences 
in the groups compared. If there are differences other than the pro
gram in the postrandomization treatment or environment of the 
experimental and control groups, a randomized expe:rimental 
design may lead to erroneous conclusions. If, for example, the 
prison officials charged with administering the experiment felt 
that the control group inmates were being deprived. by not being 
afforded the job skills training and tried to "make it up to them" 
in other ways, the desired comparison between the program and 
the status quo treatment would not be produced. Similarly, if the 
control group inmates knew of the program and felt that they w~re 
being unjustly deprived of it, they might behave in a different fash
ion, and the comparison would be inv8id. (We return to this issue 
in Section IV below, in our discussioIl of "reactivity" and its impli
cations for evaluation.) Considerations such as these show that the 
randomized experiment is not an infallible. technique for evalua
tion; there are certainly situations in which it can lead to errone
ous conclusions. The crucial issue in deciding the methodological 
attractiveness of a research design, however, turns on whether it is 
less fallible than available alternatives. 

Although we have been discussing random assignment of individ
ual persons to experimental and control groups, it should be noted 
that other entities can be randomly assigned and many of the logi
cal qualities of the randomized experiment retained. It is possible 
to randomly assign cases, courts, or institutions, if enough are 
available to afford some reasonable expectation that the lottery 
will eliminate preexisting differences. For example, if twenty feder
al prisons were available for a test of the job skills program, ten 
could be randomly assigned to an experimental group, with aU eli
gible inmates receiving the program, and ten could be assigned to a 
control group, without the program. Although, strictly speaking, 
the statistical analyses would have to be conducted using prisons as 
the "subjects" of the analysis, f~w methodologists would quarrel 
with application of the fmdings to inferences about the effects of 
the program for individual parolees. The use of·,random assignment 
of entities larger than the individual person or case is preferable 
when the potential effects of the program involve charactermtics of 
the larger entity. If an evaluation seeks to determine whether a 
new program leads to increased civil filings in district court, for ex
ample, a design that included random assignments of courts to the 
experimental and control groups would be preferable to a design 
that randomly assigned cases. 
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Multi-Group Randomized Experiment 

More elaborate randomized experimental designs are available 
for testing finer issues than whether the presence of an entire pro
gram causes some effect. Suppose the hypothetical job .skills pro
gram involved not only skills training, but also some ext:n~ive as~ 
sistance in securing employment after parole. The admmlstrator 
might wish to know whether both elements of the program were 
needed to produce the desired effect. This information could be gen
erated with a "multi-grOllP randomized expe;riment" that used a 
lottery to create not two but four groups. One of these groups could 
be assigned the full program of skills training and job search sup
port, the second group could be assignea a modified pro~am that 
provided only skills training, the third group could be gI:ven only 
job search support, and the fourth group could be gIven the 
normal status quo treatment. This design would allow the evalua
tion to determine not only whether the full program is effective·.(by 
comparing the first and fourth groups), but also' whether it is the 
training or the job search support, or both, .that cause the observed 
effects (by comparing the first,!;econd, and third gro~ps~: In the 

.', . h t t' "P" "P" d lip" In.l'cate the diagram, rows WIth t e no a IOns 1, 2, an 3 o..r" 
various experimental groups with their different versions of the 
program, and the last row, with onl}" observati/~n and n10 program, 
indicates the control group. '.~' 

MULTI-GROUP 
RANDOMIZED EXPERIMENT 

o 
"I! "" •••••••••••••••••• • .R .................... . 

o 
............... "" .. " ... " R 

.................. . 
<.' 

'0 

..... ~."" ... "" .. "".' " R 
................... . 

o 

R ...... . indicates the four groups 
':' constructed by random 

assignment 

o 

_ exposure of three groups to 
different versions of the program 

_ observfl.tion of each grOl,lp 
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Before-After Randomized Experht~ent 

If there is considerable variation in the characteristics thought to 
be affected by the program, or if the characteristics terid naturally 
to change with the passage of time, another elaboration of the 
simple randomized experiment might be useful. The HO"S that 
appear before exposure of the experimental group to the program 
indicate observation of all individuals immediately following 
random assignment to the .groups and permit the ievaluati?n to 
assess the change in characteristics of both groups from the t~~e of 
randomization to the ti:rne the program effects are expected to 
occur. Because the groups are randomly constituted, however, it is 
expected that the Hbefore" observations made on the two groups 
will be very similar, and the main reason for using the present 
design, rather than the simple randomized experiment, is that it is 
often easier to statistically detect differences in change in behavior 
than differences in the absolute level 6f the behavior. 

BEFORE-AFTER 
RANDOMIZED EXPERIMENT 

p 

R ............................... , ........ . 

01 

R ",." indicates the two groups 

01 

p 

constructed by random assignment 
observation of each group 
immediately following random 
assignment 
exposure of one group to the 
program , 

02 second observation of each group 

D 

Suppose it were known that some participants in the program 
were in possession of marketable skills while others were not. The ~~' 
use of a before-after randomized experiment with measurement of 
skills in both groups prior to the delivery of training would permit 
more sensitive measures of improvement to be gained because indi
vidual improvement, rather than overall group differences, could 
be measured. The design would not differ from the simple random
ized experiment in its basic 10gic,l'ib'ut it would differ in the sensitiv- . 
ity of the statistical tests that would be used to assess the results of 
the program. 
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In the following material, we will often compare other designs to 
the standard of the randomized experimental design, especially to 
point out the ambiguity that often plagues designs that do not use 
randomly constituted comparisons. Emphasis on the randomized 
experimental design stems from two related considerations. First, 
the randomized experimental design is a research strategy of such 
logical power that it is, from a purely methodological point of view,. 
the ideal design in ma.ny evaluation situations. It is seldom the 
case that other evaluation designs test 'cause-and-effect relation
ships better than the randomized experiment. Second, because of 
its methodological. attractiveness and its requirement of randomly 
created disparity, the randomized experimental design often poses 
the most severe ethical questions. Thus the randomized experiment 
is of particular importance as a prototype case in the ethics of pro
gram evaluation. The resolution of the questions raised by the ran
domized experiment is, of course, the topic of the body of the 
report, not of this appendix. 'Statements here about the relative ad
vantag~s of randomized e~periments are addressed only to method
ological)advantages; they take no account of ethical consequences; 

Ii _ /, 

Quasi.Experimental Designs 

Quasi-experimental designs are those that focus on some Hcom-
parison" group of subjects not exposed to the innovatIve treatment, 
or that employ observations before exposure to the treatment, in 
order to infer what would have happened in the absence of the in
novation. ~The comparison group, however, is always iI), some way 
systematically different from the Htreatment" group,39 in the sense 
that there is some identifiable difference between the groups other 
than the fact that one group receives the treatment and the other 
does not. These designs may yield ainqiguous results whenever this 
systematic difference suggests a credible alternative explanation 
for apparent effects of the innovation. 

Before-After Design on Individuals 

An apparently straightforward, but actually quite problematic, 
design for evaluating programs that offer potential for some 
change il).volves constituting a single group of prog:r;am partici
pants, measuring the characteristiys of interest, exposmg the par-

39. The groups are termEld "treatment" and . "comparison" groups, rather .th~I;l 
"experimental" and "control" groups, in keepmg WIth a c?nVentIon .that dlstm
guishes between groups in quasi-experimental and randomIzed experImental de
signs. The distinction has no other significance. 
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ticipants to the program, and th~n xpeasuring the characteristics 
again. 1--" .... (1\ 

p 

lin 
BEFORE-AFTER 

DESIGN ON INDIVIDUALS 

01)\ 
/:-, >'; .';"~::-_\::.:.-

obseryation prior to exposure to 
the program 
exposure to the program 
observatipp following exposure to". 
the program 

II 

In our hypothetical example involving the job skills program~ one 
might use this design by recording for each participant whether he 
or she was employed during some period prior to the current con
viction, and by observing the participant for an equal period of 
time after completion of the program and granting of parole. From 
this example.. though, some of the problems associated with the 
design become apparent, if one adopts the skeptical approach re
quired to test the strength of a research design. Suppose that it is 
found that parolees are indeed more likely to be employed follow
ing the job skills program than they were prior to their last convic
tion, and consider the alternative explanations that might be ad
vanced. It is, of course, possible that the program has achieved its 
goal. But it ~. also possible that the greater likelihood of employ
ment is simply due to the fact that the participants are older than 
they were at the time they were convicted and that ,older workers 
are more likely to frnd employment. It also might be the case that 
simply,.having been incarcerated has motivated the participants to 
seek employment. Or it p:right be that the increase is due simply to 
the normal monitoring of parolees, which might encourage them to 
find work. Another rival hypothesis, which would be .especially 
credible if economic con~tions had improved during the time of 
imprisonment, is that the job market has so improved th~t, with or 
without skills training, any parolee is now more likely to find em
ployment. The capacity of the design to test the effects of the pro
gram is weakened to the extent that such alternative explanations 
are credible. 

In general, before-after designs on individuals are subject to am
biguity whenever it is conceivable that changes would have oc
curred naturally in the characteristics of the individual, as the 
result of aging for example, or whenever it is conceivable that cthe 
results of the study might be due to changes in external circum
stances between the time of the "before" observations and the time 
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of the "after" observations. Another potential source of ambiguity 
in this type of design arises when the observations that are repeat
ed use a test that can be learned. For example, if the job skills pro
gram evaluation used a test of job skills before a.nd after the train
ing to assess whether the participants were actually learning skills, 
it is possible that simply knowing the nature of the test at the time 
of the "after'" observation would lead to higherc.-:scoreB, even with-
out learningnew skills. ,--, ' ' -

Finaily, f.tmbiguity can arise in this design when the individuals 
given the program are selected on the basis of their 'extreme posi
tion on some characteristic. If, for example, only inmates who have 
never ha.d regular employment are eligible for the job skills pro
gram, OJ,le might see some improvement in their rate of. employ
ment simply because there may be a few participants who already 
had soine skills but who have, by chance, never found work and be
cause the others can certainly have no worse prospects than they 
did before the program. This state of affairs woul~ lead to an ap
parent beneficial effect for the program, but this would be illusory 
becriuse the change would have been evident even if no skills train
ing'had been given. 

'rhus, the before-after design may be useful in situations where it 
is judged that time-based changes are unlikely and where there is 
Jlttle possibility that erroneous conclusions can arise from the re
peated 'measurement or from the selection of extreme grOJlps. It is 
" very often the case, however, that at least some of these sources of 
ambiguity are credible and pose potent threa~ to the conclusions 
of a before-after stUdy. The before-after design:")<>n individuals is 
generally much less rigorous than a randomil,jed experimental 
design. Although the randomized experiment has ;ts own sources of 
ambiguity, these are generally regarded as less likely to pose seri
ous threats. Of course, such overall comparison of the strength of 
designs has its exceptions, and the relative merits of any two de
signs must be weighed with reference to the particular program 
under study and with consideration of the credibility~ of the rival 
hypotheses that might arise in the application of each design to 
that program. . 

Simple Comparison Group Design 

A second quasi-experimental design involves a comparison be
tween two groups, as does the simple randomized experimental 
design, but uses groups that are known to differ in some systematic 
fashi~n other than exposure tp the program. For example, the job 
shlllsprogram might be made available to eligible. inm.ates atone 
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prison and the results compared to~tho~eseenwith a similar group 
of inmates at a prison without the program. 

SIMPLE COMPARISON 
GROUP DESIGN 

p o 

o 

. . .. . . . . .. indicates two groups (not 
constructed by random 
assignment) 

P exposure of ,one group to the 
program 

o observation of each group 

In the diagram, the broken line indicates the use of two groups, 
but the absence of the "R" signifies that the difference between the 
groups is not random. The group receiving the program is termed 
the "treatment group"; the group not receiving the program is 
termed the "comparison group." 

Suppose that a group of soon-to-be-paroled inmates at Prison A Is 
given the job skills training and a similar group at Prison 13 ,is not. 
Sp.ppose further that it is subsequently found that the Prison A 
treatment group is more likely to be regularly e,mployed and less 
likely to recidivate than the Prison B comparison group., These re
sults would provide some basis for inferring that the 4 prograIIl 
caused increased employment and decreased recidivism, but only if[\ 
any potent alternative hypotheses could be dismissed'; There is no' 
assurance, for example, that inmates at Prison A do not norma1ly 
find employment and avoid recidivism at a better rate than do 
those at Prison B. This might occur if the systematic difference 
that we know exists between the treatment find comparison groups 
is such that it affects employment and recidivism. It might be that 
differences in the nature of the inmate population, in the other 
programs vrQyided at the two prisons, or in employment opportuni
ties in the geographic areas to which the prisoners are released 
could explain the results of the study without reference to the jon 
skills program. 

This example points to the most troublesome aspect of compari
son group des~gns: the possibility that differences existing before 
the program is instituted have caused Or contributed to any differ- " 
ences that are subsequently observed. An evaluator may attempt to 
select a comparison group in such a way as to eliminate the most 
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obvious differences betweentbe co~parison and treatment groups, 
but there is always the possibility that remaining differences might 
provide a viable alternative explanation of the results. For exaJil
pIe, if a variety of prisons are available for study, two might be se~ 
lected that are similar in terms of inmate populations and pro
grams other than the one under study, but there remains the, possi
bility that some factor-forex&mple, attitudes toward hiring parol
ees in the area to which most €lre released-could account for the 
results of the' stUdy. 

A major practical problem that arises in many uses of compari
son group designs is identifying the specific individuals to be in
cluded in the comparison group. Many justice system programs are 
targeted for certain groups, rather than applied acroSs the board, 
and it may be difficult to set up a similar identification process 
absent the program. For example, if participation in the job skills 
program is contingent not only o~ incarceration at Prison A but 
also on the recommendation of a social worker that the individual 
would profit from the program, it may be difficult to know which 
of Prison B's inmates would have received such a recommendation (, 
had the program been in existence there. (Even if Prison B's social 
workers could be persuaded to replicate the. recommendation proc
ess for the sa~e of the study, their selections, which would be 
known to have no consequences for the inmate, may not be similar 
to those made by Prison A's social workers, who would know that 
their selections might have substap.tial consequences.) 

The comparison group design does eliminate one source of ambi
guity that is a major· danger in the before-after design. Because the 
comparison group is subject to the same general time-based 
changes as the treatment group, such changes are not viable rival 
hypotheses for any difference observed between the two groups. In 
our example of a before-after evaluation of the job skills program, 
we noted that an improvement in the overall economic climate 
might lead to the false impression that the program improved em
ployment prospects for, the particip~pts. But in a comparison group 
design, such an error would be unlikely because both treatme~t 
and comparison groups are subject to the same overall econo.mlC 
situation and because /we would require that the treatment group 
do better than the C:omparison group in order to conclude that the. 
program was effective. It is important 'to note, however, that an en
tirely local change in economic situation could still lead to prob
lems; if the economic climate improved in the area to which most 
of Prison A's inmates are released·butnot in that to which most of 
Prison B's inmates are released, it might appear that the program 
was effective when in fact it was not. 
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A common, but very problematic, use of the comparison group 
design involves comparing the treatn~ent group to a group of indi
viduals not selected for the program. In such evaluations, there is a 
troublesome contradiction between the assumptions made in the 
evaluation and the assumptions on which the program itself is 
based. The evaluator is assuming that the criterion used to select 
participants for the program does ~ot affect the r~sul~s, while. the 
program designer presumably has Included the crIterIOn preclsely 
because it is thought to affect the results. Consider the situation 
that arises if only inmates who have never held regular jobs are 
afforded the job skills program and the evaluation is based on com
parison of their outcomes with those of the previo~sly emplo~ed in
mates not afforded the program. The program deSIgner has mclud
ed the criterion because it seemed reasonable that the .gronp af
forded the program would normally have more limited employment 
prospects, and the program might pe effective even if it did not 
overcome all of this preexisting d~fference between the groups. If 
the program actually increases the employment prospects of the 
treatment group above what they would be without the program, 
but not enough to overcome the preexisting advantage enjoyed by 
the comparison group, the program can appear ineffective even 
though it is not. Conceptually similar probleI?s can.erise. when o~e 
criterion for participation in the program 18 volunteermg for It. 
Volunteers may be those who most need the program or those who 
expect to benefit from it. In either case, a systematic difference has 
been introduced that leads to a strong rival hypothesis. 

In general, even the best simple comparison group designs are 
much less rigorous than the randomized experimental designs. The 
use of a comparison group design can be defended on methodolog
ical grounds only when one can be reasonably certain that the sys
tematic difference between the treatment and control groups could 
not affect the outcomes being studied. Unfortunately, thiS is seldom 
the case, 

Before-After Design on Institutions 

One variation on the simple comparison group design is to com
pare the results observed with partiCipants in the job .skills pro
gram to the results that had been observed with similar parolees 
who were released prior to the test of the program. The vertical 
broken line in the following dja~am indicates a group difference, 
but it is now a temporal difference, rather than a difference based 
on institutional or criterion distinctions. 

As might be supposed by its resemblance to both the simple com
parison group design and the before-after design on individuals, the 
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before-after design on institutions must contend with som f th 
pr.oblems of each of the quasi-experimental designs al edo d' e 

d L'k th b fi '.' rea y 1S-cusse. 1 e e e ?re-after deSIgn on individuals, there is danger 
that some general time-based change in the situation surroundi 
the progra~ will pr~duce an illu~~ry effect (or an illusory absen~! 
of effect), LIke thee SImple comparIson group design there b 
substantial difficulty in identifying a. truly similar' "befor;;a

y 
~ 

. B 't' f com parIson group. ecause;:1 IS 0 ten the simplest design available for 
the study of the effects of changes within a single institution thO 
d · . bbl h· , IS eSlgn ~s pro a y t e most co~mon strategy for justice system 
evaluatIOns. But the problems Inherent in the design make it ' 
strategy that risks inconclusive results. a 

BEFORE-AFTER 
DESIGN ON INSTITUTIONS 

p 

I 

indicates two groups (separated in 
time; not constructed by random 
aS$ignment) 

01 observation of the first group 
P exposure of the second group to 

the program 
02 - observation of the second group 

Because the before-after design on institutions can be used to at
tempt to provide a comparison on the basis of standard records 
about cases or individuals who were involved with the institution 
before the program began, it is tempting to employ it to evaluate a 
program. In such instances, the problems of identifying the proper 
"before" comparison are often so severe as to be insurmountable. 
Consider the problem of evaluating the job skills program using 
the before-after design on institutions, and assume that the pro
gram has moderately complex selection criteria for participation. 
The treatment group can, of course, be readily identified and its 
outcomes measured, but the attempt to identify which of the parol
ees from prior years would have been in the program might be im.
possible. In addition, there may be serious deficits, in the informa
tion that can be gathered about the outcomes o(these past parol
ees, because records of these outcomes might not have been kept. 
(We consider further the problems of using standard records in 
evaluation research in Section III.) co 

One might attempt to see some effect of the program by looking 
at all past and all ,present parolees and by using only the outcome 
data that are routinely recorded, bllt, in analogy to listening to a 
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d· p ogram with a lot of static, this would increase the "noise" 
ra 10 r h ". al" f t in the evaluation to such an extent that t e SIgn 0 a rue 
effect of the program might well be lost. Suppose, for example, that 
the job skills program were provided to 25 .per~en~ of a parolee pop-
I t · n and a before-after design on the mstItutIOn were conduct-

u a 10 , "b fi" d 35 ed If recidivism rates of 40 percent for the e ore group an 
pe~cent for the "after" grouP. were f?~n~, this might, b1:~he conse
quence of the program reducmg reCIdIVIsm from 40 pez-cent to 20 
percent among the parolees who participated in the ~r0l?'am. But 
the overall change, from 40 percent to 35 percent? ,,:hlCh 18 all that 
the researcher can actually observe, might ~e Wlt~ .the range of 
normal fluctuation from year to year (that IS, reclCtiVIsm averages 
40 percent$in the lon~ run, but fluctuates nO;,m~ll~,between 35 per
cent and 45 percent m the short term). The nOIse. o~ ~orm~ fluc
tuations in the larger population can thus be mdlstmgulshable 
from a dramatic effect on the su:pgroup participating inlthe pro-

""', gram. ',', 

Before-After Comparison Group Design 

The quasi-experimental designs considered to this point are so 
susceptible to ambiguity that they are generally regarded by meth
odologists as useful only in a very limited set of program ev~ua
tions. They do, however, form the basis of more complex qU~I-ex
perimental designs that overcome some of the problems mentIOned 
above. The greater complexity of the designs to which we now turn 
often results from the use of elements of more than one of the de
signs just discussed in order to use the strengths of one design to 
overcome the weaknesses of another. 

We noted in our discussion of the simple comparison group 
design that one of the most potent threats to inference from that 
type of study is the likelihood that preexisting differences between 
the treatment and comparison groups cause differences in the out
comes being studied. Some 'of the ambiguity that would plague the 
results of such a study could be removed by adding observations of 
both the treatment and comparison groups prior to the beginning 
of the program, in the same Hishion as in the before-after desi~s. 

To use a before-after comparison. group design to evaluate the Job 
skills prograin, one would need to identify a comparison group ~n a 
similar prison and to record for both the treatment and. comparIson 
groups whether the inmate was regularly employed, for example, 
eight months prior to the present conviction and whether he or she 
is employed eight months after parole. Suppose the results show 
that 25 percent of the treatment group and 30 percent of the com
parison group were employed at the time of the "before" obs~rva-
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tion and that 40 percent of the treatment group and 32 percent of 
the comparison group were employed at the time, of the lIafter" ob
servation. An inference that the program is effective in causing in
creased likelihood of employment might be made on the basis of 
the greater increase' in employment i~ the treatment group. Be
cause both groups are seeking postrelease employment in the same 
general economic climate, and because the comparison group did 
not increase as much as did the treatment group, the rival hypoth
esis that the increase is due to nationwide economic conditions is 
not viable, as it might have been if only a before-after design had 
been used. Because IIbefore" observations are available on both 
groups, there is no need to wonder whether the comparison group 
had a different likelihood of employment prior to the study, a pos
sibility that could not be ruled out if a simple comparison group 
design, with only "after" observations, had been used. In the pres
ent design, the direct observation of change eliminates some of the 
ambiguities that plagued the simple comparison group design. 

BEFORE-AFTER 
COMPARISON GROUP DESIGN 

p 

....................................................................................... 

. . . . . . . . .. indicates two groups (not 
constructed by random 
assignment) 

p 

the first observation of each 
group 
exposure of one group to the 
program 
the second observation of each 
group 

Some Sources of potential ambiguity still remain, however. It 
might be that local changes in job markets in the areas to which 
most of the individuals in the study are released could have caused 
the changes. If there:", were a local recession in the area to which 
most comparison group parolees were r~leased and no such condi
tion in the area to which most treatment group parolees werere
leased, these results might occur whether the program was effec
tive or not. It could be also that the comparison group, notwith
standing its previous higher employment rate, differs from the 
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treatment group in some way that causes the results. For example, 
the comparison group might contain a larger percentage of older 
persons, who might have already benefited from whatever tend
ency there is for better employment prospects with greater mat4;ri
ty~ while the treatment group, with its younger members~ may 'be 
benefiting simply by having become more mature and reaching 
some optimum employment age while incarcerated. There is also 
the possibility that other programs that are different in the two 
prisons could account for the results. In addition to these logical 
threats to unambiguous evaluation, there remains the problem of 
identifying the proper comparison group, which is as serious in this 
design as it is for the simple! comparison group design. As noted 
above, it might be very difficult to know which soon-to-be-paroled 
inmates at the comparison prison would be eligible for the progr,am 
if it were instituted ther.e'. 

In our earlier discussion of the problems at.3sociated with the 
before-after design on individuals, we noted that an illusory effect 
might appear if the program were made available to an extremely 
needy group, because, in ~;;sence, the participants would have Ilno_ 
where to go but up" and they might seem to improve if a few had 
simply had worse luck at the time of the tlbefore" observation than 
at the time of the "after" observation. The same source of ambigu
ity is present in before-after comparison group designs that select 
the treatment group on the basis of need and that use those 
deemed ineligible as the comparison group. Because natural vari
ation can only lead to increases in the treatment group but can 
lead to either increases or decreases in the comparison group, this 
particular application of the present design can often lead to 
tlpseudo-effects" that make the program appear effective when it in 
fact is not. When, in contrast, the treatment group is selected on 
the basis of high, rather than low, scores on the tlbefore" measure
ment, the same process can work to make the program appear 
harmful when there is ill fact no effect. 

In general, the before-after comparison group design removes 
some, but not all, of the threats to unambiguous inference that 
exist in the simpler quasi-experimental designs. Uncertainty about 
preexisting differences on the characteristics thought to be affected 
by the program and uncertainty about the possibility that the re
sults are due to some general time-based change are reduced or 
eliminated. Uncertainty about the potential effects of preexisting 
differences on characteristics that are not observed in the Ilbefore" 
observations, uncertainty about the potential effects of time-based 
changes that might affect one group but not the other,and the 
often critical problem of identifying an appropriate comparison 
group remain. Thus, although the before-after comparison group 
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design has moved closer to the randomized experiment in terms of 
eliminating ambiguity than the previously discussed quasi-experi
ments, there remain some important differences that point to the 
greater rigor of randomized experiments. However, when these un
certainties are judged not likely to have much force and when a 
good comparison group can be identified and observed, the before
after comparison group design is an alternative well worth consid
ering. 

Simpie Time-Series Design 

A popular quasi-experimental design that might be used to 
evaluate the job skills program is the "simple time-series design." 
One might observe for several years the recidivism rate of paroled 

. inmates who would be eligible for the program if it existed, then 
institute the program and observe the recidivism rates of the par
ticipants during several years of operation of the program, If recidi
vism rates were constant or increased or d8creased at a steady rate 
during the several years prior to the start of the program and if a 
sudden drop were seen when the program began and then the 
steady pattern continued at a lower level, the inference that the 
program reduced recidivism might be reasonable. For example, if 
60 percent, 55 percent, and 50 percent, respectively, of the inmates 
released during the three years prior to the program recidivated 
within eighteen months of release and if 35 percent, 30 percent, 
and 25 percent, respectively, of the inmates released after the pro
gram commenced recidivated within eighteen months of release, 
there would be strong evidence that the program was effective. 

The simple time-series design is really just an elaboration of the 
Lefore-after design on institutions using multiple "before" and 
"after" observations. In the diagram! the vertical lines indicate dif
ferent groups of similar individuals or cases processed before or 
after the program is instituted; the number of observations is arbi· 
trary, subject to the requirements of the statistical procedures used: 

01 

SIMPLE TIME-SERIES DESIGN 

P 05 P 06 

indicates six groups studied (s~parated in time; 
not constructed by" random aSSIgnment) 

01,02 103 = observation of the first three"groups prior to the 
start of the program 

P _ exposure of the second three groups to the 
program 

04,05,06 = observation of tl(C'second three groups following 
exposure to the program 
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to detect time-based' trends and separate these from the eJfect of 
the program. ," 11 ., 

The greatest benefit of the simple time-series' desigll is that, 
unlike designs employing single "bef()J'e" and "after" observations, 
it permits the identification of some time-based changes that might 
affect the characteristics under study and allows the consequences 
of these changes to be removed from the effects that might be at-

If I . I ~ "b fi " d' 1:\' I tributed to the program. on y a smg £1: ' e ore an a,,1 smg e 
"after" observation had been made, it w0l1ld be uncertain whether 
the drop from a 50 percent to a 35 perc'~nt recidivism r~t~ were 
due to the program qr to some general time-based ch~7ge. The 
multiple "before" observations used in the time-series d~sign" in 
contrast, make it clear that the change in recidivism rat~}s consid
erably more than would be expected from the general t~~4d toward 
lower rates of recidivism. The multiple Hafter" observ~#ons make 
it clear that t~:e drop in recidivism is not a temporary phenom-
~OO. ~ 

Some problems still exist, however. The simple time-series design 
- does not eliminate the possibility -that some time-based change, 
··:~tarting at about the same time as the progra:gtc..~~d continuing 

through the remainder of the study, .has caused the apparent 
effect. For example, suppose that one offense c'ategory could ac
count for much of the recidivism of participants and potential par
ticipants in the program,a."ld suppose that this behavior is decrhni
nalized at about the same time the program is instituted. The re
sults on recidivism of this one-time Change would be the same as 
the results of an effective program. In addition, because It attempts 
to identify and rule out as rivalpypotheses gener~;J. temporal. 

. trends in the characteristics under, 'study, c1}he simple ~,.time-series 
design is likely to give ambiguous results if the characteristics vary 

;:;30 irregularly that there is no constancy to be found. Consider the 
.. difficulty in interpreting the results of the job skills program if, in- II 

stead of showing the regular tl'ends posited earlier, the recidivism 
rates were 60 percent, 20 perce:q,t, and 50 percent for the three 
years prior to the start of the program and 35 percent, 50 percent, 
and 25 percent for the three years subsequent to the start of the 
program. Such results would render ambiguous any interpretation 

... ~" . 

of a time-series study. 0 

The simple time-series design may require' considerable delay in 
the testing of the program to allow for~identification of similar in
dividuals, observation of their outcomes, and collection of data for 
the multiple "before" observations. To use the" full panoply of sta
tistical methods for the (p1alysis of time-.series designs, it is .often 
necessary t-O ~~ve observations on twenty-five or thirty t~me-sepa~ 
rated groups. It is sometimes possible to. use standard administra-
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tive records from past yeats for this purpose~ but this approach to 
time-series studies may l~ad to problems. Standard records are n~t 
designed to have the ,sensitivity required for high quality evalua
tion and may not contain enough information for identification of a 
comparison group Qor for measurement of characteristics or behav
ior that are relevant to the policy questions. If an attempt :is made 
to gener~te a time-series design for evaluating the job skills pro-. 
gram usmg standard records, there may be problems in deciding, 
on the basis of incomplete information, who would have received 
the training had it been available earlier and in determining 
whether these individuals found employment or recidivated. A 
common Pf}lctical problem in time-series research arises from the 
likelihood that the program being studied is sometimes instituted 
when events have pointed to substantial problems in an institution . , 
and these problenis may have already led to both a deterioration of 
the quality of records and to multiple changes in policy and pro
grams. In such an environment, both the logic and the practice of 
time-series research are threatened. :' 

Despite its potential weaknesses, the simple time-series design is 
often Ii very powerful tool for evaluation; it is quite often a much 
stronger design than any of the quasi-experimental designs dis
cussed above. If regular trends are present in the characteristic~' to 
be affected by the program and if records have been kept that are 
sufficiently detailed to allow immediate commencement of the 
study, this design can provide an efficient and relat~vely reliable 
approach to the study of justice system programs. The! conditionals 
in the last sentence may' pose insurmountable barriert:! in many in
stances, however,and -these, together with the danger that a one
time event, unrelated to the program, but occurring at the same 
time it is introduced, could produce error in inference, lead to the 
overall assessment that the randomized experiment is a more rigor-
ous and more generally applicable design. . 
The~e are addij;ional quasi-experimental designs that are elabora

tions of the simple designs ~ready presented. For example, it is 
sometimeSc,possible to combine the comparison group and thetime
series design by .making a series of observations on both the treat
ment group and the comparison group. In the job skills program 
example, one Pt,' ight use Simultaneo,us time-series at two pri,sons, i~
troducing the"1>l'ogram at different times and using each prison as 
a comparison group for the other. This type of resourceful combina
tion of q\lasi-experimental designs can often remove much of the 
ambiguity ,that would be inherent in the use of any single design; 
but it is the~nature of quasi;i.experimental designs that there always 
remains some logical threat to' unambiguous results. This, of 
course, is due to the existence of some systematic difference be-
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tween the treatment and comparison groups or between the cur
rent and past situations. 

Additional ControLProcedures 

The concern in research design is elimination of possible alterna
tive explanations for the results of a study, with the ultimate, but 
perhaps unreachable, goal of leaving only the innovation itself as 
the cause for any effects observed. We have attempted to point out 
how observations before introduction of the program, comparison 
groups, and randomly constituted groups are employed to .t~y to 
remove ambiguity from an evaluati0n. There are two additional 
techniques that can be used in either quasi-experimenta~ o~ ran
domized experimental designs to further reduce the ambIguIty of 
research results. These techniques are termed "matching" and 
"statistical control." It should be stressed, though, that these tech
niques can never raise a quasi-experimental design to the level of 
methodological rigor of a randomized experimental design. 

A matching procedure, in its simplest form, requires the pairing 
of subjects who share characteristics that might influence the re
sults of the study. One member of each matched pair is subjected 
to the program' the other is not. The matching t~chnique attempts 
to assure that 'any subsequent differences between the "treated" 
and the "not treated" subjects cannot be attributed to the charac
teristics on which the matching is based, because those characteris
tics oceur equally in each group of subjects. For example, in a com
parison group evaluation of the job skills program, one might be 
concerned that inmates in a comparison group at another prison 
might have educational backgrounds substantially lower than do 
inmates at the prison testing the program. Because one would 
expect education to affect postrelease job prospects, the difference 
betweep the comparison and treatment groups raises a strong rival 
hypothesis for anY apparent benefit of the program. But if each 
inmate in the comparison group were paired with an ~mateof 
similar education in the treatment group, and if only these 
matched subjects were used in the evaluation, the education-based 
ambiguity might be eliminated. . ~ 

Matching can be employed in a randomized c experiment if, for 
each matched pair of subjects, one subject is randomly 'assigned to 
the experimental group and the other to the control group. (Statis
ticians oft~n use the term "blocking" to refer to randoIU assign- " 
ment of niatched subjects.) The randomization insures against sys
tematic differences in unmatched chara'cteristics, while matching 
insures against any differences in the matched .characteristics. This 
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may reduce the likelihood .of random differences between the 
groups and thus make the evaluation more able to detect small dif
ferences caused by the program. Thus, if matched pairs of inmates 
were identified and a random procedure were used to assign one 
member of each pair to the job skills program, some of the natural 
variation between individuals would be eliminated (in the sense 
that it would be known and removed from consideration), and the 
statistical tests that are needed to confirm differences in outcome 
between the experimental and control groups might be more sensi
tive. 

Statistical control through techniques such as "covariance adjust
ment" may be thought of as a sophisticated type of matching, in 
which statistical techniques are used to "predict" what outcome 
would be expeCted from the charact.eristics of the individual sub
ject. Et:i:'h subject is then "matched' 1 "vith the predicted outcome 

I . 

for thht/ subject. This technique uses statistical procedures to 
"adjust" for some of the differences between the subjects, and looks 
for effects that cannot be accounted for by this adjustment. Bot:h 
matching and statistical adjustment techniques can increase the, 
precision of randomized experiments by reducing the likelihood of 
the random difference problem referred to earlier. 

These techniques are applicabie to both quasi-experimental' and 
randomized experimental designs, but· in quasi-expedmental S1et
tings the use of matching or statistical adjustment may result in 
the appearance of "pseudo-effects." These are differences that 
appear to be consequences of the treatment but that are in fact at
tributable to imperfections or irrelevance in the factors used in the 
matching or adjustment. As a result, these control techniques can 
sometimes suggest a program effect even when there was no such 
effect. This problem arises in quasi-experiments when the treat
ment and comparison groups in their unrefined condition would 
differ even iIi the absence of treatment effects. Because there is in
accuracy in the measure or classification used in matching or sta
tistical adjustment procedures to "equate" the groups, the tech
niques lead to underadjustmentof the true differences. The natural 
differences reappear on measures that are supposed to tap the pro
gram's effects, thus producing pseudo-effects. This is a very com· 
plex issue, referred to by methodologists as the problem of '.'error 
in variables," or "regression artifacts." We need not pursue It fur
ther, but the problem should be noted because it is sometimes 
tempting to see matching or statistical adjustment as "cur:s" that 
render qu.asi-experimental designs as powerful as randomlZed ex
perimenta:l designs. They are not, but are instead valua,?le-but 
tricky-adjuncts to the inherent logical advantages or ~Isadv.an .. 
tages of a particular design for demonstrating causal relatIOnshIps. 
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It should also be noted that this use of matching or .statistical 
control in quasi-experiments is logically suspect on otheir grounds. 
There is always the possibility that some important ~act(Jr has been 
omitted from the matching scheme. Moreover,' in I'na~lY program 
contexts the exact criteria for selection of treatm(~nt subjects 
cannot be determined (due to self-selection if, for example, the pro
gram is such that some treatment subjects can choose to partici
pate) or replicated (due to absence of the rele~ant da~~ for compari
son subjects). Nor, of course, can these technIques aqbust for diff~r
ences that stem from the systematic difference that defrnes the two 
groups: if all treatment subjects and no comparison subjects are 
volunteers, we cannot "adjust away" results that may be explained 
on that basis. 

III. MEASUREMENT 

The topics just discussed concern constructiqln of an evaluation 
study so that it will yield meaningful informat~bn from observation 
'of the characteristics and behavior thought tp be affected by jhe 
program. But some programs are intended to laffect characteristics 
that are not observable, and no degree of rigor in design can make 
an empirical evaluation speak to the most im,portant effects of such 
programs. As noted at the beginning of tbe previous section, a 
change from twelve-person to six-person juriE:)s, if motivated by a 
concern to increase the efficiency of jury :trials without affecting 
the objective fairness of verdict~, cannot bf~ fully evaluated by any 
empirical 'evaluation study because one clannot systematically oIr 
s~rve or measure the objective fairness of ~verdicts. (One could, how';' 
ever, measure the extent to which litigaillts perceived the verdicts 
to be fair, but, as noted below, this is :i;differentquestion.) Only 
those potential program effects that. are lamenable to general obser
vation, measurement, or counting, or that have some indicia that 
can be observed, m~asured, or counted,j'can be subjected to empiri
cal study. A particular program effect may not be open to evalua
tion and still be the prime consider~Ltion in policy decisions, of 
course,but it is simply outside the pro:Vmce of scientific evaluation. 

Another aspect of measurement mUlst be .considered, even though 
it m~yappear trivial at first glance.IIIt is important to rernember 
that I) there is a difference between I>bjective program effects and 
subjective perceptions of program f~ffects. It is. often possible to 
.assess both objective and subjectiVf# reactions to a program, and 
often both a!e important to policy ~iecisions. But it is dangerous to 
confuse the consequences of a progiram with what people involved 
in the program think its conseque~lces are. Consider the difference 
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between conducting a rigorous evaluation of the objective conse
quences of the job skills program for postrelease employment and 
recidivism and conducting a survey of parolee·s to ask whether they 
think t?e program helped them. ~ positive result of the objective 
evaluatIon would offer concrete eVIdence of the effectiveness of the 
progr~. But a positive· result of the subjective survey, while en
couragrng, would be open to a variety of interpretations. (It is a 
truism in evaluation research that perceptions of the effectiveness 
of programs by those involved in them are quite often positive 
even wh~n objective evaluations of the same programs show n~ 
positive effect.) Similarly, it would be dangerous to base an evalua
tion only on the. impressions of those who administer the job skills 
program. A varIety of psychological factors-for example, psycho
logical investment in the success of the progr;;un-affect the beliefs. 
of those involved in a program, and these factors can lead to im
pressions that do not reflect reality. 

This is not to say that s~bjective reactions are not important 
issues in either the evaluation or the policy decisions that must ul
timately be made. Careful measurement of subjective impressions 
can offer much to the interpretation of objective findings, and posi
tive subjective reactions are often themselves goals of a program. 
Most evaluations should involve measurement of both objective and 
subjective factors. It is only the attempt to substitute one for the 
other that we caution against here. (Note that there is also danger 
in attempting to substitute opjective effects for subjective reactions. 
To frnd that a progr~.m benefits participants, in that it achieves 
goals that the program designer thinks are the goals of the partici
pants, is not necessa7rily evidence that the participants share the 
designer's goals or that they in fact think the program is effective.) 

Assuming that thf~ matters .a program may affect can be meas
ured at all, the practical concern becomes the choice of what par .. 
ticular characteristics are to be measured. For even. the most rigor
ous evaluation to be 'useful, it must ~sk the right questions. This 
c~m be accomplished only if the evaluator is adequately informed 
about the theory, or rationale, of the program, and only if those by 
whose authority the program is to be instituted are willing to work 
with the evaluator to determine what observable characteristics 
will. speak to the policy questions under consideration. This task 
may be diffic~lt at times, because the broad i$$ues of concern to the 
policy maker have to be transformed into. quite specific characteris
tics upon which th~ evaluator may collect data. However, this col
laboration is crucial to the success' of any evaluation. 

Virtually all measures or observations in eIllpiric~ research are 
subject to some Herror," and a major part of the evaluation effort is 
to find or construct measures for which su.ch error iss:mall and not 
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threatening to the overall accuracy of the study. We hasten to 
point out that the term "error" as used by methodologists includes 
variability that is irrelevant to the study l':lnd that has no worse 
effect than increasing the "noise" surrou~iJ.ing the program's ef
fects. Methodologists distinguish between two general types of 
error in measurement, errors in the "validity" of the measure and 
errors in the "reliability" of the measure. We offer brief descrip
tions of each type of error below to convey the concerns that an 
evaluator will have in deciding how to measure the effects of a pro
gram. 

The characteristics chosen to be measured in order to ascertain 
whether they are affected by an experimental program will often 
be surrogates for the matter which is of important policy rel
evance. Such measures are of greater or lesser Hvalidity" depend
ing upon how well they reflect the matter of genuine interest. For 
example, the goal of the job skills program is to reduce recidi
vism-the incidence of crimes committed by parolees-and we may 
choose to measure this by collecting information on new crimes of 
which the subject is con~cted. But convictions ar~ clearly less fre
quent than actual acts of crime, and conviction for an act may be 
affected by factors that do not affect occurrence of the act. Thus, 
the incidence of convictions may not be influenced by the experi
mental program although the incidence of actual acts of recidivism 
is affected. The validity of convictions as a measure of recidivism 
may be rather weak when applied to this particular evaluation, 
and it might be that the incidence of arrest, regardless of subse
quent conviction, is a more valid and sensitive index of recidivism 
for purposes of the research. In general, the objective. is to con
struct measures that are affected by the same factors as are the 
char~cteristics they index. Invalid measures can seriously threaten 
the accuracy of an evaluation, because tney can lead to mistaken 
impressions about what the Tesults of the study actually mean. 

The "reliability" of a measure has to do with its consistency from 
case to case and time to time. For example, if regular, but part
time employment were counted as a job for some parolees who had 
the job skills training but not for others who had the training, the 
reliability of the employment data would be reduced. Similarly, if 
there are many errors in the standard records on which a time-

/( II series stu9.y is based, the study may suffer from the unreliability of 
Ij' the measures taken from those records. 

Unreliable measuresgeneraUy pose a less serious thre~t to an 
evaluation stuqy than do invalid measures. Invalid measures can 
lead to the more dangerous error. of incorrect interpretation of 
what an obserVed effect means, while unreliable measures may 
simply conceal that an effect has occurred or exaggerate its magni-
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tude. Of course, every effort should be made to construct measures 
that are both valid and reliable. 

A final issue in measurement concerns the use of standard ad
ministrative records as sources of data for an evaluation. Data 
from such records are often an essential part of evaluation studies, 
especially when time-series designs are used. It is necessary, how- \ 
ever, to exercise caution when using administrative records. Ad
ministrative :r:e.t::o:rds are designed . for purposes other than evalua
tion, and they sometimes do not contain the information that is 
necessary for the evaluation. To rely too heavily on data from such 
records is to risk an evaluation that addresses what is in the record 
rather than what 'Nould best inform the policy decisions that must 
be made. In addition, many large record systems suffer from reli
ability and validity problems to such an extent that they are of 
limited value fo11' sensitive evaluation research. Errors in the re
cording or coding of information contribute to reliability problems 
by introducing "noise" in the evaluation data. Such practices as 
frequent, unpublished changes in the defmition of recorded entries 
contribute to validity problems by raising the possibility that the 
evaluator will be mistaken about what events or acts are implied 
by the entries in the records. Improvements in the quality and con
sistency of administrative records may help alleviate som.e of these 
problems, and consideration, by those who design and keep such re
cords, of their potential usefulness for evaJ"ation may render the 
data from them more valuable for researchers. But until this 
occurs, the problem remains. 

]V~ INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
I' 

We noted above that there must be close collaboration between 
the policy maker and the evaluator if an evaluation study is to 
pose the proper questions for later policy decisions. Only if the 
evaluator is familiar with the theory of the program can the specif
ic data collected speak to whether the program has the effects it is 
designed to have. Similarly, only if there is sufficient collaboration 
between the evaluator and those who administer the experimental 
program can the evaluator offer realistic interpretations of the 
,basic findings of the research. The evaluator must have an accu
rate conception of the practice of the program, as well as an accu
rate conception of its theory, if the proper interpretation is to be 
found. If possible, an evaluation study should collect information 
on the day-to-day practice of the program, but such information 
will seldom be all that is needed for a good evaluation. For exam
ple, an evaluation of the job skills program might- include repeated 
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testing of program participants to determine whether job skills are 
indep-d being improved or whether any apparent effect is due to 
some other factor in the program (for example, whether beneficial 
outcomes are resulting from simply paying more attention to the 
inmates). And it is crucial that the evaluator be informed directly 
of how the program is put into practice so that rival hypotheses 
can be considered and tested and so that the evaluation can offer 
information not only on whether the program works but also on 
how it works. 

Our earlier caution about using the impressions of program pro
viders in place of rigorous evaluation of the objective consequences 
of a program shoUld not be taken to mean that such impressions 
cannot be very useful to the overall evaluation effort. Impressions 
that a program is producing the benefits it is intended to produce 
do not prove this to be the case, but impressions about the process
es involved in the workings of the prOgI'am can provide valuable 
clues to where the evaluator should look for objective data about 
potential problems and accomplishments of the program. Thus, if 
those who teach the skills in our hypothetical job skills program 
say that the time allotted for the training is too brief, it does not 
necessarily mean that the program is ineffective, b~t it should 
alert the evaluator to the need for additional data collection on, for 
example, whether program participants must learn additional 
skills before-they can make full use of those taught in the program. 

In general, there will be problems of ambiguity in the evaluation, 
whatever design and measurement methods are used, if the evalu
ator cannot determine how the fmdings of the experiment relate to 
what would be seen in the full-scale application of tHe program as 
general policy. Knowledge of the practice of the program· is neces
sary for this determination. If the practice departs from the theory, 
it is uncertain that the same results would obtain if new programs 
follow the theory, but not the practice employed in the experiment. 
Another potential ambiguity that can plague efforts to extend the 
fmdings of the research to the situation that will exist when the 
program is no longer experimental is the possibility that the re
sults of the evaluation were affected by a phenomenon termed "re
activity," an issue that we now consider. 

Social scientists have long known that the very act of studying 
human beings can cause them to act in ways other than they nor
mally would. The knowledge that one is involved in an experimen
tal program, that one's behavior is being observed and recorded, or 
that one has been pl~~ed in a program on the basis of random as
signment can sometimes lead to responses that would not occur if 
the program were in routine use, if no special observations were 
being made, or if assignments were based on charact~ristics of the 
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subjects. Such behavior is said to be IIreactive." In the hypothetical 
job skills program, reactivity might occur if those involved in the 
study knew that someone was monitoring closely whether or not 
they were employed and if they therefore made special efforts to 
find employment. Given such knowledge on the part of thos~ being 
studied, the results of the study might be different from the results 
that would actually occur if the program were not under study and 
employment were not monitored beyond what is standard for parol
ees. Another example of reactivity wa!!3 mentioned earlier: if in
mates in a control or comparison group know of the job skills pro
gram and resent not receiving it, this resentment may lead to be
havior that is not truly characteristic of the status quo situation. 

It is, of course, desirable to minimize the likelihood that behavior 
observed in an evaluation study is affected by reactivity. Validity 
of the results of the experiment requires that the responses of sub
jects exposed to the experimental treatment be as much as possible 
like those of subjects who might in the futUre receive the treat
ment on a routine basis and that the responses of subjects used for 
comparison be as much as possible like those of subjects who would 
not receive the program if it is abandoned in the future. One 
means ot attempting to avoid reactivity is to misinform or not 
inform the subjects about aspects of the experiment that might 
cause reactivity. In a randomized experiment, one might fear that 
either control or experimental group subjects will react to the 
random assignment with behavior that they would not show other
wise, and one might therefore avoid telling the subjects that they 
had been randomly assigned. Or one might fear that subjects will 
react to the intense observation needed to assess effects of the pro
gram, and one might therefore avoid telling the subjects that they 
are being observed or that data are being collected on them. Of 
course, there is always the possibility that the deception will be dis
covered and that the subjects will be even more reactive to knowl
edge of the deception than they would have been to knowledge of 
the design or the observation. 
. This appendix raises the problem of reactivity and its possible so
lution by deception not to encourage the use of deception, but only 
because it. is an issue that sometimes arises in evaluation research. 
The boqy of the report discusses the· issue and its ethical implica
tions, aiid our concern here is simply to alert the reader to the rea
sons that might J)rompt one to consider the use of deception. 
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V. TECHNIQUES FOR MAINTAINING PRIVACY 
AND CONFIDENTIALITY 

Another issue that often arises in program evaluation is protect
ing the privacy of individual subjects and the confidentiality of in
formatio~ pertaining to them, A number of methods have recently 
been deVIsed to allow researchers to obtain and use information 
~hi.le providing such protection.40 All of these methods attempt to 
hnut the capacity to attribute sensitive characteristics to an indi
vidual? while ~l~~ng analysis of the characteristics of the group 
to which the mdIVIdual belongs. These techniques can be divided 
~to two broad ca~e~ories-procedural methods that permit rec6fd 
linkage, and statIstIcal methods that permit the collection and 
holding of sensitive information. 

Procedural Solutions to Obtaining Data from Restricted Records 

Frequently, a program evaluation can be facilitated by informa
tion in confidential records that have been constructed for other re
~earch or administrative purposes. For example, in studying the 
Impact of the h~othetical job skills program, it would be helpful to 
follow th? earnI??s h~to~y of the former inmates for several years 
after theIr partICIpatIon m the program and release into the com
mun~t~. Eyen if th? participants in the program agree to continue 
proVI~g mfOrn;tatIOn, the passage of time would probably result in 
great diff!culty In collecting accurate employment data, because of 
the prac~Ical problems of maintaining contact and cooperation over 
lo~g perIods. Ano~her option is to use the record of earnings main
tamed by the SOCIal Security Administration or the Internal Reve
nue Servic:. This would permit the collection of accurate data over 
a long perIod of time with litt1s attrition from the study. Often, 
however, . a0c~ess to such informl~tionis restricted by assur~nces of 
confidentIalIty o~ statutory prGte~rtion. . 

One pr~cedural solution to such a problem is to combine individ
ual d~ta mto small groupS and analyze the groups as though they 
were mdividuals. First the researcher constructs small clusters of 
three ormor~ ind!vidu~s within each of the general experimental 
groups. The IdentificatIOn of the individuals within each cluster is 
then sent to the government agency or archive maintaining the 
e~plo~ent records. The archive locates its records for each indi
VIdual m a cluster, computes average reported earnings for the 

& 1°'J:~~ f~he~ dist~ssCoion of th:se. techniques the reader is directed to R. Boruch 
. , unng e nfldentIality of Social Research Data (1979). 
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cluster, then links that information to the cluster records sent by 
the researcher. All individual identification is then removed from 
the records and the anonymous data are returned to the researcher 
for analysis. The result is a data set that links archive information 
to the information collecteCi by the researcher without breaching 
the privacy obligations of the archive or the confidentiality assur
ances of the researcher. 

Such a technique permits research access to a great variety of re
stricted data archives, such as bank records, employment records, 
Internal Revenu~ Service recorch~, and school files. Many variations 
on this strategy have been developed. However, care must be taken 
to aggregate data in such a way that it will not be possible for' the 
archivist or the researcher to deduce information about a single in
dividual from the statistical data describing the cluster. 

Other procedural means exist for increasing the confidentiality 
of data, including purging of identifying information as soon as it 
has served its purpose, or, if such information must be retained, 
separating the data into sets and distributing them among several 
persons in a way that prevents any individual researcher from 
knowing both the identifying information and the data it links to 
partiCUlar individuals. For example, in order to isolate subject iden
tification from questionnaire responses in a long-term study of 
criminal behavior, identifying information and responses can be 
link~&;:by code numbers. The researcher possesses the responses 
and 'associated code numbers, while a trustee possesses the subjects' 
names and addresses and the code numbers. Follow-up question
naires would be mailed by the trustee when the researcher sends 
him or her the code numbers of the subjects to be surveyed, and 
the completed questionnaires, identified only by code number, 
would be returned to the researcher. Even more secure, and com
plex, schemes can be used when extreme caution is required. 

Statistical Means of Maintaining Privacy and Confidentiality 

The hypothetical job trairiing program is also intended to reduce 
subsequent criminal b~havior. One direct means of gaining this in
formation is to ask the former participant in an interview how fre
quently he or she has engaged in criminal behavior in recent 
weeks. Such an approach obviously encounters a number of prob
lems. The participant may be reluctant to share such information 
with the researcher, despite asSurances that the information will 
remain confidential. The researcher also may be reluctant to col
lect such information, because it may expose research participants 
to increased risk of prosecution. 
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Several statistical methods have been developed to mInImIZe 
such problems. In general, the statistical methods introduce a 
known amount of error into an individual response, making it ill?., 
possible to deduce the individual's answer but still permitting con~ 
clusions about the group to which the individual belongs. One of 
the most common statistical approaches is known as the "random
ized response method." In terms introduced in the discussion of 
measurement above, this method introdt".;;;es sufficient unreliability 
into the data to make them useless for any purpose other than the 
aggregate analysis to be used in the research. When used in sur
veys, these procedures can actually improve the validity of the 
data, because greater candor can be expected. In a simple version 
of this approach, the researcher presents each respondent with two 
questions, one innocuous and one sensitive, such as, "Did you buy a 
newspaper yesterday?" and tlDid you participate in criminal behav
ior within the past weeIf?" Each question must be answerable with 
a uyes" or tlno" response. Before answering, the respondent is 
asked to roll a die out of sight of the interviewer and to answer the 
first, innocuous, question if a one, two, three, four, or five turns up 
on the die, and to answer the second, sensitive, question if a six 
turns up. Because the interviewer does not observe the roll of the 
die, only the respondent will know which of the two questions is 
being answered. However, given a propt~r sampling scheme and the 
odds of answering each question, it is possible to estimate statisti
cally the proportion of persons who answered uyes" to the sensitive 
question without knowing the true response of any individual re
spondent. It would be possible, for example, to determine what pro
portion of the group of respondents had engaged in criminal activi
ty within the past week without deterlnining the true level of 
criminal activity of any of the individual respondents. These meth
ods have been used by researchers to examine criminal behavior, 
sexual behavior, and racist attitudes. . 

If confidentiality in the data record., rather than privacy in the 
respons,e itself, is the primary concern, it is possible to use similar 
techniques after the data have been collected. Thus, a researcher 
might randomly change a percentage of the data records of sensi
tive information. 4gain, the basic' concept is to introduce random, 
and thus statistically tractable, error that renders the data usable 
for the research but unusable for any purpose r,elating to the indi
vidual subjects. 

These methods solve some of the problems that arise from con
cerns 'over privacy and confidentiality, but they have notable disad
vantages. Large samples are usually required, making the research 
more expensive. They require a measure of technical sophistica
tion, and copsequently increa...,e the complexity of the research. If 
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the evaluation turns on questions that can only be answered by col
lecting sensjtive information or by obtaining data from archives to 
which access is normally restricted, however, the methods de
scribed here are worthy of consideration. 
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THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTEPI 

The Federal JJdicial Center is the research, ilevelolpment, and 
training arm of the federal judicial system. It was established by 
Congress in 1967 (28 U.S.C. §§ 620-629). on the re,commenda
tion of the Judicial Conference of the United States. 

By statute, the Chief Justice of the United States is chairman 
of the Center's Board, which also includes the Dhector of the 
Administrative Office of the United States CClUrts and six 
judges elected by the Judicial Conference. 

The Center's Cont:nuing Education and Training Division 
conducts seminars, workshops, and short courst!s for all third
branch personnel. These programs range from orientation semi
nars for judges to on-site management tra,ining for supporting 
personnel. 

The Research Division undertakes empirical and exploratory 
research on federal judicial processes, court management, and 
sentencing al)./1 its consequences, usually at the request of the 
judicial Conference and its committees, the courts themselves, or 
other groups in the federal court system. 

The Innovations and Systems Developmen1t Division designs 
and helps the courts implement new technologies, generally under 
the mantle of Courtran II-a multipurpose, computerized court 
and case management system developed by the division. 

The Inter-Judicial Affairs and Information Services Division 
maintains liaison with state and foreign judges and judicial 
organizations. The Center's library, which specializes in judicial 
administration, is located within this division. 

The Center's main facility is the historic Dolley Madison 
House, located on Lafayette Square in Washington, D.C. 

Copies of Center publications can be obu\ined from the 
Center's Information Services office, 1520 H Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20005; the telephone n.umber is 202/633-6365. 
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